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PREFACE

No trees were mortally wounded in the course of data collection for this project, though
when several did succumb to natural events, the opportunity did not go unnoticed!

At least there is hope for a tree:
If it is cut down, it will sprout again,
and its new shoots will not fail.
Its roots may grow old in the ground
and its stump die in the soil,
Yet at the scent of water it will bud
and put forth shoots like a plant.
Job 14:7-9
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

The word landscape has power. It evokes something bigger and grander than our
immediate environment. It invokes the sweep of a great river valley, a vista of
agricultural fields interspersed with farmsteads and small towns, a great park
designed to pleasure the eye, traces of past industrial might, or even the other side
of the mountain. We understand that certain landscapes have special value. The
challenge is to translate such understanding into action: identify, protect, and
sustain these valued landscapes for the future.
-Brenda Barrett 1

Purpose and Goals
Baylor University grew up in Independence, Washington County, Texas. Its
history is intertwined with the rich history of a young Republic and its leaders, and it
shaped the growth and appearance of a town. For forty years, from 1845 to 1886, this
center of general and religious education was located in the quiet rolling hills of
northeastern Washington County. An understanding of the lifeways and culture of a
region requires knowledge of past values, and in nineteenth century Texas, these values
centered on the land. In a study of the historic landscape of Independence, interviews
were conducted, historical documents consulted, and original research executed to
present an accurate view of the land during this period.
The purpose of this project is to provide documentation of the appearance and
environment of the town of Independence, Texas, for the period of the Republic of Texas
(1836-1845) and the period during which Baylor University was located there (1845-

1

Brenda Barrett, “How to Treasure a Landscape: What is the Role of the National Parks Service?”
CRM: The Journal of Heritage Stewardship 7, no. 1 (Winter 2010): 7.

1

1886). The land has changed over the past two centuries, and it is useful for managers to
picture and attempt to understand the attitudes and practices which shaped it- if they hope
to preserve or interpret the landscape for the future.
The primary goal is to synthesize available information, both historical and
recent, into a concise landscape history to assist in determination of boundaries and
quality of features for an Historic District designation by the National Register of
Historic Places. Though it is difficult to determine an appropriate boundary for such a
district, because the entire county is steeped in early Texas history, a boundary must be
set, and certain criteria can be applied to form it. The most important of these criteria are
extant historic vegetation, the distance of the property from the center of town, and the
relative importance of the original landowner to the history of the town or of early Baylor
University. In an article from The Journal of Heritage Stewardship, Brenda Barrett notes
that “criteria for designation and the understanding of what is significant in our nation’s
past have expanded from landmark properties to historic districts to larger landscapes to
places that have traditional cultural value” 2. In 2009, under the “Great Outdoors
America” initiative, the entire Chesapeake Bay (64,000 sq. miles) was designated a
treasured landscape, an emerging concept in broad ecosystem and cultural protection 3.
In the context of historic properties, Catherine Howett offers that the landscape is
an “essential primary source” for knowledge in the interpretation of local history 4. The
spacing, organization, and condition of fields, fences, and buildings may reveal the
2

Ibid., 8.

3

Ibid., 7-8.

4

Catherine Howett, “Grounds for Interpretation: The Landscape Context of Historic House
Museums,” in Interpreting Historic House Museums, ed. Jessica Foy Donnelly (Walnut Creek, CA:
AltaMira Press, 2002), 112.
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priorities of the landowner. In order to create a truly accurate and aesthetically appealing
historic district, attention must be given to historic vegetation patterns and land use
practices. These objectives are met by the following in this paper: maps of key historic
woody vegetation features, suggested boundaries for incorporation of historic vegetation
within the historic district, and descriptions of the woody vegetation associated with key
historic sites, including the churches and cemeteries and homes of Civil War age and
older.
Wood samples taken during this study, primarily those slabs taken from recently
deceased centenarian trees (those 100+ years old), are valuable tools for narrowing down
the age of original building construction, additions, and archaeological material.
Dendroclimatology, which is the “science of reconstructing past climate by use of tree
rings,” helps to decipher ring patterns and present probable atmospheric conditions
during the lifespan of a tree 5. Tree rings vary with the age of the tree, usually becoming
thinner (more dense) as the tree grows older. A Sequoia (Sequoia gigantia) that fell in
the winter of 1917-1918 due to creek erosion in Sequoia National Park was shown
through a ring count to have sprouted around 83 B.C 6. Rings near the center of the tree
were up to 1 cm wide, while rings near the bark were less than 0.5 mm wide 7. Rings of
live oaks may have more uniform variability throughout the tree 8. Tree rings can be
“cross-dated” and matched with other wood samples or structural elements to create a

5

H. C. Fritts, Tree Rings and Climate (London: Academic Press, 1976), 2.

6

Letter from Sequoia National Park Superintendent John R. White to recipients of slices of the
tree. Dated 1927.
7

Personal observation by the author. A section of this tree is on display in the Foyer of the Baylor
Sciences Building in Waco.
8

Personal observation during this study.
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chronology going back thousands of years in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranian.
Dendrochronologists prefer samples with at least 100 rings to ensure that a short cycle of
climatic events was not repeated somewhere in time, and could thus be confused with the
ring set in question 9.
It is important to note that when attempting to cross-date separate samples,
growing conditions (e.g. presence of a water table, slope, or exposure to harsh conditions)
will affect ring patterns. For example, a live oak growing next to a spring will have
regular or “complacent” rings, while an oak growing on a rocky hillside will have
irregular rings. The width of the ring is a function of limiting factors at the site, which
could be water, temperature, or nutrients 10.
An example of dendrochronology applied to an historic Texas structure is
instructive. During the 2010 expansion of the Dr. Pepper Museum in Waco, Texas, the
Kellum-Rotan Building nearby was renovated to create new office space and collections
storage. In an effort to retain the historic feel of the building, several wooden elements
had to be removed or repaired. One of these was the lower portion of a 14 inch structural
pillar of pine or fir. This building was originally constructed in 1885, and additions made
to it the following year. This large square column shows 200 definite rings, which date
the tree to before 1685 11. While it would be difficult to assign a source to this lumber,
whether from East Texas or somewhere more distant, it is an idea that could certainly be
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Peter Ian Kuniholm, “Dendrochronology and Other Applications of Tree-ring Studies in
Archaeology,” in The Handbook of Archaeological Sciences, eds. D. R. Brothwell and A. M. Pollard
(London: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 2001), 1.
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H. C. Fritts, Tree Rings and Climate (London: Academic Press, 1976), 2-17.
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Personal observation by the author. A cross-section of this 14 inch column and another column
measuring 12 inches across (and 123 rings) is deposited in the Collection of the Mayborn Museum
Complex, Baylor University.
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applied to research in Independence. There are many antebellum buildings with large
wooden structural elements still in existence in Washington County, some using cedar
beams or columns harvested directly from the property in question. When historic
buildings are preserved or restored, it is important to be aware of the opportunities that
hide in the dry timbers.
The project outlines changes in forest and woody vegetation relative to the
following periods: pre-colonial (probably a general description of potential vegetation),
Spanish colonial, occupation by English speaking settlers and the Texas Republic,
antebellum and Civil War, post-war through the late nineteenth century, early twentieth
century through the depression, oil boom and growing Houston influence, and the current
decline in the petroleum-based economy accompanied by the expansion and economic
diversification of the influence of the Houston metropolis. The intensive effort is to
provide a broad outline of the age of the various woody plant features and their
relationship to historic events during the Republic of Texas and tenure of Baylor
University at Independence, generally 1836-1886.
Planting trees to mark special occasions or to honor certain individuals was
widely practiced historically, as it is today. College campuses and city parks beautify
their grounds with vegetation dedicated to important leaders, donors, or memorable
people, sometimes with plaques or a planting date. Burial practices vary throughout
Texas, but the presence of large trees is typical of both European heritage and African
American burial grounds 12 (see fig. 1). Baylor University has established groves of trees
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Bill Harvey, Texas Cemeteries (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004); Terry Jordan, Texas
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to celebrate and memorialize since at least the 1880’s. Historic photographs and
documents illustrate this tradition (see figs. 2 & 3).
Recommendations are proposed at the end of this paper for the protection of
historic landscape features, and for vegetation management to maintain historic vistas.
Within this context, historic “lines of site” and an accurate nineteenth century atmosphere
may be better achieved. The most important use for these materials is for the

Figure 1. Large Eastern Red Cedars at 1860’s Baldwin graves in the Independence Cemetery,
Independence, Texas. Photo by author, October 16, 2009

management and interpretation of a potential Historic District. The major purpose of this
project is practical – to assist Baylor and Independence in making the best long term
decisions for maintaining the historic values of the region. Thus every effort will be
made to provide copies of the final report to planners and advocates for Independence.

6

Figure 2. 1884 photo of the “Female Edifice,” with new trees (presumably live oaks) planted in the
foreground. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

7

Figure 3. A page from the 1909 Baylor Round-Up, depicting the planting of a tree in front of Old Main, on
the Burleson Quadrangle, Baylor campus at Waco.

8

The developing trend in national policy encompasses “the natural and cultural as well as
the historical values of the landscape…and [is] more centered on people and sense of
place than on the features of the built environment”. The story is extremely important
when relating to people about “where they live and how they are connected to the larger
cultural landscape or ecosystem around them” 13. The identification of threats to
significant vegetation features may help city leaders to make appropriate decisions to
preserve the aesthetic appeal of Independence and its surrounding historic properties.
There is no final statement at the end of a landscape history, because the land is
continuously being changed by natural forces, and to suit the needs of landowners.
Fences must be torn down and rebuilt, pastures grazed and left fallow, historic houses
built (often unwittingly) and demolished, trees planted and cut down, and wells dug and
filled in.

Environmental and Landscape Histories in the United States and Texas
Studies of the influence of environmental factors on human populations and
attitudes have not been confined only to the modern environmental movement that began
in the 1960’s. Humans have always been connected to nature, but the beginning of
widespread publication of natural observations began during the expansion of exploration
to the New World. Interest in the new continent conveniently followed the invention of
the printing press in 1441. As literacy became more commonplace, and the 16th Century
progressed, personal diaries, travel journals, and the ship’s logs of explorers began
making their way into the popular mind, and into print.
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Brenda Barrett, “How to Treasure a Landscape: What is the Role of the National Parks
Service?” CRM: The Journal of Heritage Stewardship 7, no. 1 (Winter 2010): 12-13.
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Whether to discover new lands, conquer territories, or locate fresh resources,
these expeditions had purpose. It was the goal of explorers to create wealth for their
patrons, and much of that wealth lay in the Americas. In the process, they documented
human inhabitants, flora, fauna, marketable resources, and the landscape. The natural
environment might dictate whether future expeditions would be sent, and what tools
would be necessary for extraction of raw materials. Though written by Europeans, these
early descriptions of Native America are invaluable when we desire to understand the
land and its complexities.
This attitude of exploration for extraction developed during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries with the building of worldwide trading companies, such as the
British East India Company, and Navies capable of surveying vast coastlines. As the
United States expanded its territory during the nineteenth century, numerous highly
publicized expeditions beginning with that of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark were
charged with reporting useful information back to their government. The Lewis and
Clark Expedition (1804-1806), and later the U.S. Biological and Geological Surveys,
produced comprehensive documents, maps, images, and specimen collections that would
enlighten the public on what to expect, and how to live new lands. Government reports
include numerous landscape descriptions of the American West, along with proposed
railroad routes and notes on possible sites for future settlement.
Europe has an extensive pedigree of research and publication on its natural
heritage, including the social consequences of landscape change. Some of the best recent
documentary examples of the fate of woodlands in largely agricultural landscapes are
British studies such as Oliver Rackham’s (1983) The History of the Countryside and
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George Peterken’s (1981) Woodland Conservation and Management. In the United
States, detailed documentation of changes in woody plant composition relative to
agricultural management is best developed in New England. Classic studies include the
work of William Cronan (1983) on the Puritan settlers, Changes in the Land, and the
more recent volume by Foster and Aber (2004), Forests in Time: The Environmental
Consequences of 1,000 Years of Change in New England.
Environmental researchers have executed few historic landscape projects of this
type in Texas. In The Anson Jones Plantation: Archaeological and Historical
Investigations at 41WT5 and 41WT6, Washington County, Texas (1995), Shawn Bonath
Carlson presents a comprehensive study of the natural and cultural history of a site just a
few miles away east of Independence, Texas. Robin Doughty (1986) writes of the
settlers’ utilitarian view of the wilderness in Settlement and Environmental Change in
Texas: 1820-1900. Kyle Grant Wilkison (1995), in The End of Independence: Social and
Political Consequences of Economic Change in Texas, 1870-1914, discusses “the demise
of landownership and subsistence production and the triumph of cotton and tenancy”
from 1870-1910. A regional forest study with relevance to Texas is Richard
Francaviglia’s (2000) The Cast Iron Forest: A Natural and Cultural History of the North
American Cross Timbers, which discusses the beauty and utility of natural forest
communities.
Social histories can be valuable records of past cultures and attitudes toward the
land. Harriette Simpson Arnow’s (1960) Seedtime on the Cumberland presents numerous
stories of settlers taming and changing the Kentucky and Tennessee wilderness.
Narratives of slavery in the Southern states reveal the daily lives of people laboring
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closely with the land, and give details about the environment in plantation setting.
Landscape studies of plantations like Vlach’s Back of the Big House: The Architecture of
Plantation Slavery are useful when determining general land use in a broader antebellum
rural town. De Boe and Ragsdale (1985) focus generally on the land and its people in
Tracks on the Land: Stories of Immigrants, Outlaws, Artists, and Other Texans Who Left
Their Mark on the Lone Star State. John B. Jackson’s (1980) The Southern Landscape
Tradition in Texas traces colloquial practices and attitudes to their roots in other sections
of the country and to the rest of the world. He notes that the term “grove” was common
in southern and Texan place names, and that rural colleges created centers of progress:
There was one institution in the Southern landscape of the nineteenth century that
brought townspeople and countrypeople together, and that was the small
college…they not only served to give boys and girls from the back country a
glimpse of the world and the pride and excitement of belonging to a group; they
were also centers of culture and learning for the countryside 14.
The successional sequences common in southern forests are very well
documented. Washington County, Texas, however, falls to the west of the regions
covered in volumes such as Braun (1950) Deciduous Forests of Eastern North America,
and Walker and Oswald (2000) The Southern Forest: Geography, Ecology and
Silviculture. Oak forests have produced recent studies of succession, fruiting and
physiology, such as McShea and Healy (2002). An overview of the changes in forest
cover in the United States as a whole is found in Michael William’s (1989) Americans
and Their Forests, and the ecological ramifications of forest disturbance are provided in
Lindenmayer and Fischer’s (2006) Habitat Fragmentation and Landscape Change: An
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John B. Jackson, The Southern Landscape Tradition in Texas (Fort Worth: Amon Carter
Museum, 1980), 19-20.
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Ecological and Conservation Synthesis. Included in a volume of Sixteen Maps
Accompanying Report on Forest Trees of North America are glimpses of the general
distribution of certain species in Texas in the late nineteenth century 15. These broad scale
maps do not show detailed ranges, but give general patterns for dominant forest trees,
such as mesquite, walnuts, ashes, and several species of oak.

A Brief Landscape History of Washington County
Relevant details about the history of the town of Independence, Texas, and Baylor
University will be discussed within the individual site results. For a comprehensive early
history of the school, the reader is referred to the following: Michael A. White’s (1968)
The History of Baylor University: 1845-1861, Lois Smith Murray’s Baylor at
Independence (1972), Mary Ann Moore’s (1994) Framing Independence, James S. “Jay”
Belew’s (1989) Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas 16, the archives of the Texas Collection at Baylor, and
the archives of the Independence Historical Society in Independence, Texas. The Texas
Baptist Historical Center in Independence contains a large collection of photographs that
are relevant, and were used for reference in this project, but were too numerous to
include. Ellen Beasley’s interview of Alvin and Esther Schawe (2004) is one of the best

15
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maps is part of the collection of the Mayborn Museum Complex, Baylor University, and includes a
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for 1882-1883, this society began at Baylor at Independence in 1851. So, it it possible that this copy was
used in the library at Independence.
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The only copy of this two volume work the author of the current study was able to locate is in
the library holdings of the Mayborn Museum Complex, Baylor University.
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first-hand accounts of land use and culture of Independence from the 1920’s to the
present 17. It gives a clear picture of the character of this community.
A center of commerce in the mid-nineteenth century, Washington County also
held the Republic of Texas’s national seat of government (at Washington) for a short
period of time. The county was an important slaveholding and crop producing region,
and counted many wealthy and influential Texans as its citizens. Washington County,
located in the south central part of the state, formed among the ranks of those original
districts following the gaining of Texas Independence in 1836 18. The County has
changed shape and size both in reality and in far-away cartographers’ minds (see fig. 4).
The Texas Collection at Baylor contains a copy of Colton’s Atlas of the World, published
in New York in 1857, which shows a fancifully elongated version of Washington County.
It must not have been based on a close examination of previous Texas maps.
Hazzard’s (1855) “Map of the State of Texas from the Latest Authorities” shows
a major road, probably El Camino Real La Bahia, passing through Independence and Old
Washington 19. Many of the major Spanish roads passing through this part of Texas were
more than a century old at the time of statehood. In Mary Austin Holley’s Texas (1836),
a fold-out map shows San Felipe de Austin as the greatest hub of travel in this first year
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Alvin & Esther Schawe, “Audio Interview with Alvin & Esther Schawe,” (2004). This interview
was conducted by Ellen Beasley. Courtesy the Independence Preservation Trust.
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Lange, Henry. Texas, Map, 185?; digital images,
(http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth50220 : accessed September 03, 2010), University of North
Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu; crediting University of Texas at
Arlington Libraries, Arlington, Texas.
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Hazzard, J. L.. Map of the State of Texas from the Latest Authorities, Map, 1855; digital
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of the Texas Republic 20. Until the era of railroads established firm (and fewer) lines of
transport and communication, Washington County was crisscrossed with major
thoroughfares, centered on the La Bahia Trail, which lead from La Bahia on the Gulf
coast to Nacogdoches.
Spanish and Mexican influence is still evident in place names and roads in
Washington and surrounding counties. During the eighteenth century, South and
Southeast Texas were well traveled by Spanish administrators and priests 21. Landscape
information in minute detail may exist within the narratives of travelers and immigrants
who journeyed through Texas. The Journal of Henri Joutel:1684-1687 provides an
eyewitness account of the expedition of La Salle through Washington County, Texas, and
his assassination just across the Brazos River from the future site of the city of
Washington 22. Jean Louis Berlandier describes in detail the Trinity, Brazos, and
Colorado Rivers as he traveled along the “camino de arriba” just north of Yegua Creek
around 1830, collecting and describing plants and animals along the way 23. In The Diary
of Jean Louis Berlandier: An Environmental View of South Texas and Adjacent Mexico,
1828-1834, Raymond Neck further discusses Berlandier’s notes on invertebrates, reptiles,
amphibians, birds, mammals, and vegetational communities 24.
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Figure 4. Detail of T. G. Bradford map of 1833 showing Washington County and surrounding counties.
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

The Brazos River
Efficient travel before safe carriage passage and railroads depended on navigable
waterways. The Brazos River, with its ever-changing nomenclature, has been a major
route of transportation for centuries. In the view of history, the Brazos has been a
misunderstood river. In one British geography book from the middle eighteenth century,
Tejas is lost between the known British Colonies and Mexico, and is referred to as part of
Louisiana and Florida respectively (see fig. 5 & 6). William Foster (1998) thoroughly
explains exploration and aboriginal populations in Texas, and suggests that the Trinity
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McGraw, et al., A Texas Legacy: The Old San Antonio Road and the Caminos Reales: A
Tricentennial History, 1691-1991, 269-281.
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Figure 5. A map dated 1746, and showing very little detail between Louisiana and Mexico 25. From the
collection of the author.

Figure 6. Map showing the Texas region as part of Florida 26. From the collection of the author.
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River was known as the Riviere des Cenis (River of the Cenis Indians, also known as
Tejas), the Brazos River was called the Riviere aux Canots (Canoe River) during the La
Salle expedition, and the Riviere de Maligne is the modern Colorado River 27. This
proposal may have its basis in fact, but conflicts with some other maps from the
eighteenth century. In Figure 7, what one would assume is the modern Colorado River is
labeled R. Cannes. This is corroborated in the1771 map (fig. 8), which shows the R.
Colorado (or Riv. aux Cannes) between the R. Guadalupe and the R. San Therese (or R.
la Maline). In Wooten’s “Map of Mexican Texas: 1835,” the “Rio Brassos de Dios”
doubles as the “Rio Tockanhono,” and elsewhere, the “Rio Tockahono” 28.

Figure 7. Detail of French map of 1778 depicting the R. Maligne directly west of R. Trinidad (Trinity), and
area north of rivers labeled “Grand Space of Unknown Land” 29. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University.
27

William C. Foster, The La Salle Expedition to Texas: The Journal of Henri Joutel, 1684-1687,
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The earliest map surveyed during this project depicting and naming the Rio de los
Brazos de Dios is the Alexandre Humboldt map of New Spain, published in 1809 (see
fig. 9). Though one of the best representations of the “Provincia de Texas” within the
“Intendencia de San Luis Potosi”, it represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the
relative size of the rivers on the northern Gulf coast. Thomas W. Streeter, in an
observation of this map in his Bibliography of Texas: 1795-1845 (1955), observes that
“the Trinity and Colorado are shown as having an almost due north and south
direction…[and] the Brazos and Guadalupe appear as minor streams.” In a time when
roads were a less appealing option, the Brazos would become a major artery for the
movement of goods and people.

Figure 8. Detail of Texas in a French map from 1771, showing regions and names of rivers 30. Courtesy the
Texas Collection, Baylor University.
29

Robertson, “Carte du Mexique ou de la Nouvelle Espagne, ou l’on peat suivre les Mouvemens
des Costes.” 1778.
30

Bonne, “Le Nouveau Mexique, Avec la Partie Septen Trionale de Lancien, ou de Nouvelle
Espagne,” 1771.
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Figure 9. Map showing the Brazos River as a short stream between the large Colorado and Trinity Rivers 31.
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Humboldt, Alexander, Freiherr von, “Carte Generale du Royaume de la Nouvelle Espagne
depuis le Parallele de 16° jusqu’au Parallele de 38° (Latitude Nord) Dressee sur des Observations
Astronomiques et sur l’ensemble des Materiaux qui existoient a Mexico, au commencement de l’annee
1804.” 1809. Original is in The Texas Collection, and one of only a few in existence.
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Agriculture
A major cotton exporting center, Washington County had a convenient route to
the Port of Galveston. Brazos River barges loaded at Old Washington could efficiently
convey raw materials to the Texas Coast, then to New Orleans, and on to their final
destination. Though timber harvest has been more associated historically with East
Texas, the abundance of sturdy live oaks in Southeast and Central Texas was not lost to
the eye of ship builders 32. Logging in general was confined to individual, privately
owned woodlots where the soil type fostered good timber growth.
While a few crops have consistently been grown in this area, many have blown
with the winds of economy, the people, and their values. On small farmsteads and large
plantations alike, subsistence was the primary goal, especially during trying times such as
the Civil War. The secondary goal was usually to better one’s situation- to make money.
The cash crops, corn and “King cotton,” dictated land use for much of the life of Texas
while a Mexican State, Republic and U.S. State. In the early years, 1810-1835,
subsistence for the average citizen of La Provincia de Texas was meager. Fredrick Law
Olmsted’s journey through the Texas frontier during the 1850’s was marked by repetition
of the same bland foods and accommodations for months at a time. The abundant game
in the form of deer, bear, turkey, and wild horses even became monotonous after many
months, especially when no wheat bread was to be found 33. The new Texas German
settlements in the 1840’s were better organized and funded than the rural Anglo settler
families journeying west from the United States, and tended to have a more varied diet.
32
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The 1850’s and ‘60’s showed establishment, or at least experimentation with, new
cultures and varieties of plants, both ornamental and utilitarian.
Into the twentieth century, gasoline powered engines sped up the production,
harvest, and transport of agricultural and natural resources. Terraced fields became a
common site on the landscape beginning in the 1920’s, and became more important
during the 1930’s, when massive topsoil loss destroyed the livelihood of so many rural
farmers. Caesar “Dutch” Hohn tells stories of teaching “terracing schools” as the new
Washington County Agent between 1928 and 1938. Reluctant farmers soon began
having their fields terraced in efforts to save their land. In Dutchman on the Brazos:
Reminiscences of Caesar (Dutch) Hohn, he includes photos of eroded land that he helped
restore on the Dillon Anderson farm (near the Seward Plantation) in Independence 34.
Hohn was quoted in the Brenham newspaper as he left the County Agent position 35:
“I said I knew they were good Christians, because I’d seen them in church on
Sunday. But, I added, if they passed on without having terraced their land, I
hoped to hell that Saint Peter wouldn’t let them through his gate until he made
them take a bucket and carry back up the hill all that earth they’d let wash away.”
In 1950, the Hohns moved to Independence, and in 1962 moved again- this time to the
house built from the ruins of the stone Masonic Lodge on the west side of the Town
Square. He relates stories and details about practices and improvements on his property
and that of others, and the attitudes and causes that lead to rangeland and soil neglect 36.
The current agricultural trends in Washington County center around beef
and dairy cattle, though small amounts of corn, cotton, and grain sorghum are
34

Caesar Hohn, Dutchman on the Brazos: Reminiscences of Caesar (Dutch) Hohn (Austin:
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grown 37. Peaking in the 1970’s and ‘80’s, Independence saw conversion of many
acres to horse boarding and raising. With the emergence of thriving commerce in
Houston, and the influx of oil capital to the region, leisure and tourism businesses
expanded into Washington County. The equestrian industry required enlarging of
pastures, conversion of row crop fields to hay, and construction of large facilities
to house, train, and show the product (see fig. 10).

Figure 10. Private equestrian facility on Old Independence Road, near Independence, Texas, established
and formerly owned by Tom and Lanella Gray. Mrs. Gray had the live oak alleys planted, and watered
them diligently.
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CHAPTER TWO
Materials and Methods

Early Texan settlers created, developed, and expanded agricultural landscapes and
instituted a system of land ownership that allowed them to barter and sell plants,
animals, and other resources from the land. They attacked plants and animals that
interfered with their activities, and introduced alien species, changing the
composition of the preexisting biological associations and drastically altering the
natural environment.
-Robin W. Doughty1

General Goal of Methods
Data were assembled from a variety of natural and historical sources to identify
sites of interest in a discussion of historic landscape features. In projects of this type, it is
important to pair second-hand or published information with direct ground-truth
observation. Field measurements and annotations served to supplement and verify
reported locations of historic woody vegetation, land use, and anthropogenic features.
Most mapping, measuring, and recording of individual trees and vegetation features was
done by hand. The major categories of methods used in data collection for the present
study are personal interviews with local residents and landowners, general mapping of
landscape patterns through aerial and satellite photography, direct tree measurement and
age estimations, site surveys for features of interest, photo documentation by the author,
and a thorough literature search of published works and historical documents.
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Methods- Interviews
Protocol was established for personal interviews through the Institutional Review
Board at Baylor, and a framework questionnaire was developed. Interviewees were
selected based upon recommendations from Baylor professors involved in research in
Independence, and upon referrals from other interviewees or residents of the town.
Subjects were recruited using word of mouth, phone calls (phone numbers provided by
other locals in the area with whom they were acquainted), and referrals by other local
residents. General research and surveys of historic documents did yield additional
persons who were interviewed. This form of contingent sampling also applied to
selection of a few sites owned by these individuals, where historic vegetation features
remained. Much insight was also gained through brief, informal conversations with
many individuals in the area. To some extent, these questions were fitted to the
individual interviewee. This may have depended on the family history of the
interviewee, or how long they have lived in the area. Many landowners were unaware of
detailed history of the land, with the exception of a few stories and documents remaining
in their possession. The time period generally covered by first-hand accounts (including
Beasley’s 2004 interview of Alvin and Esther Schawe) in this study is 1920-2010.
Interviews conducted by the author of the current study occurred from Spring 2008 to
Fall 2010.
Questions during a typical interview included the following: How long has your
family lived in Independence? Do you have any photographs or maps of the land, certain
trees, or the exterior of the house? What were the individual fields/pastures used for
before the Civil War (1820’s-1860’s), before World War I, during the Great Depression,
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before World War II, up to the 1980’s, and what are they used for now? Do you have
any stories or interesting facts about any of the trees on your property? Do you
remember clearing any heavy brush or woodlots on the property? Which fields have
been terraced? Are there any features on your property that seem man-made and
historic? Do you have plants or animals on your property now that you do not remember
seeing 30, 50, 70 years ago? Some interviewees seemed to respond more thoroughly to
date ranges. In these cases, a question might be posed in the following manner: In the
1930’s, when your family moved into the property, how did it look? In the 1970’s and
‘80’s, horse farming started becoming popular in the County…did this affect your land?
The goals of these interviews and viewing of documents were to obtain a clear
picture of priorities dealing with the land (according to the residents) through time, and to
acquire general and detailed descriptions of people and places around Independence.
However, if an interesting line of information revealed itself during the interview, it
should be understood that the opportunity was not wasted.
Notes were taken during all interviews, and in some cases, permission was asked
of the interviewee for the discussion to be audio recorded. This decision was only made
if dense, relevant information was being given. These interviews were conducted in the
individuals’ homes or other designated meeting areas, most in Independence, Texas.
Research for this project required excursions to view properties owned by some
interviewees, and was always done with their permission. Every effort was made so that
the interviews would take the form of easy conversation. When one line of questioning
was exhausted, another was pursued. These sessions were interviews, and not oral
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histories. However, it would be beneficial to have their stories recorded at a future date
in order to preserve more information about the town and the landscape.

Precautions to Limit Risk During Interviews
Formal interviews were not conducted until or unless Informed Consent forms
were signed by each interviewee, so that they fully understood the types of questions they
would be asked, and the investigator felt without doubt that the subject was comfortable
with proceeding. Any time the investigator planned an excursion to an unfamiliar
property, someone knowledgeable about the terrain was present. The Informed Consent
release indicates if the individual is willing to be quoted or not. The notes will be kept
confidential and will not be kept in open access space.

Methods- Rationale for Site Categories
Listed here are the sites chosen for the project, the rationale for each, and their
echelon of survey intensity. Complete reports on each site will be given in the Site
Descriptions & Results section. Sites were chosen using three judgments based on
available information: presence of historic vegetation features, relevance to Baylor
University, and general historical importance. To a lesser extent, each site was ranked by
availability of research materials and accessible information, willingness of owners, and
the time available for the project. For example, some sites like the Mrs. Sam Houston
House (Root-Houston-Williams House), retain only a few remnants of historic
vegetation, and have had previous extensive descriptions published in the form of
Historic American Buildings Surveys (HABS) or similar work. If previous surveys have
been completed for a given site, they will be referenced in the complete reports in Site
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Descriptions & Results. Complete documentation of the resources and extant
information on the history and culture of Northeastern Washington County is
unattainable in the present study, so it is important that future projects be initiated.
Upon completion of data sampling for the project, each site was assigned to one
of three categories of survey intensity. The lines between these designations are
indefinite, and have more to do with the amount of information collected per site than the
historical importance of it. A fundamental goal was to determine which trees at the
“Columns” and at the Independence Baptist Church are “witness” trees– those that were
present at the time key historic events took place, or at the time the buildings were
occupied by historic personages. The cemeteries also have many older trees, although
the largest oaks are at New Hope Cemetery on William Penn Road, rather than at the
Independence cemeteries. The first category is “Sites with Intensive Survey,” and
includes properties deemed of highest priority in a discussion of historic vegetation or
relevance to Baylor at Independence. This designation denotes that more thorough
research was done than on other sites, and as much of that as possible will be shown.
Criteria for this site category include strong connections to historic individuals and
Baylor University, structures or sites of former structures of Civil War age or older, and
presence of vegetation features (trees, landscape patterns) that date to the period of the
Republic of Texas and Baylor University at Independence (pre-1836-1886). Sites
included in this category are: Windmill Hill (The Baylor University Male Campus),
Academy Hill (The Baylor College Female Campus), Independence Baptist Church, John
P. Coles Home and Mill site, Sam Houston Home Site, Holly Oak (Home of Judge R. E.
B. Baylor), the Seward Plantation, the Henry L. Graves Home site, the Independence
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Town Square, the Albert G. Haynes Homesite, Ingleside (Clay Castle), and Chase
Seminary (Vine Dell).
The second category is “Important Sites with Minimal Survey or Notation,” and
includes sites of relative importance to Baylor and the town, but which were not as
thoroughly researched due to limited number of historic vegetation features, or small land
area. However, enough detail is given here in the form of historic photos and other
documentation that the reader will gain an understanding of each site’s position and
significance relative to historical events in the region. Sites included in this category are:
Independence Cemetery, Liberty Community Cemetery, Carisbrooke (farm of David S.
and Mary Wolff), Root-Houston-Williams House (Mrs. Sam Houston House), the Adobe
House (Toalson House, Mexican Jail), and the Herbert and Esther Klatte home property.
The third category consists of “Important Sites Not Surveyed,” and includes sites
that contain historic groves, or have some historical relevance to Baylor or the history of
the town. The following sites are worthy of complete survey in the future, but are not
discussed in Site Descriptions & Results because of limited access to, or limited
resources of the investigator: Jerry’s Quarters, The Asa Hoxey (Hoxie) Plantation, the
Atreus Clay Home, Mike and Jean Shoup properties (Asbury Daniels home site, Hairston
home site, and Antique Rose Emporium), and Lueckemeyer Store and Cotton Gin.

Methods- Mapping
The first objective of this project was to map the historic live oak groves near key
historic structures or sites. The investigator determined the ultimate extent of the
mapping as the survey progressed. Generally, the western boundary of study was the
western edge of the Nestor Clay League, with the eastern boundary being the eastern
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edge of the Seward Plantation. There were several exceptions to the western boundary,
and those will be discussed in the Site Descriptions & Results. The northern boundary is
generally Yegua Creek, but little intensive surveying was completed north of the Liberty
Community Cemetery, Independence Cemetery, Chase Seminary (Boehm property), and
Seward Plantation. Less defined is the southern boundary, which could be marked by the
Atreus Clay home property, the Antique Rose Emporium (Dr. Thomas Hairston
homesite), and the Baylor and Klatte properties on Windmill Hill.
The researchers mapped by surveying the study area on foot and utilizing a
Garmin Rino 110 GPS unit to establish exact geographic locations for some features,
especially in dense woods. Google EarthTM was used to create maps with data collected
via the GPS unit. Individual trees and other landscape features at key historic sites were
included in these maps. All Google satellite imagery used in the current paper is dated
February 6, 2010. Materials utilized to inform the historic mapping included the 1841
and 1879 maps of original land grants in northeastern Washington County 2. A 1950’s
aerial photograph of Independence was made available courtesy of the Texas Baptist
Historical Center, and was invaluable in confirming land use practices and locations of
structures. U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle Maps (Gay Hill, Texas and
Independence, Texas) and Washington County Soil Survey Maps contributed to the
topographical and geological site descriptions, and helped to locate quarry sites 3.
2

Clampitt, M. A.. Map of Washington County, Map, November 1841. digital image,
(http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth89052 : accessed September 03, 2010), University of North
Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu. crediting Texas General Land
Office, Austin , Texas; Walsh, W. C. Map of Washington County, 1879; General Land Office of the State
of Texas.
3

Geological Survey (U.S.). Independence Quadrangle, Map, 1988. digital image,
(http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth106347 : accessed September 03, 2010), University of North
Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu. crediting UNT Libraries
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Methods- Tree Measurement and Aging
During documentation of each individual tree, several different measurements and
sets of data were taken, both quantitative and qualitative. The data will be discussed in
the Results section, and the comprehensive data set for all trees is given in Appendix B.
Trees were sampled differently depending on the site. For example, the park-like groves
of live oaks at the Independence Baptist Church and Baylor Female Campus are
recognized as historic and aesthetic assets to the town, so all of them were measured.
The circumstances were different on Lanella Gray’s property, where pasture live oaks
and dense riparian mixed forests were sampled. In this case, trees were more selectively
sampled, with priority on the centenarian trees (those assumed to be of age 100+ years).
In the instance of live oaks in this study, no attempt was made to core trees under 0.5
meter DBH, because it is likely that they would not have existed as early as the 1880’s 4.
Each tree was given a “name,” consisting of a Site Code, Tree Number, and
Species Code. This results in a virtual accession number for each individual tree.
Unique site codes were assigned based on the historic name of the property, and the
current owner’s name was sometimes added for clarification or distinction from other
sites. For example, the first tree measured on the “Female Campus” (Academy Hill) was
a live oak, so this tree’s name would be FC-1-QV (Female Campus-tree #1-Quercus
virginiana). Occasionally, for clarification or differentiation from other site codes, the
current owner’s name or another detail was included in the site code. For example, in
Government Documents Department, Denton, Texas; Geological Survey (U.S.). Gay Hill Quadrangle,
Map, 1988. digital image, (http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth106348 : accessed September 03,
2010), University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu.
crediting UNT Libraries Government Documents Department, Denton, Texas; USDA, Soil Survey of
Washington County, Texas (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1981).
4

Personal observation made from live oak slabs cut early in research for this paper.
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SPW-39-CI (Seward Plantation Ward-tree #39-Carya illinoinensis), the Ward Family is
included in the site code for the Seward Plantation trees. Legends for site codes and
species codes are given in the Site Descriptions & Results section.
A “complete” data group was not collected for every tree, according to the
circumstances. For example, if a tree was covered in Poison Ivy foliage, circumference
may be omitted. If the grove of trees could be easily discerned and mapped from aerial
or satellite imagery, then GPS points were not recorded. This was a more efficient
method, because during much of the data recording period, there was a 20-50 meter
margin of error for accuracy of the points being taken. In general, enough data and
photographs were collected for each tree to assign it an approximate age, and to allow the
reader to return to the site and locate the tree.
Other measurements included DBH (diameter at breast height), CBH
(circumference at breast height) or “girth,” number of stems (trunks), and approximate
basal area. DBH was measured using a pair of large Mantax Black Calipers (0.8 meters)
made by Haglof of Sweden, which contain green lasers (“gator eyes”) to measure trees
from a distance. CBH was assessed using a Kosen 50 meter tree tape. The number of
stems per tree and approximate basal area were more subjective measurements, but
should be consistent because the primary investigator was always present when data was
taken and recorded the numbers himself. If two trunks were within 1 meter of each other,
or were obviously connected within a certain distance, they were judged to be the same
individual. In these cases, the stems were given “abc” designations (e.g. the trunks from
left to right in the photograph would be FC-1a-QV, FC-1b-QV, and so on).
Consequently, the total 387 trunks measured represent 344 individual trees. Basal
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circumference was estimated by wrapping the 50 meter tape around all visible features
from a given tree at the soil surface. The current and accepted methods for tree
measurement were followed as closely as possible 5. All of these forms of data were
considered when age determination was made for each tree. If a planting date was known,
two years were added to create an “age” for the tree. Estimations of “planting” or
“sprouting date” become broader with older trees, because some take on many iterations
of form and complexity during their long life.
Occasionally, extra data was recorded for certain trees. For example, two trees on
the Herbert and Esther Klatte property were listed on the registry of the Live Oak Society
(Louisiana Garden Club Federation) as a result of this project, and are contenders for a
spot on the National Register of Big Trees. In this case, canopy spread was a requirement
on the nomination form.
In addition to these data, notations were made regarding any human artifact
relative to the tree (barbed wire, cabling, or other iron), any surface archaeological items
found near the tree, tree growth anomalies (large knots, stumps, rotten surfaces), and any
populations of vegetation (other than grass) under the tree. A table of these understory
plant species is given in the Site Descriptions & Results section. Large trees, especially
in open prairies or artificially cleared areas, can be important nurse plants, and can serve
as community “islands” 6. Overgrown fence rows and nurse trees, the gifts of seed-eating,

5

Texas Forest Service, “How to Measure a Big Tree.” Texas A&M University.
http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/main/popup.aspx?id=1343 (accessed August 2, 2010); American Forests,
“Measuring Guide.” American Forests. http://www.americanforests.org/resources/bigtrees/measure.php
(accessed September 30, 2010).
6

Leila Gass and Paul W. Barnes, “Microclimate and Understory Structure of Live Oak (Quercus
fusiformis) Clusters in Central Texas, USA,” The Southwestern Naturalist 43, no. 2 (June 1998): 183-194.
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perching birds, may be the “preservers of the gene-pool” on land with heavy agriculture 7.
These “pasture trees” are havens for wildlife, and create a microclimate which may differ
drastically from the surrounding field. For example, Figures 11, 12, and 13 depict an
open-growth form “pasture tree,” the dense shade provided by the same tree, and a
Seward Plantation tree with higher branches, showing dense understory.
Each tree was photographed and labeled, though many were photographed with
other trees or structures for reference and to give context. The project took documentary
photographs of all trees measured and comparison photographs of key sites using an

Figure 11. Open-growth form (“pasture tree”) on the Gray Property, Independence, Texas. Photo by author
(December 19, 2008).

7

Peter M. Allen, Geography and Geology of the Grand and Blackland Prairies of Texas: Friends
of the Pleistocene, South Central Cell Spring Field Trip 1998, Baylor University, Waco, Texas (Waco:
Baylor University, 1998), 130.
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OLYMPUS SP-500UZ camera with 6 megapixel resolution. The complete catalog of
tree photographs can be found in Appendix A, though a few tree photos will be included
in site results if they illustrate an important point.
This study aged oak groves, and some fence rows and woodlots by estimating or
directly determining the age of individual trees. In some cases, oak groves and stands of
other tree species, such as hackberries and pecans, may be older than any individual tree
in the grove. So, written records and the presence of buildings or archeological features
may be utilized to determine how long the oaks and other trees have been present.

Figure 12. Inside the drip line of the same pasture tree on the Gray Property, Independence, Texas. These
trees provide habitat for deer, rabbits, birds, and other wildlife. Photo by author (December 19, 2008).
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A few trees were aged using 0.65 meter and 0.85 meter (length of bit) increment
borers manufactured by Mora of Sweden, producing 4-5mm width cores on which
growth rings could be counted. The investigator and a field assistant sampled several
specimens of live oak, sycamore, red oak, and eastern red cedar, while adhering to
published methods on increment core sampling and reading 8. A limited number of trees
were sampled to determine growth rates and to calculate regressions, which were utilized
to estimate the age of older trees with heart rot or other anomalies. All increment coring
was carefully conducted to avoid damaging individual trees and to prevent the spread of
oak wilt. The primary investigator even took care to avoid infected trees in his daily life
through the duration of the project. All coring bits and equipment used during this study
were purchased for exclusive use in this study, and none were used outside the
Independence area. Effort was made to plug any wounds created in trees using TreeKote
Tree Wound Dressing. A more direct and reliable method for reading rings is the cutting
of cross-sections or wedges of whole trunks. Several cross-sections were cut (at breast
height if possible) from fallen or storm-damaged trees. The resulting cores and slabs were
used to produce a regression to estimate age-range of vegetation in the area and growth
rate of certain species.
This portion of the project also helped to determine the age of the current
dominant trees in woodlots and other sites, such as cemeteries. One project goal was to
assist in the identification of the oldest stands, those that are pre-Texas Republic, and
those present during the period of the Texas Republic and Baylor’s presence in

8

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Increment Cores: How to Collect, Handle, and Use Them, by
Robert R. Maeglin, Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, General Technical Report FPL 25 (U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979).
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Figure 13. Under canopy of SPW-12-QV, a live oak in the Seward Plantation pasture, Independence,
Texas. The plant community under this tree consisted primarily of Spanish Moss, Honey Locust, and
Smilax . Author is pictured (July 30, 2010).

Independence. This information will guide conservation efforts and may also be utilized
to identify groves that should not be cut or cleared.
Large trees with two or more stems are difficult to age, because the tree is
probably older than each individual ring count or DBH would suggest. When many
species of tree (including live oak) fall or are struck by lightning, the stem and crown
may die, leaving a vigorous stump ready to send up new shoots (see fig. 14). The
nutrients and water sent up through the roots must then be divided between all of the
stems, slowing their growth. So, destruction of the original stem and/or growth of new or
extra stems can increase the age of a tree relative to an individual stem’s DBH. Some of
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the trees on Academy Hill, Independence Baptist Church, the Klatte property, and the
Seward Plantation present this challenge. Figure 15 shows one of the Klatte oaks, a
complex of fifteen trunks, which may have begun as one single acorn or as multiple
individual plants. An example of this outside of Texas is the “Seven Sisters Oak,” a
seven-stemmed live oak near Lake Pontchartrain in Lewisburg, Louisiana, that is
currently President (champion) of the Live Oak society and the National Champion Live
Oak. There is disagreement on both measurement and the age, but many concede that it
is an outstanding tree. The official measurement of girth on the Society’s website is

Figure 14. What appears to be a thicket of sapling live oaks is actually many new shoots from a single
centenarian live oak recently struck by lightning 9. Photo by author (November 7, 2008).

9

Personal communication with David Jones Clay, in the east yard of his father’s home
(November 7, 2008).
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38.11 feet (measured in 2008), and is “estimated by foresters to be 1200 years old” 10. An
entry on the website for the Eastern Native Tree Society estimates the girth at 47 feet 9
inches, but the much younger age of 400-500 years 11. By the same token, when
measuring and aging a tree with multiple branches, the researcher must be careful to
consider that branches influence tree DBH below the “fork”. A very old age may be
mistakenly given to a tree with multiple large branches near the base. The Mayborn
Museum’s Botany Collection (Baylor University) holds one example of this. A Live

Figure 15. The live oak HEK-3-QV, with fifteen trunks, lives on the Klatte property near Independence,
Texas. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

10

Louisiana Garden Club Federation, “Live Oak Society,” Louisiana Garden Club Federation,
Inc., http://www.louisianagardenclubs.org/los.html (accessed October 9, 2010).
11

Eastern Native Tree Society, “The National Champion Live Oak, The Seven Sisters,” ENTS,
http://groups.google.com/group/entstrees/browse_thread/thread/aa1b72483d68ffae?hl=en&pli=1 (accessed
October 9, 2010).
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Oak with five fused trunks (branches) died in 1934 near Austin, Texas, and had a
circumference of 5.15 meters and a diameter of 1.9 meters. According to the results of
the current study, this tree would be well over 200 years old. But the greatest ring count,
coming from the largest of the “trunks”, placed the age of the bole at 177 years 12.
Possibly, the only non-lethal method to accurately determine the age of these multi-trunk
trees is to core the stump below the ground, or to make slices of root balls of similar trees
for comparison. One must then attempt to find a ring pattern from the original base of the
tree 13.
This paper includes appendices comprising historical documents, maps and
photographs, and photographs taken by the author during the project. Side products of
this study include a small collection of preserved specimens of local plants and historic
individual trees in the form of pressed specimens, tree sections and slabs, and seeds.
When possible, collections of the mast (acorns) of historic live oaks and other species
were made on the date the trees were mapped and given a number. These collections
may have value in the future for their documentation of the history, and their preservation
of the genetic heritage of our Oaks of Independence. Various other biological specimens,
primarily arthropods, were collected during sampling, and notes were taken on the natural
history of many of the sites. When approved by the appropriate landowner, small
collections of surface archaeological material were made. Lists of all collections made
during the project are listed in Appendices. These collections are deposited at the

12

Personal observation at Mayborn Musuem Complex, Baylor University (October 10, 2010).

13

Personal communication with Dr. Joseph White, Department of Biology, Baylor University
(October 8, 2010).
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Mayborn Museum Complex, the Department of Biology, and the Department of
Environmental Science (all of Baylor University, Waco, Texas).

Methods- Site Surveys
Short histories of each site will be presented in the Results section, and the goal
will be to give an accurate portrayal of the form of the landscape using available
documents, comparative photographs, and original descriptions from this study.
Observations of structures, historic and modern, remnants of structures, archaeological
evidence of past use, and vegetation patterns will be used in concert to form a general
picture of the changes experienced by each site. The comparative photography, or
“contemporary rephotography,” was done in the spirit of Richard Reynolds’ (2005) Texas
Then & Now.
In selected woodlots, the investigators surveyed canopy composition, usually by
direct species identification and age estimation. The investigators determined the period
of abandonment of old fields and then determined current forest composition on these
sites 14. By sampling stands of different known ages, the investigator was able to
establish a basic successional series for the area, which can be utilized to determine
which woodlots are of greatest historic importance, and which were probably present at
the time Baylor was active in Independence.
The project also evaluated selected fence lines and road beds (both abandoned and
active) in order to determine the approximate age of the vegetation. This information
was utilized to determine the possible preservation value of the features. One of the most
important roads in the Republic of Texas was La Bahia Trail which ran across
14

P. W. West, Tree and Forest Measurement (New York: Springer Verlag, 2004).
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Washington County from La Bahia to Nacogdoches and Louisiana. This road also
allowed the planters of Independence access to the ferry across the Brazos at Washington,
thus was used to haul cotton and other goods to the river. Route 390 has paved over
much of La Bahia Road, but inspection of nineteenth century maps indicates modern
engineering has probably straightened 390, and some fragments of the old Bahia Road
bed may remain near the 390 route. Plantation lanes and connections between farms are
also important relicts of past economies and are subject to destruction as the region is
slowly subdivided. The project will attempt to identify any such remnants that could be
incorporated within the historic district.

Methods – Historical Records
As necessary, the investigator consulted historic records, such as tax plats, deed
records, and collections of letters and photographs to determine the historic position of
farm fields, home sites, woodlots, and field boundaries. These records were also utilized
to determine which of these features are associated with important historic personages
and events, such as the properties of the Sam Houston family, the Baylor University
properties, and the establishment of one of the oldest Baptist churches in Texas. Such
records provided insight into crop rotations and clearing practices, which assisted in
explaining current field locations. Though a wide variety of resources were surveyed, the
author conducted intensive searches of the holdings of the Seward Plantation in
Independence, the Star of the Republic Museum and Library at Washington, Texas, the
Texas Baptist Historical Center in Independence, and the Baylor University Libraries,
including the Texas Collection and Mayborn Museum Library.
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Methods - Statistical Analysis and Synthesis of Information
A linear regression of tree ring data from core and slab samples was performed
using statistical tests (ANOVA) within SPSS 17.0 software to create a scatter plot graph
with a “best fit line.” This linear regression of tree age was used to inform the individual
site descriptions. Site data, including historic land use, current use, and presence and age
of historic structures and vegetation features are presented in the Results section, and give
a general idea of the changes in and appearance of the land from the early nineteenth
century to the present.
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CHAPTER THREE
Site Descriptions and Results

Baylor University is located in Independence, a beautiful and quiet village in
Washington County, on the great stage roads from Houston and San Augustine to
the city of Austin. The citizens of Independence and immediate vicinity are
unsurpassed in the state for intelligence, moral and religious worth. The refined
society, splendid landscapes and beautiful live oak groves, all combine to make
Independence an eligible point for a great literary institution.
-Rufus Columbus Burleson, June 23, 1856 1

Geology, Climate, and Prehistory
After at least an hour of driving south on Highway 50 through the flat Brazos and
Yegua floodplains in Burleson County, one is abruptly lifted up into a forested, rolling
countryside. This ridge represents the Oakville and Catahoula sandstones of the
Miocene, and divides the Yegua Creek watershed from the Mill Creek watershed to the
south 2. Washington County sits northwest of Houston, Texas, on the Blackland Prairie
Land Resource Area and the Claypan Land Resource Area, and covers an area of about
614 square miles 3.
The hilltop soils in Independence are very thin, and in some cases lack any
substantial top soil. Occasionally a result of land use or intentional removal for roadbuilding, the exposed rock did provide a stable building surface and material. In a
1

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 143.

2

W. E. Wrather, “Oklahoma and Texas,” International Geological Congress XVI Session,
Guidebook 6: Excursion A-6 (1933): 2. Collection of the author; Walter N. White, Nineteenth Report of the
Texas Board of Water Engineers (Austin: Board of Water Engineers for the State of Texas, 1950), 113.
Collection of the Author.
3

W. Glen Chervenka, et al., Soil Survey of Washington County, Texas (USDA, Soil Conservation
Service, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1981), 1.
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chapter entitled “A Historical Sketch of the Windmill Hill Site: Environmental Context
Evolved During Geological Epochs,” Belew states that “the bedrock is a limestone which
contains large pebbles and sand grains…harder than many grades of limestone, this ‘sand
rock’ (so labeled by locals) was regarded as a good grade of building stone”. The rock
from the quarry on Asa Hoxey road was known to be some of the best building material
in the county, and may have been used to build homes or the academic buildings of Old
Baylor 4 (see fig. 16). Figure 17 shows the probable locations of some quarries around
Independence, based on a quadrangle map of the town, and personal observation.
Forested riparian corridors and some sites of gravel pits are identified on the 1988

Figure 16. Stone quarry with rock still exposed, on Asa Hoxey Rd., facing east. Photo by author (December
20, 2008).
4

Personal communication with David Jones Clay (September 18, 2010).
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Independence Quadrangle Map 5. Most hilltop soils are classified as Renish clay loam,
and the creekbeds are Bosque clay loam 6. The top soil in lower areas and riparian zones
tends to be deeper, fostering lush growth along creeks (see fig. 18). Through analysis of
historical records and topographical maps, it is possible to approximate the locations of
the “Seven Hills of Independence,” which are a landscape feature unique to the location,
and a product of this escarpment (see fig. 19).
Production of oil in the northeastern part of the county came October 8, 1928,
with the discovery of the Clay Creek Oil Field, which sits atop the Clay Creek Salt Dome

Figure 17. Image of natural gas pads (small white rectangles), and possible locations of rock quarries
(yellow markers) in Independence, Texas.

5

Geological Survey (U.S.). Independence Quadrangle, Map, 1988; digital image,
(http://texashistory.unt. edu/ark:/67531/metapth106347 : accessed September 03, 2010), University of
North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu; crediting UNT Libraries
Government Documents Department, Denton, Texas.
6

Chervenka, Soil Survey of Washington County, Texas.
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(also possibly referred to as Gay Hill Salt Dome in 1912 7). This field, 10 miles north of
Brenham and 3 miles west of Independence on Sun Oil Road, was “blocked by the Sun
Oil Co. on geological field evidence and later checked by geophysical methods and core
drilling” 8 (see fig. 20). This resource heritage was further revealed with the broad scale
extraction of natural gas at the turn of the twenty-first century. Though many of these
gas wells have been used and returned to a natural successional phase, the land is now
dotted by white gravel “pads,” presenting a new and common landscape feature, just as
European influenced cotton fields and corn fields did in the eighteenth century (see figs.
17 & 21).
Bison were not the largest mammals that ever lived in Washington County. In a
small creek near Burton, a Rhinoceras (sic) fossil (Coenopus sp.) of the Miocene was
found, and Alvin Schawe relates the story of an “elephant jawbone” (mammoth) being
found in a creek in Independence 9. The Mammoth fossil was taken to Texas A&M in
College Station for identification and preparation, then brought back to show the
schoolchildren. It could not be located during research for this paper. This fossil, and
possibly many other items of historical importance to the region, may be held in Mr.
Schawe’s private “museum” in Independence. The author did not visit this private
collection during the project, but was told of its existence by the Schawe family and by
7

E. H. Sellards, et al., The Geology of Texas: Volume 1, Stratigraphy (Austin: The University of
Texas Bulletin, no. 3232, 1958), 534.
8

Personal communication with Herbert and Esther Klatte, December 20, 2008; D. M.
Collingwood, “Petroleum Development in East Texas and Along the Balcones Fault Zone as Far as Medina
County, 1928,” (Reprint. Meeting Proceedings of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers, February, 1929), 2. Collection of the author.
9

E. H. Sellards, et al., The Geology of Texas: Volume 1, Stratigraphy (Austin: The University of
Texas Bulletin, no. 3232, 1958), 738; Alvin & Esther Schawe, “Audio Interview with Alvin & Esther
Schawe,” (2004). This interview was conducted by Ellen Beasley. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University.
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David S. Wolff. Spring-fed streams occur in abundance around Independence, so it
seems a likely site to attract early Native Americans for settlement just as it did
Europeans. Archaeological investigations near the Anson Jones Plantation at
Washington, Texas, suggest that human habitation in Washington County extended

Figure 18. Soil profile of creek bank due west of John H. Seward Home, Seward Plantation. Field Assistant
Parker Lewis holds calipers of total length 1.04 meters. Photo by author (July 30, 2010).
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Figure 19. Map of probable location of “Seven Hills of Independence”.

Figure 20. Oil pump on the Sun Oil Company Brenham Camp, Clay Creek Oil Field. Photo by author
(December 20, 2008).
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Figure 21. GoogleEarth image of natural gas pad on Klatte property southeast of Windmill Hill Park,
Independence, Texas. Satellite image dated February 6, 2010.

Washington County extended from the Middle to Late Archaic to the Late Prehistoric
Period (from about 3000 B.C. to 1500 A.D.) 10. A heavy deposit of flint flakes and tools
was found in northeast Independence, and suggests a major Native American campsite 11.
Average recorded annual rainfall (up to 1950) for eastern Washington county was
40 to 45 inches, though data from Brenham (1981) puts total annual precipitation at 39.65
inches 12. The climate here is heavily influenced by the Gulf of Mexico, and the
hurricanes of 1900 and 1915 were powerful enough to demolish buildings and uproot
trees on some of the historic properties in Independence (see figs. 22, 23, & 24).
10

William A. Dickens, “Lithic Artifacts from Washington,” in The Anson Jones Plantation:
Archaeological and Historical Investigations at 41WT5 and 41WT6, Washington County, Texas, ed. Shawn
Bonath Carlson (College Station: Center for Environmental Archaeology, Texas A&M University, 1995),
203.
11

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 78.
12

Walter N. White, Nineteenth Report of the Texas Board of Water Engineers (Austin: Board of
Water Engineers for the State of Texas, 1950), 81. Collection of the Author; Chervenka, Soil Survey of
Washington County, Texas, 2.
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Figure 22. Tree TSZ-34-QV, one of two live oaks near the Independence Town Square said to have been
uprooted by the 1900 Galveston Hurricane. These trees are still very much alive. Photo by author (July 9,
2010).

Figure 23. Tree TSZ-35-QV, the other of two live oaks near the Independence Town Square said to have
been uprooted by the 1900 Galveston Hurricane. Note how the exposed root ball has formed mature bark.
Photo by author (July 9, 2010).
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Figure 24. Photo and caption from J.M. Carroll’s A History of Texas Baptists (1923) of the Female
Building following the 1900 and 1915 hurricanes. J.M. Carroll and John C. Hardy pictured 13. Used by
permission of Baptist Standard.

Native Prairie Remnants and Exotics
In data compiled by the Native Prairies Association of Texas in surveys from
2001 to 2003, nine separate properties in the Independence Quadrangle fit the group’s
criteria to be listed as Native Prairie Remnants (see fig. 25). A table of this data is
presented in Appendix D. No size requirements exist for fields to be listed as Texas
Native Prairie Remnants, but they must retain at least 60% of the native species known to
have been part of the original community14.
Though not a primary goal of the current project, the position and abundance of
invasive and exotic plant species was documented when obvious. Minor infestations of
some species were noted, but as a whole, the forest communities remain fairly “pristine”.
13

J. M. Carroll, A History of Texas Baptists (Dallas: Baptist Standard Publishing Co., 1923).

14

Personal communication with James Alderson, Program Director for NPAT, who gave
permission to use the data.
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Figure 25. Image of approximate locations of native prairie remnants along Highway 50, south of
Independence, Texas. Data from Washington County Prairie Survey, courtesy of the Native Prairies
Association of Texas.

Paper Mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera L.), a native of China and Japan, is fairly
common in the town of Independence, on fencelines and abandoned properties, but is not
present in the wooded areas or creek bottoms. Chinaberry (Melia azedarach L.) and
Chinese Parisol-Tree (Firmiana simplex W. Wight), also natives of East Asia, are
represented by a few individuals in town 15. The only Firmiana documented were on the
fence row behind the Adobe House, and leaf and seed specimens were collected from one
of these. In Waco, Texas, Firmiana only seem to be growing where they were
intentionally planted, though they may occasionally escape 16. The closest incidence of

15

George M. Diggs, et al., Shinners & Mahler's Illustrated Flora of North Central Texas (Austin
College & The Botanical Research Institute of Texas, 2000).
16

Personal observation by author.
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Figure 26. Small patch of Arundo donax in ditch on Highway 390 in front of Seward Plantation,
Independence, Texas. Photo by author (October 16, 2009).

Giant Reed (Arundo donax L.), native to the Mediterranean, was on Highway 390 in front
of the John H. Seward House (see fig. 26). Another patch of Arundo was seen across
from the “New Fire Station” a few miles south of Independence on Highway 50, but it
has since been burned and does not seem to have recovered. Bamboo may represent a
more serious problem to the landscape and natural community of Independence. Two
locations were identified as having established bamboo infestations during this project.
Figure 27 shows an aerial view of the Sun Oil Field infestation near Sun Oil Road, and
Figure 28 shows the Clay property infestation, which David Jones Clay has been trying to
control for several years. A small patch of bamboo was also noted near the old Asbury
Daniels homesite (Mike and Jean Shoup residence). If maintained, these small clusters
may not pose a problem to the surrounding plant community. Some Japanese
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Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica Thunb.) was observed near the John P. Coles homesite
and along McCrocklin Road, and one individual Chinese Tallow (Triadica sebifera) was
seen on Mr. Clay’s property.

Figure 27. GoogleEarth image of Sun Oil Field bamboo infestation (light green at center of image). This is
on Derrick Rd., off of Sun Oil Rd.

Though natives, two plants of note are the Bromeliads Tillandsia usneoides and
Tillandsia recurvata, known respectively as Spanish Moss and Ball Moss. Several
residents of Independence related stories to this researcher about the benign Spanish
Moss and the parasitic Ball Moss, but information suggests that neither are harmful to the
trees on which they grow, primarily Live Oaks 17.
One other observation made during the current study is that there seems to have
been a decline in the prevalence of Spanish Moss at most sites, while Ball Moss appears

17

Matt Warnock Turner, Remarkable Plants of Texas: Uncommon Accounts of Our Common
Natives (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2009), 278-283.
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to thrive throughout the study area. Because these conclusions are based on photographic
evidence and a few notes in the literature, and Ball Moss is more difficult to detect in
both, the relative constancy of Ball Moss populations is simply an assumption. To some
extent, both species “prefer” certain tree species, but it seems that the longevity and
microclimate that large Live Oaks create is conducive to populations of the Bromeliads.
Ball Moss is present an almost all study sites, even those with very young trees (e.g.
Windmill Hill), but Spanish Moss is only found on select, old Live Oaks. It was a simple
task to note which particular trees contain Spanish Moss (see Appendix B). Many
historic photographs and drawings depict groves of large Live Oaks festooned with
Spanish Moss (e.g. the Female Campus and Holly Oak), but the complete absence of

Figure 28. Pre-1920 homesite with dense bamboo growth hiding the home on David J. Clay property. A
concrete sidewalk prevents growth at center of photo. Photo by author (November 7, 2008).
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moss was documented during the current study. An interesting phenomenon was also
noted during the study, in that Live Oaks of seemingly similar age, health, proximity, and
habitat might have radically different populations of Spanish and Ball Moss. An example
is the case of the two pasture Live Oaks on the Seward Plantation, SPW-12 and SPW-13
(both containing Ball Moss), whose canopies come together and touch. SPW-12 contains
vigorous strands of Spanish Moss, while SPW-13 contains none. Variations in
Bromeliad communities could also be a factor of pH of individual trees within a single
species.

The Birth of Independence
In an examination of a few of the early roads passing through or adjacent to
Washington County, it appears that one, at least, passed through the town of
Independence. La Bahia Trail (also known as La Bahia Trace, La Bexian Road)
connected La Bahia (Goliad) to Nacogdoches, and then continued on into Louisiana.
This road was laid out in 1689, according to Wooten 18. There was also a road connecting
La Bahia Trail to the Camino de Arriba and Old San Antonio Road to the north, and a
road parallel to and only one or two miles south of La Bahia Trail, which ran to Old
Washington (see fig. 29). The precise locations of these roads are difficult to define,
because “the trails most frequently trodden were called roads, and were designated as
such on maps” 19. It appears in Figure 29 that the Spanish road does not pass through the
two Clampitt Leagues, where in another map, the “Old Washington Road” passes directly

18

Dudley G. Wooten, A Comprehensive History of Texas: 1685-1897 (Dallas: W. G. Scarff,

1897).
19

Cleo F. Evans, Transportation in Early Texas (San Antonio: St. Mary’s University of san
Antonio, 1940), 1.
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in front of the house. The correction could have been made for the 1879 county map, or
the route could have shifted to Old Washington during the intervening forty-eight years.
Figures 30-34 mark possible roadbeds surveyed by the author in and around
Independence. La Bahia Road also joined the Chappell Hill Road directly west of Graves
Hall on the Baylor’s Windmill Hill Campus, according to Belew. The route of modern
Highway 390 seems to generally follow the old roadbed of La Bahia Trail, but was
somewhat straightened for efficiency. For example, the stretch of 390 between Asa

Figure 29. Detail from an 1841 map of titles in Independence area showing La Bahia Trail passing through
(center, left to right) the Nestor Clay League, Luke Lessassier League, John P. Coles League, and T. S.
Saul League. This is the first map of Washington County after its establishment 20.

20

Clampitt, M. A.. Map of Washington County, Map, November 1841; digital image,
(http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth89052 : accessed September 03, 2010), University of North
Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History, http://texashistory.unt.edu; crediting Texas General Land
Office, Austin , Texas.
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Hoxey Road and Academy Hill never existed before the building of that road. When
entering Independence from the west, one had a choice of turning onto Asa Hoxey Road
to the north or Old Independence Road to the south 21.
The term road is used loosely for general routes, sometimes cleared, heading
somewhat in the direction of a point of interest. Murray writes that during the 1850’s,
“the prairie between Washington [on-the-Brazos] and Houston was frequently almost
impassable because of mud” 22.
Coles’ Settlement was named for the John Prince Coles family, one of Stephen F.
Austin’s “Old Three Hundred” settler families populating his original land grants. The

Figure 30. GoogleEarth image of possible roadbeds at Seeker Place on Highway 390. Marked with white
lines.

21

Personal communication with David Jones Clay, November 8, 2008.

22

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 95.
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Figure 31. Possible remnant of La Bahia Trail at Seeker Place on HWY 390, facing NW. Photo by author
(Nov. 7, 2008).

Figure 32. Possible remnant of La Bahia Trail at Seeker Place on HWY 390, facing NE. Photo by author
(Nov. 7, 2008).
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Figure 33. GoogleEarth image of possible roadbeds between Clay Castle and Windmill Hill, just south of
Highway 390. Marked with white lines at center.

Figure 34. Image of roadbeds between the Town Square and Seward Plantation, just north of Highway 390.
Marked with white lines at center.
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reader is referred to Mary Ann Moore’s Framing Independence 23 for a well written,
complete history of the Independence area, and to the work of Ellen Beasley, who
thoroughly researched relevant material for the Independence Walking Tour signs. Much
of the historical background information used for the current study can be attributed to
the work done by these two investigators 24.
John P. Coles came to Texas is 1822, and soon became the largest landowner in
the colony. Coles succeeded Josiah Bell as Alcalde of the Brazos District in 1823, and
became Stephen F. Austin’s personal agent for area 25. Austin rewarded him with 8 ½
leagues of land, much of which was located on the western bank of the Brazos in present
day Burleson County. Coles received his land grant on August 19, 1824, then built his
mill (1825-26) and permanent home (1830) on a long arm of land, called the “Gourd
Handle,” which extended southward across the Yegua and straddled La Bahia Trail. This
was called his “Mill Tract,” and abutted the future site of the town of Independence.
The first map of Coles’ Settlement know to exist is a fragment of a survey done
by Horatio Chriesman about 1831 (see fig. 35). Mary Austin Holley’s Texas (1836)
contains the first (and only found during the current study) published large-scale map
labeling Coles’ Settlement. John P. Coles was also credited with bringing Elephant
Garlic to Texas (see fig. 36).
Most land in Spanish-influenced Texas was measured in varas, but this unit was
not standardized throughout its area of use. According to Washington County land
23

Mary Ann Moore, Framing Independence (Houston: MAM Publications, 1994).

24

Beasley was paid by the Independence Preservation Trust from 1999 to 2007 to work on many
different projects, including oral histories, the current Independence Walking Tour, the Lighted Church
Tour, Windmill Hill Park, etc. Personal Communication with David S. Wolff, February 3, 2011.
25

Moore, Framing Independence, 12, 28-35.
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records, the conversion factor for the vara in the Independence area was “1 vara = 34.1
inches,” while the most common conversion was “1 vara = 33 1/3 inches” 26.
The nomenclature of creeks and streams in and around Independence has a long
and complex history. Washington County is not covered in Gunnar Brune’s (1981)
Springs of Texas, yet the spring-fed creeks around Independence must have been an
important features during settlement. Yegua Creek, the northern county boundary line,

Figure 35. Detail of 1831 Plot Map showing La Bahia Trail (dotted line) passing through (left to right)
Nestor Clay League, Luke Lassassier League, J. P. Coles League, and T. S. Saul League 27. Compare to
Figure 11.

26

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 78.
27

Chriesman, Horatio. Plot Map of Coles’ Settlement “No. 17”, circa 1831; framed, hanging in
John P. Coles House , Interpretive Village, Independence, Texas: photo taken by author April 17, 2010.
Courtesy the Independence Historical Society.
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Figure 36. Elephant Garlic, or Wild Leek (Allium ampeloprasum L.) growing south of the Mrs. Sam
Houston House, Independence, Texas. Photo by author (May 14, 2010).

was originally named San Francisco Creek. By 1822, it was known as “Yegua,” after the
many wild mustangs that Roamed the prairies 28, and the possibly mislabeled “Rio
Yogus” in Holley’s map of Texas 29.
The most significant discrepancy is probably the disagreement on the name of the
creek flowing into the Yegua, between “Cataract Creek” and “Independence Creek.”
Running through land currently owned by Mrs. Lanella Gray, this was where Coles built
his home and mill. The author was told by several residents and landowners that this is
Cataract Creek, but Moore says that “the Coles family was above the [La Bahia] Crossing
28

Moore, Framing Independence, 3, 11.

29

Mary Austin Holley, Texas (Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1985).
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along Coles Creek” 30. Moore refers elsewhere to Cataract Creek 31. In none of the
atlases, drawings, or descriptions searched by the author in the current study, was there a
reliably labeled depiction of this creek where the Coles home stood. Even in the Texas
General Highway Maps (1963 & 1984), current Texas Road Atlas (1992), and U.S.
Geological Survey Quadrangle Maps (Independence & Gay Hill 1988), this creek,
surrounded by named creeks, is simply unlabeled. As far as this researcher is concerned,
this must be an unnamed creek. It is referred to as “Cole Creek” in an unpublished
survey map owned by Mrs. Gray, but Coles Creek seems to be a reference to a stream
somewhat northeast of Independence, near Washington-on-the-Brazos 32. From this point
in the current paper, because of its relation the John P. Coles’ homesite and his extensive
use, this unnamed creek will be referred to as “Coles’ Creek.” It is interesting to note
that the “Jordan” feeds into what was once called Kountz Creek, subsequently called
Elijah Branch, and now called Independence Creek 33. The Washington County Soil
Survey maps (1981) illustrate it as unnamed, as well 34. The Loyd map combines Cataract
Creek and Lanellas’s Creek to form a chimera stream, but presents it in an interesting

30

Moore, Framing Independence, 16.

31

Ibid., 35.

32

“General Highway Map: Washington County, Texas,” map, Texas State Department of
Highways and Public Transportation, March 1984, 239; “General Highway Map: Washington County,
Texas,” map, Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation , January 1963, 239; “Coles
Creek,” Handbook of Texas Online (http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/rbcgk), accessed
December 4, 2010; W. Glen Chervenka, et al., Soil Survey of Washington County, Texas (USDA, Soil
Conservation Service, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1981), map 3.
33

Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson, 166; Texas State Highway Department.
General Highway Map of Washington County, 1963.
34

W. Glen Chervenka, et al., Soil Survey of Washington County, Texas (USDA, Soil Conservation
Service, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1981).
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angled bird’s eye view 35. In the 1963 Highway Map, Cataract Creek is completely
missing.
The landscape around Independence began to change quickly as the Settlement
became more established, and as new colonists bought land and moved in 36. Though
stone was later quarried locally for substantial structures, wood from the land was the
primary building material during much of the period of growth between 1824 and 1849.
The first major buildings of native stone were Ingleside (the Clay Castle), built 1836, and
Graves Hall on the Baylor University Male Campus (Windmill Hill), built 1849-1851 37.
Murray lists the major bids for the location of Baylor University in 1845,
including the winning bid of $7,925 (cash, land, and goods) by E. W. Taylor 38. Baylor
was instrumental in shaping and even documenting the town and the land in the area
beginning with its charter as an institution of higher learning from the Republic of Texas
in 1845. In a time before telephones, radio, and television, the only means of mass
communication was the written word, especially in the largely rural State of Texas. For
almost forty years, the University Catalogues promoted the town and the region with
enticing descriptions of the landscape. The following are excerpts from two Baylor
University Catalogues (Male Department) 39:

35

Loyd, R. Douglas. In and About Independence, Texas. Draft of drawing of streams in the
Independence vicinity. Date unknown. Courtesy the Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.
36

Moore, Framing Independence, 64.

37

Betty Plummer, Historic Homes of Washington County: 1821-1860 (San Marcos: Rio Fresco
Books, 1971), 46; James S. Belew, Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (James S. Belew, 1989), 91-92.
38

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 44.

39

Courtesy the Texas Collection, through the Baylor University Libraries Digital Collections.
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1858: The village of Independence was selected for the location of Baylor
University by the far seeing and lamented William M. Tryon, the projector
and founder of the Institution. This selection was made because of its
centrality, accessibility and beautiful scenery. No spot in Texas presents
lovelier landscapes than do the hills, the valleys and the live-oak groves
around Independence.
1882-1883: Independence is a quiet and remarkably healthy village, in the
midst of a refined community, undisturbed by the vices incident in large
towns. It is twelve miles from Brenham, on the western branch of the
Houston and Texas Central Railroad, and eighteen miles from Navasota
on the main trunk of the same road. It is also five miles from the line of
the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad. Mail hack from Brenham
daily; mail three times a week to Navasota. The scenery is beautifully
diversified by prairie, hill, valley and live oak groves. The village is near
the centre of population, wealth, commerce and railroads in the State.
Baylor brought economic resources and influence to the area. Some large landowners
were already close-by (Asa Hoxey, the Clays, and the Sewards), but a university that
could also instruct young men and women in religious studies must have been a draw to
the community. Just as Baylor changed the landscape, the environment influenced the
town and the new college. Haynes gives a glimpse of how brief variations in climate
were amplified to cause crippling withdrawals from the University:
During the year of 1857 the prosperous condition of the school was somewhat
interfered with and attendance reduced from the effects of a drought
unprecedented in the history of the State. Very little rain fell from January to
December. No part of Texas was exempt from the disaster. Both the corn and
cotton crops were complete failures; and as cotton was the chief reliance of the
people for money, some of the students were withdrawn from the school by their
parents, and others, who had contemplated sending their children were unable to
do so. All the water courses dried up, springs stopped flowing…grass was burnt
to a crisp, and stock suffered and died in large numbers as a result. The earth
became so dry that it cracked and gapped to such an extent that travel was unsafe.
All the corn consumed by people for bread and other purposes was imported at
tremendous cost… The meager resources of the people being thus exhausted in
providing the absolute necessities of life, tuition fees could not be collected, and
the President and factulty (sic) were all seriously embarrassed. An end to the
disaster, however, was not long deferred. Copious rains came in time for the
planting season of 1858 40.
40

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 173.
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Several period renderings of the landscapes around Independence have survived.
Henry Arthur McArdle (“Harry” in his later years) taught art and drawing at Baylor
University in Independence, and also painted the official portraits of several Baylor
Presidents and Texas historical figures. Famous for his battle scenes housed in the
Capitol Building in Austin, McArdle inserted landscapes relevant to the subject in some
of his portraits (see figs. 37 & 38). E. M. “Buck Schiwetz’ volume of Independence
drawings from his Texas Sketchbook (1962) gives minute detail of some of the historic
sites, and his Independence: Athens of Early Texas gives a broader landscape view in
color 41. Robert Roswell Abernathy’s drawing of “Baylor University at Independence
Circa 1860” shows the landscape with a bit of artistic license 42. This drawing was done
for Michael A. White’s (1968) The History of Baylor University: 1845-1861. As with
Dana Morris’ “Map of Independence, Texas”, the Abernathy drawing does not take into
account the later archaeological work done by Jay Belew, which established the accurate
location of the Windmill Hill buildings. Figures 39, 40, and 41 are modern photos of
three landscape models of the Baylor sites done for White’s book. Several other
drawings of the Baylor campuses can be found in Georgia Jenkins Burleson’s The Life
and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson 43.
It is possible that the bypassing of Independence by the railroad in 1858 was a
turning point in the history of the town. President Crane argued against removal of the
University to the railroad town of Bryan in 1869, and “the Baptist State Convention

41

E. M. Schiwetz. “Independence- Athens of EarlyTexas.” A Humble Way Production, 1951.
Courtesy the Mayborn Musuem Complex Collection and Library, Baylor University.
42

Michael A. White, The History of Baylor University: 1845-1861 (Waco: The Texian Press,

43

Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson, 121.

1968).
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Figure 37. A page from the 1909 Baylor Round-Up, presenting portraits of the Presidents of Baylor at
Independence. The Crane and Burleson Portraits include background landscapes of the Independence and
Waco Campuses, respectively.
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Figure 38. Detail of McArdle Portrait of President William Carey Crane, depicting Baylor Male Campus.
Photo by author, courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

resoundingly decided to keep its statewide college in the small picturesque village, one of
the original settlements of Stephen F. Austin’s colony of the 1820’s” 44. Crane estimated
that removal of the University would cost $36,000 in property loss at Independence,
“plus 1700 acres of good cotton land,” which were additional assets 45.
In 1886, Baylor moved to Waco to combine with Waco University, and the
Independence campuses were abandoned. Other entities bought and sold the properties
over the next 120 years, and these are discussed in the individual site results. The

44

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 38-39.
45

Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 252-253.
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Figure 39. Michael White cardboard model of the first buildings used by Baylor University 46.

Figure 40. Michael White cardboard model of the Baylor University Female Campus.

46

These three models were created in 1968 for White’s book, The History of Baylor University:
1845-1861. They have since lost a few of their trees, and the Female Edifice has lost its cupola. The models
are now in the Collection of the Mayborn Museum Complex, Baylor University. Photos by author.
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Figure 41. Michael White cardboard model of the Baylor University Male Campus.

movement of Baylor to Waco removed some of the wealth and prestige from the town of
Independence, but the community still thrives. Occasionally, representatives or Alumni
from Baylor (Waco and Independence) would make pilgrimages back to Independence to
view and document the ruins, remember stories, and experience their heritage. The
Baylor Round-Up, the yearbook published annually by the University, often included
notes on or photos of the original campus to remind students of the storied past of their
Alma Mater (figs. 42 & 43). Baylor College (now the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
at Belton, Texas) published a touched-up photo of the main building on the Female
Campus in their 1922 yearbook, the Bluebonnet, showing damage from the hurricanes 47.

47

Baylor College, The Bluebonnet for 1922: The Year Book of Baylor College (Belton, Texas: The
Senior Class, 1922).
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Figure 42. A page from the 1916 Baylor Round-Up, depicting (from top to bottom) the Kratz Bakery,
Blanton Hotel, Tryon Hall, Baylor Female Dormitory, and ruins of the Female Edifice.
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Figure 43. A page from the 1930 Baylor Round-Up, illustrating the tradition of revealing the University’s
history in the student annual.
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Fire suppression was likely important to the residents of Independence, many of
whom lived in wooden houses surrounded by wooden fences. The grazing of animals
and cutting of brush were primary ways to control the spread of prairie fires, and might
explain the almost complete lack of vegetation present in a few photographs that survive
from the late nineteenth century. Figure 44, probably a winter “view of Independence
from Old Baylor College,” shows a few trees behind the Robertson House, and the Live
Oaks on the Town Square as the only vegetation in town. The horse in the foreground is
presumably grazing on a thin patch of grass. Figure 45 is a comparison shot taken by the
author in 2010. The Octagonal House photo dated 1874 (fig. 46) denotes a treeless
landscape, except for a few small bushes or trees within the yard fence. A modern view
of this location still shows agricultural fields, but fence rows are grown up with woody
vegetation.
In a discussion of this woody vegetation, the trend for the landscape of
Independence generally follows this pattern: 1824-1850, precise clearing of land for a
few agricultural fields and homesites (land that did not need to be cleared was not,
because of manual labor involved); 1850-1865, height of plantation agriculture and
clearing of larger fields; 1865-1890, unstable period and many fallow fields; 1890-1930,
agriculture strong, but fields and old homesites grown up; 1930-1970, mechanized
agriculture, terracing, and fields cleared down to creeks; 1970-1990, shift from row crops
to horse farming and cattle, some live oaks planted around town, some historic
preservation (e.g. renewed interest in Windmill Hill campus); 1990-present, many live
oaks planted, strong push for historic preservation. Old live oaks seem to be the primary
vegetation features that were appreciated and preserved through the nineteenth century.
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Figure 44. “View of Independence from Old Baylor College.” Photo probably taken in 1880. Jerome B.
Robertson House in foreground, and Mrs. Sam Houston House in upper left. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.

Figure 45. Camparison photo for a “View of Independence from Old Baylor College.” Photo by author
(July 20, 2010).
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Figure 46. View of treeless landscape around Octagonal House, circa 1874. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.

Results: Recent Vegetation Trends and Statistics
Most of the data sets from this study are presented in Appendices, due to their
length. These include photos of each individual tree (Appendix A), data for the 344
individual trees measured (Appendix B), GPS data taken on selected sites (Appendix C),
photo documentation of some archaeological surface finds and biological specimens
(Appendix D), a list of botanical specimens collected (Appendix E), a list of other
biological specimens collected (Appendix F), and remnant prairie locality data for the
Independence vicinity (Appendix G).

Forest Cover Change
GIS maps were created by Parker Lewis, a graduate student in Environmental
Science at Baylor University, and illustrate the change in mature forest from the period of
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1953 to the present. A comparison of Figures 47 and 48 shows two major trends over
time- widening of riparian corridors, and reduction of woodlots. Mechanized farm
equipment made it easier to clear brush down to creek banks during the mid twentiethcentury, as evidenced in Figure 48. In many areas, steep banks were left untouched, and
woodlots were left for firewood and cedar fence posts…but most available land was
farmed. Some of the creeks now forested show no woody vegetation to speak of in the
1953 aerial photo.
Information from the 2006 satellite image shows general widening of riparian
corridors (north of HWY 390), but fewer sections of old growth south of this major road.
Woodlots on the northern section of the area surveyed in these maps have decreased in
size, probably due to clearing for cattle.
Table 1 lists the site designations discussed in the Methods section. These “sites
codes” were used as part of the numbering system for individual trees. Next, Table 2
identifies the tree “species codes” with their Latin name, and includes other common
understory or “nurse tree community” plant species which were noted during field
observations. These other plant species are listed in the “notes” column of Table 1 in
Appendix B.

Age-Diameter Regression
Based on known approximate age of a select number of Live Oaks (Quercus
virginiana) (through DBH measurement or personal communication with owner), a linear
regression was calculated to help estimate age of other live oaks not cored (see fig. 49).
Through an ANOVA test using SPSS 17.0 statistics software, the r2 value for this data set
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Figure 47. Map depicting old growth forest distribution data (green) from 1953 aerial photo overlaid onto
current base map of Independence vicinity. Area within gray block was surveyed. Data and map produced
courtesy of Parker L. Lewis, Department of Environmental Science, Baylor University. (August 2010).
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Figure 48. Map depicting old growth forest distribution data (green) from 2006 aerial photo overlaid onto
current base map of Independence vicinity. Area within gray block was surveyed. Data and map produced
courtesy of Parker L. Lewis, Department of Environmental Science, Baylor University. (August 2010).
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Table 1. Site Designations
Site
Code

Site Name

CC

Coles' Creek (Lanella Gray/Bud Shoemaker Property)

IBC

Independence Baptist Church

LBC

Liberty Baptist Church

FC

Female Campus (Academy Hill)

SH

Sam Houston Homesite (Fred Kettrick Property)

SPW

Seward Plantation (Hank and Peggy Ward Property)

TSZ

Town Square/Zweiner property

DWH

David Wolff Property (Albert G. Haynes Homesite)

MC

Male Campus (Windmill Hill)

AH

Adobe House (aka Mexican Jail, Toalson House)

VI

Village (meaning any of the live oaks planted in Independence, excluding other sites)

ICM

Independence Cemetery

LCC

Liberty Community Cemetery

HO

Holly Oak (Homesite of Judge R.E.B. Baylor)

DJC

David Jones Clay Land/Clay Castle

HLG

Henry L. Graves Homesite (Norman Adams Property)

HEK

Herbert & Esther Klatte Property on Nestor Clay League

CSB

Chase Seminary (Dr. Henry & Teddy Boehm Property)

CDW

Carisbrooke (David S. & Mary Wolff Property)
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Table 2. Species Designations
Species Code

Scientific Name

QSH

Quercus shumardii

QS

Quercus stellata

QN

Quercus nigra

QV

Quercus virginiana

CL

Celtis laevigata

JV

Juniperus virginiana

MP

Maclura pomifera

F

Fraxinus

PO

Platanus occidentalis

SL

Sideroxylon l. lanuginosum (Gum Bumelia)

CB

Catalpa bignonioides

BP

Broussonetia papyrifera

CI

Carya illinoensis

JN

Juglans nigra

FS

Firmiana simplex

Other Plants
PI

Passiflora incarnata

LJ

Lonicera japonica

GI

Gleditsia triacanthos

R

Rubus sp.

V

Vitis sp.

IV

Ilex vomitoria

S

Smilax

TR

Toxicodendron radicans

L

Ligustrum
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Figure 49. Linear regression of Age/DBH Ratio for Live Oaks in Independence. The black line represents
the average relationship of tree age to DBH, and the grey curves represent the confidence interval.

was 0.849, with a 0.0001 significance factor and confidence interval of 95 %. This
compares with an r2 value of 0.8409 from a McLennan County sample of ten Live
Oaks 48. It is important to note here that by necessity, known tree ages were used to
predict DBH in this graph. Once a regression was established, the reverse was possible.
The model allows us to state that the minimum DBH (lower grey curve in Figure 49) for
a tree of “at least 100 years in age” must be around 0.8 meters. However, the average
DBH (thick black line in Figure 49) will be used to estimate the ages of trees in following
site description text. This study assigns an age of 100 years to any Live Oak with a DBH
of 0.65 meters, an age of 130 years to those of DBH 0.8 meters, and an age of 200 years
to those of DBH 1.3 meters.
48

Kenna Renee Lang, An Environmental History: William Cameron Park, Waco, Texas, Masters
Thesis (Waco: Baylor University, 2007), 60.
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Each of the sites used in this study has a unique water regime, some in low areas
or near streams, and some on rocky hills, but estimates may be made to determine the age
of groves (or individual trees in groves) for each property. The researcher must also take
into account the relative positions of each trunk to one another. Two trees near each
other may not have grown from the same acorn, but may share fused roots and nutrient
uptake systems. For example, the trees on the east yard fence of the Seward Plantation
home (John H. Seward House) are spaced at a distance from each other, and are clearly
separate trees. In contrast, the dense grove southwest of the house, while possibly
separate individuals, must feed from a common system now, as is the habit with Live
Oaks. The trees on the east fence probably have a more standard age/DBH relationship,
while one trunk (SPW-21h-QV) from the southwestern grove appears as the point most
significantly above the line in Figure 49. This means that the growth rings were much
more dense in this sample than the average (see fig. 50).
Of the 344 trees sampled, Figure 51 graphs the number of trees with estimated
ages of at least 100 years, 130 years, and 200 years, respectively, per site (using the
average from Figure 49). If a tree was known to be, or was otherwise determined to be of
a certain age (e.g. through the results of Figure 49), it was included in Figure 51. The
graph allows us to give an approximate age to the current vegetation features of each site,
though as noted previously, groves may be older than individual extant trees. The trees
measured on the Town Square (TSZ) ranked it as the oldest grove, with thirty-one
centenarians, twenty-eight with ages of at least 130 years, and five bicentenarians. The
next oldest grove was the Sam Houston Homesite (SH), with twenty-three centenarians,
seventeen individuals with ages of at least 130 years, and five bicentenarians. Next came
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Figure 50. At center, broken snag of SPW-21h-QV, estimated to be 140 years old, in a dense grove of Live
Oaks southwest of John H. Seward House (facing west). Photo by author (April 17, 2010).

the Seward Plantation (SPW), with twenty-two centenarians, eleven individuals with ages
of at least 130 years, and four bicentenarians. The Baylor campus on Academy Hill (FC)
included twenty-one centenarians, ten individuals with ages of at least 130 years, and two
bicentenarians. The Independence Baptist Church (IBC) included twenty-two
centenarians, ten individuals with ages of at least 130 years, and one bicentenarian. The
oldest individual trees in the study were determined to be HEK-3-QV on the Klatte home
property (Nestor Clay League), FC-31-QV on Academy Hill, and IBC-4-QV at the
Church. Ages of some of these individual trees are discussed in the site descriptions.
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Figure 51. Graph of approximate age of oldest Live Oaks measured, by site. Key for site codes presented in
Table 1.
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Results: Site Descriptions
In 1851, instruction at Baylor University became separated into the Preparatory,
Male, and Female Departments, different from the previous coeducational Preparatory
and Collegiate Departments. Under the fresh administration of Dr. Rufus C. Burleson,
these new designations required separate campuses for men and women 1. These two
locations were divided by some distance and a small creek called the “Jordan,” which
separated the male students from the “Promised Land” to the west 2. According to
Haynes, Burleson gave this creek its name, probably sometime in the 1850’s 3.
Subsequently, during President William Carey Crane’s tenure, the decision was made to
completely separate the Baylor Departments in 1866, creating Baylor University and
Baylor Female College. This separation was proposed primarily in an effort to gain
10,000 acres for each school, under a new bill in the Texas Legislature- one which was
eventually defeated 4.
The following site descriptions are limited to known or apparent vegetation
changes and comparative photographs. The general study area, as shown in Figure 52,
was along a seven mile stretch of Highway 390, running west to east, and about four
miles stretching from Baylor’s Windmill Hill campus north to the Yegua.

1

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 15.
2

Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 153.

3

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 209.

4

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 34.
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Figure 52. Image of general location of major study sites and other features along Highway 390.

Windmill Hill: The Baylor University Male Campus
“The cultivated mind is the guardian genius of democracy.”
-President M. B. Lamar, in his first address to the Texas Congress in
1838 5

Any study of the Windmill Hill Campus (also referred to as the Male Campus,
Main Campus, Allen Hill, College Hill, William Carey Crane College, Guardian Angels
Orphanage) in Independence must follow the work done by Jay Belew from 1977 to the
mid 2000’s. Though centered on the archaeology of the campus, Belew’s thorough
research necessarily covered many historical accounts of the appearance, layout, and use
of the facilities and landscape of this hilltop campus. He includes photographs,
descriptions, and drawings of the progression of property acquisition by the University
and its trustees in the nineteenth century, and transfers of ownership after Baylor.
5

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 85.
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Extensive text and a few graphics are reproduced here, with his permission 6. Little
documentation on the landscape of Windmill Hill exists outside of Belew’s work, which
established probable positions of the following structures and features: Tryon Hall,
Houston Hall, Graves Hall, Burleson Domicile, College Well, Judge Baylor’s Grave,
three dormitories, Creath Hall, Crane House and Library, the college cistern, the privies,
the “grounds” for outdoor sports; Houston Hall cistern, masonry walkway north of Tryon
Hall, the Tryon-Houston wall, the patio study area adjacent to the west wall of Houston
Hall, and various stock wallows and garden plots. Other features are listed, but remain
unlocated: the Gymnasium, early and late bell poles, and an east-west “lane” 7.
The appearance and utility of the land has experienced many shifts. It can be
assumed that the original climax state (ecological) of this property (in the 1820’s) was
mixed prairie and woodland, and that at least the southern portion was gradually cleared
and plowed for crop production. The main section of the campus, or quadrangle, was
most likely cleared except for a few trees when the campus buildings were built.
The drawing in Figure 53 was published in the Baylor University Catalogue for
1878-1879, before Tryon Hall was completed. Artistic optimism could have been
responsible for the inclusion of the southwest tower of Tryon Hall, or it could have been
based on actual architectural plans for the building. The west portico, which was
eventually built, is not present in this drawing, and the south gable of Graves Hall, which
certainly did exist at the time of the drawing, is not depicted. In this image, the smoke
stacks and other distant structures between Graves Hall and the Burleson Domicile may

6

Personal communication with James S. (Jay) Belew, October 29, 2010.

7

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 250-253.
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represent the location of a steam-powered cotton gin used during the Guardian Angels
Orphanage occupation of the campus between 1890 and 1920 8. McArdle drew the
campus in the 1880’s, probably after Tryon Hall was completed, and includes the Graves
Hall gable, Tryon Hall portico, and towerless southwest corner (see figs. 54 & 55). The

Figure 53. 1878 lithograph of planned male campus done by Vaningen Snyder 9. Large buildings, left to
right: Tryon Hall, Houston Hall, Graves Hall, Burleson Domicile, Dormitory, Creath Hall. Courtesy the
Texas Collection, Baylor University.

vegetation in this drawing may be generic and “cleaned-up,” but the fence lines and
streets are probably accurate. Both of these drawings seem to illustrate artificially
elevated topography, though McArdle’s drawing may be more accurate. This was a
common practice to accentuate features and show an idyllic, grand landscape.

8

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 212-213; personal communication with Herbert and
Esther Klatte, December 20, 2008.
9

Baylor University, Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Baylor University (Male
Department) (Independence: Baylor University, 1878-1879).
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At the height of the University’s land ownership, 42.47 acres lay under the
combined ownership of the Trustees and President Crane in 1876. Belew notes that, “in
contrast, the Baylor University at Waco campus remained under this size for decades into
the twentieth century [and] The University of Texas remained restricted to a 40-acre
campus for its initial 30 years of operation in Austin” (1881-1911) 10. During and after
the tenure of the Orphanage on Windmill Hill, the land around the buildings was used for
raising sheep, hogs, and cattle.
On December 7, 1845, in a meeting of the trustees of the new University, three
locations were considered for the new campus: “the Independence Town Square, Allen
Hill (a plot of 6.3 acres formerly called Wind Mill Hill donated by W. W. Allen), and the
Academy Hill”. Though Academy hill ended up with the first campus, “Allen Hill
received seven of the eight votes cast because of its proximity to a stone quarry” 11. This
implies that Allen Hill was significantly closer to a stone quarry than the other two sites,
but it is not clear where the quarry was. Murray’s Baylor at Independence contains a
copy of the deed for this first property of Baylor.
Development of the first plan for the physical plant of Baylor University on
Windmill Hill began in 1848, and it appears that at least a few features and facilities,
including a well, already existed there (see fig. 56). Graves Hall, built 1849-1850 at a
cost of $6000, was also referred to as “College Building” and “University Building” 12

10

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 83-86.
11

Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 67.

12

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 94; Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 97.
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Figure 54. 1880’s “unfinished” drawing of Male Campus by McArdle. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.

Figure 55. Comparison photo of Windmill Hill from the southwest (same angle as two nineteenth century
drawings. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).
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Figure 56. Map illustrating likely plan for streets extending onto the Baylor Male campus 13.

13

Eugene W. Baker, To Light the Ways of Time: An Illustrated History of Baylor University 18451986 (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1987), 25.
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Figure 57. Graves Hall. Photo and caption circa 1901 14.

(see fig. 57). Three dormitories were added to the landscape in 1853, making Windmill
Hill a multi-structure campus 15. Graves Hall was probably the headquarters for the new
William Carey Crane College, which was established after Baylor departed, and only
lasted two years. Windmill Hill was then sold to the Guardian Angels Orphanage, a
Catholic institution for black males, under the leadership of Father Francis M. Huhn. The
building was used as the residence hall for the orphanage until it burned in 1901.
Archaeological excavations were carried out on 7% of the Graves Hall “mound,” from
which were recovered more than 35,000 artifacts to date (as of 1989) 16 (see figs. 58 &
59).

14

Georgia Jenkins Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (Waco: Georgia J.
Burleson, 1901).
15

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 11, 17.
16

Ibid., 97, 105.
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Figure 58. Photo of Tryon Hall, with ruins of Graves Hall in foreground. Photo taken in the fall of 1922.
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Figure 59. Graves Hall mound from the south. Photo by author (June 5, 2009).

The pasture land immediately south of Graves Hall seems to have been used for
several different purposes. Belew references “the grounds” as likely being a specific
location for outdoor sports and games, and the 1929 volume of the Baylor Round-Up
depicts a baseball game being played on a level field west of the Burleson Domicile
(south of Graves Hall)(see fig. 60). J. M. Carroll happened to be the pitcher on the team
while a student at Baylor. He and likely other alumni from Independence were still alive
when this image was produced, so it could be considered to be an accurate representation.
Haynes gives some notes about exercise on the Male Campus, as well as an important
observation that suggests that Live Oaks may have been present on this hill:
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Dr. Burleson always manifested great interest in the exercises and pastime of his
students. In 1858 he had erected, at his own expense, on the college campus a
well-equipped and well-arranged gymnasium, for those days, where physical
exercise of almost any kind could be taken. On one occasion this writer saw him
step out on the campus at Independence, where a hundred boys were engaged in
playing an exciting game of “hot ball,” and offer himself as a target for the whole
crowd. He was pelted a hundred times with solid rubber balls,…but he was as
obdurate and unmoved as the sturdy live oak under which he stood… 17”
References to fruit trees on the male campus are traced to this area south of
Graves Hall as well. Short, thorny “date trees” were described by Frank Booker, and
cited by Belew as an unknown fruit, and “unusual fruits” were known to grow in the
woods southeast of the building. He later relates that he found “several of these small
trees…in the western portion of the Allen tract southeastern woods…the strange small
yellowish fruits probably represent that which Booker labeled as ‘dates’” 18. Mike
Shoup, owner of the Antique Rose Emporium across the street from the Male Campus,
said that he believes these were Jujube trees, and that other heirloom plants on Windmill
Hill in the 1970’s and ‘80’s included Elephant Garlic or Wild Leek (Allium
ampeloprasum L.), and a White German Iris (Iris germanica L.) 19. Jujubes (Ziziphus
zizyphus L.), or “Chinese-Dates”, are a widely cultivated fruit of the Buckthorn Family
(Rhamnaceae), and are unrelated to the Date Palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.) 20.

17

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 212.

18

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 232.
19

Personal communication with Mike Shoup, October 29, 2010.

20

George M. Diggs, et al. Shinners & Mahler's Illustrated Flora of North Central Texas (Austin
College & BRIT, 2000), 934-936.
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Figure 60. Drawing from the 1929 Baylor Round-Up, showing a baseball field south of Graves Hall.

Belew gives another important note on a rare vegetation feature that still exists in
its original location. What seems to be a centenarian pear orchard, which still bears fruit,
can be found in this campus turned cow pasture (see fig. 61) 21. Also according to
Booker, these pear trees “produced multitudes of pears for the orphanage”. Belew
suggests that the four remaining trees could possible date to the Baylor era, but are
probably not quite that old 22. Mike Shoup independently confirmed this when he said the

21

Personal observation of branches laden with pears during the summer of 2009.

22

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 213-214.
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pear trees are probably 100 years old 23. Figure 62 shows a cross sectional sample from a
fallen pear tree trunk. This section measured 6.7 cm wide, and contained approximately
35 visible rings. If we consider this growth rate, and we assume that this weathered piece
of wood died in 2005 (it probably died several years earlier than that), the diameter of the
trunk must be at least 40.2 cm for it to date to 1900. If we suppose that the growth rate is
variable, and parts of the trees die and re-grow, it is certainly within the realm of
possibility that these individual trees were planted by the Guardian Angels Orphanage
between 1890 and 1914. This south end of the Male Campus was terraced sometime in
the 1930’s, but features such as the pear orchard and the Octagonal House Site were
avoided.

Figure 61. Small pear orchard south of Graves Hall ruins. Photo by author (June 5, 2009).

23

Personal communication with Mike Shoup, November 7, 2008.
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Figure 62. Cross section sample from fallen trunk of pear tree. This section measured 6.7 cm wide, and
contained approximately 35 visible rings. Photo by author (November 10, 2010).

In 1880, after a nineteen year gap in construction, second and third floors of
“Main Building” (also referred to as Tryon Hall, Garrett Hall, and Guardian Angels
Catholic Church) were added in stone, but each major building was damaged in a tornado
in February of 1882 24. Evidently, Tryon Hall was also referred to as Garrett Hall. Belew
relates that “the final public event presented by Baylor University [took place] in Tryon
Chapel of Garrett Hall”. The Main Building was named Garrett Hall, but Belew refers to
it as Tryon Hall later in his document (see figs. 63 & 64). The building was used by the
orphanage from 1890 until 1914, when Father Huhn died and the orphanage dissolved.

24

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 49-50, 160.
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Figure 63. Photo of Tryon Hall with ruins of Houston Hall to the left, well and house to the right, and sheep
in the pasture. Probably taken in the 1920’s. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 64. Similar photo of Tryon Hall, probably taken in the early 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.
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According to the Huhn papers, Tryon Hall was officially consecrated as Guardian Angels
Catholic Church in 1894. The sisters of Father Huhn then sold the Windmill Hill
property to the Charles Klatte family in 1927, and the building was demolished in 1934
by Walter Lueckemeyer 25. The stones from the Baylor Male campus (especially Tryon
Hall) were used for many building projects around Independence, and may be found
today in the Independence Store (Lueckemeyer Store), the Lueckemeyer Cotton Gin
complex, the Bell Tower at the Independence Baptist Church, possibly the restroom
facility on Academy Hill, the time capsule on Founders Mall at Baylor in Waco, and at
the Mayborn Museum Complex, Baylor University.
Figure 65, a section of the 1950’s aerial photo, and Figure 66 show the J. T.
Hairston House after it was moved from across Sam Houston Road (Co. Rd. 69) to a
location near the Tryon Hall foundation. Figures 67 through 69 may be used for
comparison, and are maps of the extant building foundations or other man-made features,
many of which were located during Jay Belew’s study. Some of the “Unknown
Features” in Figure 67 may represent non-historic debris fields or trash, but they may also
represent a few of the seven other buildings on this campus besides the four main
buildings. Three dormitories, Creath Hall (also previously called the East Building,
Creath’s Mansion, and was probably southeast of the Burleson Domicile), a storage
house south of Creath Hall, Crane’s House, and Crane’s Library 26. Also shown is the
original gravesite of Judge R.E.B. Baylor (see fig. 70).

25

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 55-56, 168-169.
26

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 181-186; Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 289.
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Figure 65. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing the Windmill Hill Campus, with HWY 50 to the west.
Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Many photos show various stages of woody vegetation growth over most of the
“quadrangle” area of the Windmill Hill campus, and much of this probably consisted
primarily of Bois d’Arc, Hackberry, Palo Verde, Prickly Pear cactus, and perhaps
Mesquite and Huisache 27. It is possible that Palo Verde was mistaken for Mesquite and
Huisache. This dense growth is southeast of the two excavated building foundations
(Tryon and Houston Halls), while the top of the hill, with its thin soils, seems never to
have contained thick woody vegetation.
27

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989); James S. Belew. “Baylor University at Independence:
1845-1886, 1978-present.” Brochure, 1979; Martha Ferrero. “Ecological Succession: Predicting
Archaeological Sites.” Term paper. 1978; Jay Helm. “Various Remote Sensors and Their Application in
Archaeology: An Aerial Survey of the Historical Site of Baylor at Independence.” Term paper. 1980.
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Figure 66. Depiction of Windmill Hill site in the 1970’s. J. B. Robertson House (original location) in upper
right 28.

28

James S. Belew. “Baylor University at Independence: 1845-1886, 1978-present.” Brochure,
1979. Photo by Chris Hansen, Baylor Photography.
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Figure 67. Map of general features of Windmill Hill (Baylor University Male Campus).

Figure 68. Map of features of north part of Windmill Hill. David Clay’s welding shop at top left, Robertson
House at top center.
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Figure 69. Map of features of central part of Windmill Hill.

Figure 70. Judge Baylor’s Grave. Photo and caption circa 1901 29.
29

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 694. This photograph
was especially made for the 1901 volume by Mr. Thomas A. Holland of Brenham, and was the first ever
made of this historic spot.
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The “Wing Building” was ready for classroom use in 1861, and went by that
name until the Trustees officially named it Houston Hall in 1866. This building housed
the University’s Library, Museum, and printing apparatus 30. Belew discusses the near
ruin of the University during an auction of the Windmill Hill property in an 1868
sheriff’s sale to satisfy a $200 debt for payment on shingles for Houston Hall. At the
sheriff’s sale, Baylor University was bought for $250 by Charles R. Breedlove, who then
re-conveyed to the Board of Trustees 31. While being used by the orphanage in 1893, this
building burned. The charred shell was used for storage into the 1920’s, then
demolished 32. In the 1970’s, remnants of gravel roads were still visible near the Houston
Hall foundation 33.
During Belew’s excavation of the mounds southeast of Tryon and Houston Halls,
some uncertainty existed as to the identity of some of these remnant features (see fig. 71).
His “Structure 6” contained a huge central chimney that would have been capable of
heating on all sides, so it was determined to be the Octagonal House (aka the Burleson
Domicile, President’s Octagon, Round House, President’s Mansion). This was a large
building, measuring 51 ft in diameter and 22 ft per side, and was built in response to
increasingly inadequate student housing. It contained an auditorium on the third floor,
and President Crane’s personal library, one of the largest ever brought to nineteenth
century Texas. During the Civil War, this building and several others were used as
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Figure 71. Winter aerial photo by Jay Belew of forested corner of Windmill Hill property and Burleson
Domicile mound (“B”), taken about 1978 34.

barracks by Confederate soldiers, who destroyed furniture, windows, and walls 35. The
Trustees officially named this building the “President’s Mansion” in 1883 36. Murray
quotes Haynes in a description of this house (see Chapter 3, fig. 46):
This was the famous octagonal house one hundred yards east of Graves Hall…was of three-story
construction “with three-story galleries running entirely around it…it contained twenty-five large
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rooms, each capable of accommodating four young men, and a six-room residence for the
Burlesons. A large, stone stack chimney in the center gave a fireplace to each room” 37.

Haynes continues with an almost unbelievable claim that “these, with the six rooms in his
residence, gave him thirty-one rooms. He could thus accommodate nearly one hundred
boarders… 38” Elsewhere in her text, however, Murray states that the Domicile had
twelve rooms 39. White suggests that the house could hold Burleson, his family, and
twenty boarders, and quotes a visitor to the house in 1857: “We paid a visit to his new
dwelling, and through the many windings, climbing up we at length reached the apex of
the octagon…[the landscape was] laden with live-oaks and evergreens” 40. First, this
implies that there was a rooftop gallery surrounding the central chimney. Second, the
later photograph of 1874 (see Chapter 3, fig. 46) probably shows a view facing east or
southeast, while it is known that large Live Oaks (and possibly cedars) would be seen to
the west and north. The wooden frame of the Burleson Domicile seems to have collapsed
before 1920, and the stone foundation was “filled with trash”. Ferrero discusses the size
difference of Hackberry trees on these building sites with rich “compost” soil versus
Hackberries in other areas 41.
One of the most important documentary photographs of the Male Campus is the
1912 view of Tryon Hall from the west on Captain Scott Road. The photographs in
Figures 72 and 73 were taken just to the east of the Atreus Clay House, and show little
change in the roadbed and contour of the land. The Clays have planted a modern orchard
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Figure 72. 1912 photo of Male Campus, facing east on Captain Scott Road. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.

Figure 73. Comparison photo of Male Campus shot, facing east, toward the Antique Rose Emporium
parking lot. Photo by author (July 20, 2010).
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Figure 74. Stone marker honoring Eli Mercer, a Baylor Trustee from 1845-1848. This is Live Oak MC-10
on Windmill Hill. Photo by author (August 6, 2010).
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along the south side of Captain Scott Road. If the fence row on the north side of the road
were cleared (a task not requiring much effort), an historic vista could be re-established.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Klatte donated two acres of the original Male Campus back
the Baylor University as part of a partnership to establish Baylor Park on Windmill Hill
in 2006, and another two acres were donated by the Independence Preservation Trust.
These four acres are now owned by Baylor University under a reversionary clause,
stating that the property would revert back to the previous owner in the event that the
current venture is dissolved. Outdoor text panels and signs were erected, a pavilion and
replica bell tower built, and new vegetation planted. Antique Roses, Crepe Myrtles,
Cedar Elms, and Live Oaks were planted and are maintained by the Antique Rose
Emporium. As previously shown, figures 68 and 69 present the layout of this modern
version of a very old site. The Live Oaks, all of them still very young, constitute two
distinct age classes. The older trees were planted around 2005 by Baylor as part of the
general Live Oak planting program in the town, and the more recent trees date to the
period from 2008-2009 42. The younger trees were planted in honor of the first Trustees
of the University, and bear stone markers in their names (see fig. 74) 43.

Academy Hill: The Baylor University Female Campus
A College is like a live oak; it must grow and grow, and when it has defied the
storms of 500 winters, when it is once established, it is the most indestructible
thing under the sun. If the State of Massachsusetts (sic) were to grapple with
Harvard, or Rhode Island with Brown University, the State would go down in the
struggle. And if to-day the State of Connecticut was to say, we will wipe out old
42
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Yale, Yale would wipe out Connecticut. And the college is established and it
takes what? –a lifetime! Yes, a lifetime to lay the foundation for it.
–Rufus C. Burleson 44
Education began on this site in 1835, with Miss Frances Judith Soames Trask’s
boarding school in the then Coles’ Settlement. This campus consisted of two buildings, a
single-story 15ft x 20ft frame building and a kitchen of rugged black logs, and was the
first female school established in Texas. In The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson,
Haynes gives a description of this earliest campus and the surrounding area:
The first young ladies boarding school established in Texas, was opened by Miss
Trask of Boston, in 1834. The academy building was of round cedar and post oak
logs, the room eighteen feet square. The school was located about 1,500 yards
due west from the old Female College building… By a most singular coincidence
the location was also only a few hundred yards north from the house in which
Mrs. R. C. Burleson was partially raised… So therefore, the Trask Seminary,
established January 31st, 1834…has the distinction of being the progenitor of
Baylor University and Baylor Female College 45.
If these notes are accurate, they challenge the commonly accepted notion that the first
buildings of Baylor University were located on Academy Hill, within the immediate
vicinity of the “Columns,” but were in fact located almost a mile west (see fig. 75).
Though this story was published in 1901 by two persons who would have had first-hand
knowledge of events and locations, an error in units of measurement could have changed
feet to yards. Yet even at 1500 feet due west, this places the old log building a quarter of
a mile off of the modern interpretation of Academy Hill. Both of these prospective sites
would have been included in what was known as Coles’ Settlement, but are certainly
outside the campus used from the mid-1850’s to 1886.
In 1837, after the Revolution, a charter for Independence Academy was signed by
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President Sam Houston. Murray references a two-story building as the first Baylor
facility, and Belew states that the University’s occupation of “Academy Hill”
commenced in 1846 and 1847, with repairs to the lower classroom of the Independence
Academy building, and the renovation of the upper floor for a second classroom 46.
According to Murray, E. W. Taylor and John B. Root “joined in pledging the
Independence Female Academy Building (which they had bought at a sheriff’s sale) to
cinch the location of Baylor University at Independence instead of Huntsville” 47.
Students dropped out of Baylor in 1854 “to work all year quarrying rock and hauling it by
ox team for the erection of [a] new building” 48. Known as the “College Edifice,” the

Figure 75. Map of possible locations of Trask schoolhouse described by Haynes, 1500 feet and 1500 yards
due west of the “Columns” of the Female Building.
46
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Figure 76. Image of the Female Building from the Baylor Catalogue of 1857 showing landscaping and
newly planted trees 49. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Female Building was completed in the spring of 1857 (see fig. 76). Michael White
Quotes the Texas Baptist Herald, when he says the Female Building was “a large and airy
building of dressed rock…situated upon a beautiful eminence, from which we can view
the surrounding country for twenty miles” 50. At one point (probably in the 1880’s), it
seems that men and women were studying together in this large facility, as Professor of
Art Henry A. McArdle taught both sexes in his basement studio 51.
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It seems that from early in the life of this campus, thought was given to
preservation of the Live Oak groves. The Baylor Male Campus was certainly considered
impressive, especially in the 1870’s and ‘80’s, but it was never called “beautiful”. The
Female Campus and other surrounding oak groves were known for their beauty, and
administrators must have taken pains to preserve the aesthetic appeal of their properties.
The impressive Live Oak groves are mentioned in almost every University Catalogue
from Independence, and seem to have been as important, or perhaps more important to
the community than they are today. Figure 76 shows that landscaping was important, at
least to the artist. Shrubs were placed along the carriage drive, and trees (presumably
Live Oaks) are planted and staked to protect them, and to train them to grow straight up
rather than leaning. The new female building was certainly a legitimate source of pride
for the young college, and this stylized view was probably an effective marketing tool, as
few buildings like it existed in many parts of Texas. The same image is reproduced with
minor changes by a different author for the University letterhead in 1861 (see fig. 77).
It is likely that this property was kept clear of vegetation other than shade trees,
planted shrubs, and garden plots for the kitchen and Principal Horace Clark’s residence,
though the girls would sometimes go “dewberrying” or picnicking near the campus 52.
The faculty were appointed “to have the college grass enclosed” in 1854, and what
appears to be a stone wall was erected around the Women’s Dormitory (see fig. 78).
There may be confusion about when the grounds were enclosed, or repeated versions of
enclosures may have actually been constructed. The 1857 Catalogue of the Female
Department states that “the grounds are handsomely enclosed, and afford abundant space
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for sports and exercise”. Later, in the Board of Trustees Minutes for March, 1858,
erection of an enclosure around the Female Building was accomplished at a cost of
$600 53.
Witnesses to the daily grind of education on this campus in 1886 probably include
Live Oaks FC-3, 20, 21, 23, 27, 32, 33, and 34 (see figs. 79 through 83). The Oldest trees
on Academy Hill seem to be FC-7-QV and FC-31-QV. Though west of the boundary
marker for the campus, FC-7 was likely growing during the Texas Revolution. FC-31QV is an impressive oak southeast of the Columns, and is an estimated 300 to 500 years
old (see fig. 83).

Figure 77. A later version of the same image used on 1861Baylor University letterhead 54.
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Figure 78. Image of the Female Building from the Baylor Catalogue of 1880-1881 showing female Edifice
and Dormitory 55. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

The few structural remnants that remain on Academy Hill are the Columns and
associated foundation of the Female Edifice, the stone gateway on the east end of the
campus, the kitchen and “bell-bottom” cistern walls, two stone features on the west end
of the campus (possibly boundary markers), and a possible stone chimney remnant west
of the Columns 56. The foundation of the main female building presumably retains the
filled-in “basement” used as a studio by McArdle. According to one of the bronze
plaques affixed to the Columns, they were rebuilt in 1952 (presumably for safety and
preservation reasons), and iron rods and belts were added for structural support 57. A few
structures dating to the 1850’s surrounded the campus, including a garden, the principal’s
55
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Figure 79. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing area around Columns of Female Building, with HWY 390
to south. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 80. Comparison map of general features of Academy Hill (Baylor University Female Campus).
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Figure 81. Map of trees and other features of west part of Academy Hill.

Figure 82. Map of trees and other features of east part of Academy Hill.
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Figure 83. FC-31-QV at center. Photo by author (April 17, 2010).

house, and a dining hall 58. The Dormitory (also referred to as the College Home) was
built of stone and cedar to house female students (see fig. 84 & 85). The 1950’s aerial
photo shows a remnant outline of the ground floor of stone, and its location is marked on
the modern image as well (see figs. 79 & 80). In 1852, “purchase had been made of a
house and eight acres” on Academy Hill, and Principal Horace Clark was to rent the
house 59. These eight acres probably represent the two lots north and east of the Female
Building in the Dana Morris map. It seems that the Dormitory was built sometime during
in the old boarding-house yard” 60.
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The large road to the south (Highway 390) in Figure 79 is a twentieth century
artifact, but the small road passing through the trees from southwest to northeast is more
difficult to date. It seems likely that the road was used to haul away rubble from the
Female Building after its collapse, and it is known that charter bus tours used the small
road through the trees as recently as the 1980’s 61. It is unclear when this road was first
used. Surface archaeological items including slate, round and square nails, glass, and
metal were collected at several locations on the hill, including this roadbed, and are
documented by photography in Appendix D.
The following documentary and comparative photographs show the changes that
have occurred on Academy Hill over the last 125 years. The fenced-in yard of the
Dormitory is overgrown with “trash trees” (Hackberry, Chinaberry, etc.), and is
otherwise is much the same condition today. Prickly Pear exists elsewhere on the hill,
and the Kitchen has not changed significantly since the 1930’s (see figs. 84 & 85). The
photo in Figure 86 is noteworthy because of its portrayal of intentional landscaping on
this campus as early as 1884 (also see fig. 87 for comparison). In the foreground, a small
plant which may be a shrub or a transplanted Live Oak, is surrounded by a protective
barrier. It also lends proof to the assumption that the Live Oak at the far right of the
photo may be FC-4-QV, a witness to daily academic life at the Baylor Female
Department at Independence. This tree may be traced through to the present in Figures
88 and 89. FC-5-QV, immediately to the northwest of FC-4, is now a stump with
vigorous re-growth. Figures 90 and 91 show a view east of the original gate to the
Female College, with the earlier view retaining part of the first floor of the Dormitory.
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Figure 92 seems to include FC-4 at right, and at left a tree which no longer exists, but is
present in the center of the 1884 photo. This photo may have been taken after the
Galveston hurricane of 1900.

Figure 84. Photo of Female Dormitory, east end demolished, with stone kitchen complex at left. Probably
taken in the 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 85. Comparison photo of Female Dormitory with ruins of kitchen visible inside the white picket
fence. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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Figure 86. 1884 photo of newly planted Live Oaks. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Figure 87. Comparison to 1884 photo of columns. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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Figure 88. Photo of Columns from the east, probably taken in the 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.

Figure 89. Comparison photo of Columns. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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Figure 90. Photo of gate to Female College. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 91. Comparison photo of gate to Female Campus. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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Figure 92. Photo of Female building, probably taken around 1905-1906, according to a note in a scrapbook
at the Independence Baptist Church. Courtesy the Brenham Banner-Press 62.

Oaks at the Crossroads: The Independence Baptist Church
Belew notes an inconsistency in the construction date for the original church
building, which is popularly known to have been built in 1854 (or 1858 63). He concludes
that because services for this congregation were held in the College Chapel of the
“University Building” as late as October 1855, then the “Independence Baptist Church
built its own meetinghouse at its present location between 1856 and 1858”. This would
mean that the celebration of Sam Houston’s baptism in Rocky Creek on November 19,
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1854 may have occurred on the nearby Baylor “College Chapel” in Graves Hall 64. It also
signifies that several of the Live Oaks surrounding the church certainly witnessed
construction of the first building, the fire that destroyed it, and the construction of the
existing stone building in 1872 (see figs. 93 through 96). The large slab taken from tree
IBC-3-QV does not show obvious signs of having lived through a massive fire, but the
center of the tree is partly decayed, and could contain burn scars. The “Adobe
Meetinghouse,” as it was called, went up in flames along with several other public
buildings, so it must have been an intense fire, injuring at least some trees around the
building 65.
Multi-trunked IBC-4-QV is the oldest tree in this grove, with an estimated age of
between 200 and 400 years (see fig. 97 through 99). When IBC-3 fell in a storm on
December 1, 2007, it took with it the easternmost trunk of IBC-4. Narrowly missing the
northwest chimney of the historic building, it did punch several holes in the roof (see
figs. 100-104). IBC-3 was estimated to have sprouted around 1855 (+ ten years), placing
it at the scene of the construction of the original meetinghouse. This location was
probably chosen for the site of the original church in the 1850’s because of its oaks, but
this dense, park-like stand is not the most aged of groves in Independence. Most trees in
this Live Oak grove were estimated at between 100 and 150 years of age. IBC-1, an oak
at the intersection of Highways 50 and 390, fell in July2009 due to advanced “heart-rot”
at its base (see fig. 94). A slab from this tree cut at breast height contained 109 growth
rings, and a core from IBC-2 gave 150 rings (see fig. 104). Figures 93 and 94 were taken
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at different angles relative to the Church and stone marker. Therefore, Figure 94 does not
include several corner oaks which were certainly there in 1936. The large Hackberry at
the northwest Church property, IBC-5-CL, fell in a storm on July 26, 2010, due to a

Figure 93. Photo of Church from southeast corner. Probably taken in the late 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas
Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 94. Comparison photo of church from southeast corner, with newly fallen IBC-1-QV. Photo by
author (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 95. Southeast corner of church with J. M. Carroll and John C. Hardy in foreground. Photo probably
taken in 1922. Courtesy the Baptist Standard 66.

Figure 96. Comparison photo of southeast corner of Church. Photo by author (November 7, 2008).
66
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rotten base. This last tree added to the total of four trunks lost in three years. Two small
Live Oaks were recently planted in this grove as the beginning of an artificial
regeneration program, and have grown successfully.
The bell tower was constructed from stones of Tryon Hall after its demolition in
1934, and the ironwork around the bell is the original fencing from Judge R.E.B. Baylor’s
grave on Windmill Hill 67 (see fig. 98). A common story is that Mrs. Nancy Lea, Sam
Houston’s mother-in-law, gave her family silver to be melted into the material for the bell
in order to give it a pleasant tone. Murray’s work suggests, however, that she gave her
silver to help cover the cost of the bell 68.

Figure 97. IBC-4-QV. Photo by author (July 10, 2009).
67
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Figure 98. Undated photo of Church from east side, probably taken in the mid 1930’s, before cornerstone
and time capsule was installed. IBC-4-QV is visible at far right. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University.

Figure 99. Comparison photo of church from the east, soon after large Live Oak (IBC-3-QV) fell. Photo by
author (November 7, 2008).
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The most important structural change to the site was the building of the Texas
Baptist Historical Center in 1966 (attached onto the north side of the 1872 stone
building), and its expansion and renovation over the last five years (see fig. 99). Figures
106 and 107 show the church grounds in the 1950’s and in 2010, with constant features
such as the bell tower, Pennington Home, Nancy Lea Vault, Caesar “Dutch” Hohn Home,
and Live Oak grove. In 2005, the church membership voted to build a modern sanctuary
across Highway 50, east of the small Nancy Lea and Margaret Lea Houston cemetery 69.
A new donor’s plaza was laid out where there were once Live Oaks and English Ivy (see
fig. 108).

Figure 100. Photo of IBC-3-QV, newly fallen, with young Live Oak at left. Photo courtesy Susan Bratton
(December 1, 2007).
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Figure 101. Photo of IBC-3-QV, newly fallen. Photo courtesy Susan Bratton (December 1, 2007).

Figure 102. Photo of Author sitting on bole of IBC-3-QV. Photo courtesy Susan Bratton (December 1,
2007).
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Figure 103. IBC-3-QV (large stump) fell in December of 2007. Shown is a young Live Oak planted
sometime in 2007, before the tree fell. Photo by author (November 7, 2008).

Figure 104. Polished slab from IBC-3-QV, showing increments of ten years per point. Photo by author
(January 2009).
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Figure 105. The author coring IBC-2-QV. Photo by author (July 10, 2009).
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Figure 106. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing the grove of Live Oaks surrounding the Independence
Baptist Church on the west side of Highway 50. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence,
Texas.

Figure 107. Comparison map of Independence Baptist Church and surrounding features.
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Figure 108. Donor Plaza at northeast corner of old sanctuary. Photo by author (June 5, 2009).
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Quiet Streams: The John Prince Coles Home and Mill Site
An unnamed branch (Coles’ Creek in this paper) of Cataract Creek was the
perfect place to build one of the first Anglo houses in Washington County. This, it
seems, is what John P. Coles was thinking when he built his home, which still exists, and
his mill, which does not. He could have chosen one of the many hilltops which were
included in his grant of 8 ½ leagues from Stephen F. Austin. Instead, he chose this spot,
on the bend of a perennial spring-fed stream. The crossroads was actually named “Coles’
Settlement” from 1824 to 1836. During the not quite two centuries since the Coles
moved to the area, the land has changed, and changed hands.
This creek begins on Briley “Bud” Shoemaker’s land, and continues to flow
through Mrs. Lanella Gray’s property. It then joins Cataract Creek at the boundary
between Mrs. Gray’s and the Alvin Schawe family land, and Cataract Creek drains into
the Yegua to the north. It is this smaller creek of disputed nomenclature that seems to
have been the historic location of one of John P. Coles’ mills. Both the original name of
the creek and the location of the mill are somewhat mysterious. On no map viewed
during this study was this creek labeled, yet it has been called Coles’ Creek, Cataract
Creek, and Independence Creek by different interviewees. These three names are
actually assigned to other mapped streams around Independence, but lack of agreement
on a name for the creek does not eliminate its substantial presence. It contains deep pools
and riffles where sunfish and even bass were observed in the summer of 2010. This
creek is listed on some maps as an intermittent stream, but when visited during this study
(several times per year, in every season, from spring 2008 to fall 2010), flowing water
was always observed. Mr. Shoemaker said that in the twenty-eight years they have
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owned the property, he has never seen it dry. Throughout his discussions with local
residents, all say it has never gone dry. Ferns thrive due to the many seeps and springs
along this branch of the stream, to the extent that one spot is known as the “fern garden”.
In 1828, John Prince and Mary Eleanor Coles’ new home was the site for the
election of the first ayuntamiento, or governing body for the huge jurisdiction, spreading
from the Lavaca River to the watershed between the Trinity and the San Jacinto, and
from the Gulf coast to the San Antonio Road 1. A paper from the files of the
Independence Historical Society gives details about the home:
Using native cedar, the present bedroom was built of huge hand hewn logs [this is
the original 1824 one-room cabin, and contains mid-nineteenth century pine
flooring]. The adjoining room was added soon after with cedar siding of
unusually sophisticated beading for that period. This house does not have the
usual ‘dog trot’ found in most early Texas homes; the two adjoining rooms share
a central stone fireplace. The house is one room deep, much like the medieval
structures found in England. The doors, trim and particularly the cedar mantels
are of the most refined Federal cast 2.
Sam Houston was certainly an occasional boarder at the Coles House, and family
tradition says that the legendary Davie Crocket stopped here on his way to fight at the
Alamo 3. Coles was the most powerful person in the settlement at the time, so it is logical
that a traveler would be aware of his home and Public House.
Figures 109 and 110 show the original location of the Coles Homesite, and a
comparison image (fig. 111) of the property in 2010. During the late nineteenth century,
the home was twice its present size. The Galveston hurricane of 1900 destroyed the west
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wing, and that half of the house was never rebuilt. In 1972, the Coles house was donated
to the Historical Society by the owners, Mrs. Charles A. Perlitz, Jr. and children, and
moved to the interpretive “village” on Academy Hill, adjacent to the Baylor Female
Campus. The home was restored by John Landers to its post-1900 condition, though it is
interpreted using mid-nineteenth century furnishings 4.

Figure 109. The home of John P. Coles, in its original location, after the 1900 hurricane, but before it was
restored 5.
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J. P. Coles also “built a Public House (a combination store and saloon) a grist mill
and a saw mill.” Tradition suggests that the grist mill was on the creek near the
residence, and “people would stay in the Public House just across the creek while they
were having their corn milled” 6. Historic existence of the mill on this stretch of the
stream can be documented with some certainty, and from personal accounts. Alvin
Schawe, in the 2004 interview conducted by Ellen Beasley, remembers finding a wooden
paddle from the mill water wheel in the creek many years ago, though he could not place
an exact location on it. Its position is estimated to be somewhere between the “iron
buggy rim” and the entrance of the creek at the bottom center of Figure 112. Dana
Morris’ map (1970) shows the four acre “John Coles Cotton Gin and Grist Mill” tract as
situated across Highway 390 from the Sam Houston Springhouse, and using that outflow.
It is unclear, however, whether a building was ever built there. This tract does not appear
to be within Coles’ original 1824 “gourd handle” league, but purchased in 1842 out of the
Thomas Saul league. Further details on two Coles’ mills remain to be discovered.
The acreage surrounding the original home and mill site is now owned by Mrs.
Lanella Spinks Gray (a 1954 Baylor Graduate). Some remnants of a stone foundation
were located amongst more recent farm implements, a cast-iron water pump, and other
metal and glass debris (see figs. 113, 114, & 115).
Consistent with the overall feel of the town of Independence, the creek beds and
ravines on the Gray property are an enchanting departure from modern life. Many
springs and creeks in the town are tree-lined, but some properties display old growth

6

Personal communication with Lanella Gray; Single undated sheet titled, “John Prince Coles’
Home,” from the files of the Independence Historical Society, housed in the Texas Baptist Historical
Center, Independence, Texas. Accessed Sept. 25, 2010.
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Figure 110. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing original John P. Coles Homesite on Mrs. Gray’s Creek
(Coles’ Creek). McCrocklin Road to the east, Coles Road to the north. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical
Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 111. Comparison image of general features of John P. Coles Homesite north of Independence.
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Figure 112. Trees and other features near John P. Coles Homesite north of Independence. Large rectangular
area at upper right is former natural gas extraction pad.

Figure 113. Iron buggy (carriage) rim at center of photo, near Mrs. Gray’s Creek. Photo by author (April 3,
2009).
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Figure 114. Cast iron water pump near J. P. Coles Homesite. Photo by author (December 19, 2008).

Figure 115. Collapsed shed near J. P. Coles Homesite. Photo by author (December 19, 2008).
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riparian forest, or at least retain the plant and animal communities suggestive of those
locales. Among these properties are the Seward Plantation, the Shoemaker property, the
David S. Wolff property, and the Gray property. Bud Shoemaker owns the land between
the Gray Property and Highway 390, and says he has “the prettiest hill in Washington
County”. This hill adjoins the original Live Oak grove surrounding the historic home of
Dr. Asa Hoxey (sometimes spelled Hoxie), a wealthy plantation owner and benefactor of
Baylor University. The television show, Texas Country Reporter, did land a helicopter in
Mr. Shoemaker’s bluebonnet field several years ago, just for a photo shoot (see fig. 116).
When asked why and how he purchased property in Independence, Mr. Shoemaker gave
the following report (see fig. 117):
We were in the horse business, and wanted to find a place to move our horses out
of the Houston area. Independence and Washington County had a very appealing
atmosphere. Our friends Tom and Lanella Gray had purchased some property
nearby. I was looking all over the area at different pieces of property, and every
time I would drive 390, I would see these big trees and hills and say, “Wow, what
a beautiful place.” In a joint venture, we and the Grays bought 250 acres from
Charles Perlitz, and split it 50/50, with plans to develop the land for show horses,
build arenas, etc. The process of buying the property started in 1981, and was
consummated in 1982. Well, in 1982 and ’83, the oil business and horse business
went down. We haven’t raised horses in years, and now a man comes and buys
hay from us- that is all that is done on the property now is haying. We later
bought 44.131 acres from the Grays in order to access the low water bridge to the
west side of our property.
On his tract, Mr. Shoemaker has cleared brush from under many of the large trees,
built roads, and put up three or four miles of wooden slat fencing. Some pastures were
enlarged when they first moved to the property, but many were left at their natural size
(to the existing forest edge). They planted Coastal Bermuda in the early 1980’s in an
effort to build pasturage, but stopped fertilizing because of the expense. Now many
fields contain native grasses, with a few patches of Bermuda. On the south end of the
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property, just west of the Columns on Academy Hill, stood a “dilapidated old house, shed
and cattle corral”. The Shoemakers demolished these and cleaned up the site because the
buildings were not worth restoring, only dated to the 1920’s, and were unusable. To Mr.
Shoemaker’s knowledge, the Perlitzes were absentee owners, and very little was done on
the property during their possession of it 7.
The interior strips of dense forest immediately along Coles’ Creek appear to be
original (pre-1840’s) riparian corridors, and contain signs of established ecological
communities. Exterior buffer zones between the ravine and open fields contain a mixture
of native forest, regenerated structural and old field sites (Hackberry and Bois d’Arc fifty
to sixty years old), and early successional thickets of woody vegetation (five to twenty

Figure 116. Bluebonnets on Bud and Beverly Shoemaker’s property. Photo by author (April 10, 2009).

7

Personal communication with Bud Shoemaker, November 8, 2008.
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Figure 117. Detail of Survey map for Lanella Gray property (to the north) showing “Cole Creek,” and Bud
Shoemaker property (to the south) 8.
8

Anonymous. Lanella Gray & Bud Shoemaker Survey Map. Copied with permission from
personal files of Mrs. Gray.
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years old). If not pure native old growth forest, these interior strips along the creek
contain enough of the native plant and animal communities, relationships, and habitat to
be worthy of consideration and protection 9.
Sycamores reach great size along the creek, and some of these could predate the
Republic of Texas. The largest trunk of CC-23-PO (a complex of two main trunks and
one large stump) had a DBH of 0.63 meters (see fig. 118). For comparison, CC-9-PO (a
single trunk) had a DBH of 0.78, and approximately 135 rings. Considering the multitrunk nature of CC-23, a conservative estimate of 180 years (+ 20) can be placed on this
tree, which is northwest of the Coles Homesite. Many of the sycamores at this site were
comparable in age, but the large ones were only found within about 100 feet of the creek.
Figure 119 shows the white winter skeletons of the large Sycamores amongst the Red
Oaks, Live Oaks, Ash, Water Oak, and Cedar that make up the mixed old growth riparian
forest. An effort was made to core some of the largest Red Oaks and Eastern Red Cedars
on this property. The Red Oaks that were cored contained 70, 73, and 78 rings to the
center of the tree, and DBH’s of 0.83, 0.55, and 0.79, respectively. Another Red Oak,
which fell sometime between 2003 and 2008, contained 95 rings and a DBH of 0.64

9

The unnamed creek, which I refer to in this paper as “Coles’ Creek” for simplicity, runs only a
few meters south of Mrs. Gray’s house. Many native species can be observed coexisting in this unbroken
stretch of riparian forest. The biotic fecundity of this area was impressive, especially in the arthropod
realm. During the summer of 2010, many spiders were observed, including red, yellow, orange, and white
forms of the Spinybacked Orb Weaver (Gasteracantha cancriformis L.). One yellow form of this spider
was collected, as well as specimens of the Orchard Orb Weaver (Leucange venusta Walckener) and
Cardinal Jumping Spider (Phidippus cardinalis Hentz). These were just as impressive, if not as large, as
the two Tarantulas (Aphonoplema sp.) that were collected near the Adobe House in July. These two
specimens measure 9 cm each (full length when at rest), and one is preserved in the Mayborn Museum
Complex, Baylor University. The minutia of nature can be appreciated only when one is at rest, and in the
field in Texas, one must rest often. During one of these breaks, I observed a wasp excavating a hole in a
fallen Live Oak log. Was she hunting a beetle grub or preparing to lay eggs…or both? Walking slowly
through the woods, there were large Calopteryx Damselflies and woodpeckers to be noted. Reptiles and
amphibians of many descriptions make habitat on the sandy creek banks. A shell of a Three-Toed Box
Turtle represented the only one of his group, but a strikingly colored Coral Snake (Micrurus fulvius tener)
and a camouflaged Rough Green Snake (Opheodrys aestivus) made a more speedy getaway.
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meters. These measurements do not follow a predictable pattern, and may be products of
variations in drainage, elevation, or position relative to the creek for each individual tree.
The cedar measured 0.52 DBH, and contained 66 rings to the approximate center of the
tree.
Among the Live Oaks, the “pasture trees” CC-14 and CC-15 cover the most area,
but those on the west side of the Gray home are probably older. CC-4, 8, 17, 19 and 30
are the largest of the Live Oaks on the property, and can be generally estimated to be
150-180 years old. CC-30-QV is the largest in the “cindera grove” west of the Gray
home, and is adjacent to another Live Oak containing a Honey Bee hive 10. This cindera,
presumably a colloquialism for a naturally or artificially burned off or cleared meadow
broken up by large field trees, occupies most of the area between the Gray home and the
property boundary (see figs. 120 & 121). Mrs. Gray and David Wolff both used this term
for areas of their property, and according to Mrs. Gray, the cindera has always been clear.
She has this area mowed for hay twice per year, and it does not seem to have been
plowed. Possibly a human-caused phenomenon, the cinderas could also be remnants of
the natural prairie/forest ecotone present in this part of Texas. Mr. Shoemaker related a
story about his urge one day to count all the large oaks on his section of the property. He
counted around 400 oaks with height of at least twenty-five feet 11. However, these may
have included Live Oak, Red Oak, and Water Oak.

10

A note on angry Hymenoptera in the vicinity: this Honey Bee hive was located high above the
ground in the knot hole of a Live Oak. Another Honey Bee hive was located in the hollow base of a cedar
tree near CC-26-F. These presented little danger, as long as the researchers kept clear. Yellow-jackets are
not as forgiving, however, as field assistant Parker Lewis discovered when he stepped on their nest in a
rotten log only several feet from this last Honey Bee hive.
11

Personal communication with Bud Shoemaker and Lanella Gray, December 19, 2008.
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Figure 118. Sycamore CC-23-PO at left, facing east across creek. Photo by author (April 3, 2009).

Figure 119. Winter view of section of creek south of Mrs. Gray’s house. Trees with white branches are
Sycamores along creek. Dominant deciduous species here are Red Oak, Sycamore, and Ash. Evergreens
are Red Cedar, Live Oak, and Yaupon.
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Figure 120. Trees and other features on western part of Lanella Gray property.

Figure 121. Cinderas on Lanella Gray’s property. These meadows are mowed for hay twice per year.
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The most remarkable Live Oak on the Gray property, and arguably the most
important, may be CC-19-QV. In Figure 122, this gnarled tree seems to be in the perfect
place to mark a safe ford in the creek and to show where clean drinking water may be
obtained. The vintage of the brown glazed ceramic well liner is unknown, but it must
have been manufactured, purchased, brought in to the site, and installed before the tree’s
roots were firmly established. A seam is visible inside the feature, which suggests that it
was shipped in sections and assembled after the shaft was dug (see figs. 123 & 124). The
Live Oak grove in the yard west of the Seward Plantation House contains a smaller,
though very similar, version of this type of well. Figure 125 shows a concave open area
with little woody vegetation directly across the creek from CC-19-QV and a
corresponding gully. Mr. Shoemaker has cleared much of the Yaupon thicket along the
boundary fence between his and Mrs. Gray’s property, but he did not clear this area 12.
The contour of this location does not suggest a ravine, but seems to be a well-traveled
crossing with gouged ruts. If it is a crossing, then decades of horse and wagon traffic
would have packed down the dirt and prevented establishment of woody vegetation.
John P. Coles’ Public House would probably have been located nearby as well.

Magnificent Live Oaks: The Henry Lee Graves Homesite
Originally the site of a smaller residence built by Mose Hairston, the house
pictured in Figure 126 was occupied by Rev. President Henry Lee Graves from 1847 to
about 1851. It was later occupied by another Baylor President, George Washington
Baines from 1850 to 1853, and became the home of Dr. David R. Wallace (Professor of

12

Ibid.
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Figure 122. View of ceramic well liner and old Live Oak CC-19-QV near probable historic creek crossing
and mill. Photo by author (April 3, 2009).
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Figure 123. Detail of ceramic well liner immediately west of CC-19-QV. Photo by author (April 3, 2009).

Figure 124. Detail of interior of ceramic well liner, showing assembly seam. Photo by author (April 3,
2009).
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Figure 125. Possible historic crossing of creek near Coles’ mill. View facing north, with ceramic well
across creek at center. Photo by author (April 3, 2009).

Natural Science and French) from 1857 to 1861 13. This house fell into disrepair and was
demolished around 1980. A few possible foundation or chimney stones were observed
on the site where the house would have stood (see fig. 127), and several structural
elements including part of the stairway were located at the Texas Baptist Historical
Center. Old bottle glass and recent buried PVC piping were also noted around this
artificially leveled part of the ridge.
The native stone well to the northeast of the foundation site presumably dates to
the construction of the house in the mid-nineteenth century, and has been filled with tree
branches and leaves over the years. Figures 128 and 129 show the position of this site
13

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 198-199; Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 140.
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Figure 126. Photo of the Henry L. Graves Homesite, probably taken in the early 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas
Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 127. Comparison photo of Henry L. Graves Homesite. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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immediately across Highway 390 from the Sam Houston Homesite. The Houston
Springhouse and the Graves well are both situated on the eastern edge of Academy Hill,
and Mr. Norman D. Adams, Jr., the current owner of the property, says that the San
Augustine lawn under his large oaks is green year-round 14. This evidence suggests that a
significant spring or seep complex exists on this ridge, and may also explain why these
Live Oaks have lived so long. Mr. Adams and his wife built a large modern house near
the original homesite, with a sweeping view of the land to the northeast. Mr. Adams
made mortar repairs to the well, “cleaned it out all the way to the bottom,” and lived off
the water for two years while he was building the modern house. During that time, he
lived in a small log cabin under the giant Live Oaks, and this cabin has since been
removed. The existing small log house (pictured in Figure 130) was constructed by Mr.
Adams in 2009 from some old logs used in the interpretive village on Academy hill, and
is currently used as an art gallery15.
Three Live Oaks, one Pecan, and two Black Walnut trees were chosen to be
measured as the oldest woody vegetation at the site, and existed while the house was
standing (see fig. 131). Though they may not be the oldest, HLG-4, 5, and 6 were some
of the largest trees measured during the study. HLG-6-QV, the largest of this group, is
probably 300 to 500 years old, and was listed as the “Adams Roble” oak (number 1098)
on the Live Oak Society’s list of registered trees (see fig. 132) 16. Other individuals of

14

Personal communication with Mr. Norman Adams, September 18, 2010.

15

These logs were originally part of a corn crib in the interpretive village, and were dismantled
and given to Mr. Adams.
16

The Louisiana Garden Club Federation, Inc. “The Live Oak Society.”
http://www.louisianagardenclubs.org/live_oak_society/501_1000.htm (accessed November 22, 2010).
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Figure 128. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing HWY 390 passing between Henry L. Graves Homesite
(north) and Sam Houston Homesite (south). Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence,
Texas.

Figure 129. Comparison map of relation of original Henry L. Graves House to the Sam Houston Homesite
across Highway 390.
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Cedar, Sycamore, Bois d’Arc, Crape Myrtle, Eastern Redbud, Texas Mountain Laurel,
and edible Fig have grown up on the grounds since the early twentieth century, many of
which postdate demolition of the house (see figs. 133 & 134).

Figure 130. Photo of Henry L. Graves trees left to right (HLG-4, 2, 5, & 6). Photo by author (September 18,
2010).

Sam Touched These Trees: The Sam Houston Homesite
Across Highway 390 from the home of the first President of Baylor University is
a homesite of the second (and fourth) President of the Republic of Texas. “Sam
Houston’s House” was originally built in 1837 by Thomas Barron as a one-story log
house (see fig. 135). Houston bought the land (200 enclosed acres and 165 acres of
timberland) adjoining the Baylor Female Campus to the north from John R. Hines in
161

Figure 131. Map of trees and features of the Henry Lee Graves Homesite. Approximate location of original
house outlined in white, and modern home of Norman Adams at top center.

Figure 132. Photo of Henry L. Graves trees left to right (HLG-6-QV and HLG-5-QV). Photo by author
(September 18, 2010).
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Figure 133. Undated photo of the Henry L. Graves Home. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University.

Figure 134. Comparison photo of Henry L. Graves Homesite, facing east. Photo by author (September 18,
2010).
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1853, at a cost of $4000 17. However, this acquisition is elsewhere reported as “twohundred acres of timbered-land adjoining the town tract” 18. William Seale gives a picture
of the arrival of the Houstons on October 25, 1853, in his Sam Houston’s Wife: A
Biography of Margaret Lea Houston:
The Houston house was near the college end of the longest avenue. It was a
pleasant old place set back from the road, with an orchard, a spring, and a small
log house with an open hallway and a wing of rooms to the rear. Mrs. Lea
[Margeret’s mother, lived] two long blocks away, beyond the Baptist church…In
the evenings after the children’s bedtimes, Margaret and the General walked over
to Nancy Lea’s house to drink coffee and talk in Mrs. Lea’s long parlor 19.
The orchard mentioned here no longer exists. One pear tree was photographed along the
east yard fence, but may not date to the nineteenth century (see fig. 144). An important
note for historians of the town and Baylor University is given in a footnote of Seale’s
book:
[William Carey] Crane was pastor of the Independence Baptist church and
occupied the “Hines Place” as the Houstons’ former house was called. Margaret
received no rent for the minister’s use of the property, and at the time of her death
[in 1867], only a small amount of property remained around the house, most of
the original farm having been sold in small plots for income 20.
This home was demolished by owner James Dallas in 1897, and a new home built
atop the same foundation. Information suggests that some of the logs and usable
structural materials were integrated into this new house and the Log Crib, which still

17

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 204; Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 117.
18

William Seale, Sam Houston’s Wife: A Biography of Margaret Lea Houston (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1992), 161.
19

Ibid., 162-163.

20

Ibid., 257-258.
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exists southwest of the house (see figs. 136 & 137) 21. The rough-hewn timbers in the
Log Crib seem very old, and retain large diameter holes in odd places, suggesting that
they may have been used for another purpose before integration into this smaller
structure. The Log Crib may have been built after the demolition of the Thomas Barron
House, using some of those same materials.

Figure 135. Photo of the Independence home of Sam Houston (Thomas Barron House) before it was
demolished in 1897. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

The Houston Spring is a popular tourist photo spot, especially in Bluebonnet season, and
is noted in literature from the 1850’s (see figs. 138 and 139). Current owner and John P.
Coles descendent, Fred Coles Kettrick, said that during the Houston occupation of what
they call “the Old Home Place”, the spring was probably just a hole with clear water, and
it is likely that James Dallas built the Springhouse. Mr. Kettrick’s grandparents, the
McCrocklins, bought the property from Dallas in 1911, and the family have been
21

From the stone Historical Marker erected by the State of Texas in 1936 in front of the house.
Personal communication with Fred Kettrick, November 8, 2008.
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caretakers since that time. Kettrick restored the springhouse and added a stone outflow
reservoir to prevent the pasture from turning to mud. According to Dana Morris’ (1970)
map, the ouflow from this spring drains into a tank (pond), and then into the “Jordan,”
where is might have served as the power behind John P. Coles’ cotton gin and grist mill.
Figures 140 and 141 show an early twentieth century landscape shot from across the road
(now Highway 390), and a current view of the property. There appears to have been a
wooden or stone water tower or pump house immediately to the west of the springhouse.
Figure 140 may also depict Tryon Hall at the far left horizon, showing the
communication and distance of the two Baylor hilltop campuses. Another architectural
feature, unique to the Dallas-McCrocklin House and Ingleside (the Clay Castle) west on
Highway 390, is the basement-level covered carriage drive (see fig. 142). In this case,
the single-level design of the house and the local topography allow for two large storage
spaces on the south elevation. The main carriage drive (southwest) would hold two
carriages, especially in bad weather, and was surrounded by the stone and concrete
foundation of the upper floor 22.
The landscape surrounding the Sam Houston property does not seem to have
changed significantly since the nineteenth century other than the construction of Highway
390 and the loss of the “timbered acres” mentioned previously (see figs. 143 & 144). The
thin soil above solid bedrock to the north of the house is not conducive to vegetative
growth, and contained only a gnarled Gum Bumelia tree. Mr. Kettrick believes that
during the construction of the Highway, rock fill was scraped from the area between the
house and the road, leaving a large scar which can be seen in Figure 143. The land

22

Personal communication with Fred Kettrick, November 8, 2008.
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Figure 136. Undated photo (probably from the 1930’s) of the Log Crib in the yard southwest of Sam
Houston Homesite. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 137. Modern photo of Log Crib. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).
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Figure 138. Photo of Sam Houston’s Springhouse, located between his Homesite and HWY 390. Possibly
taken in the 1930’s. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 139. Sam Houston springhouse and outflow today. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).
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around the Old Home Place was presumably terraced in the 1930’s to prevent erosion.
However, when the agriculture shifted away from row crops, Mr. Kettrick “had Alvin
Schawe come out with a ‘maintainer’ and doze over all the terraces on this property
because it was too difficult to keep the hay shredded on the terraces” 23.
With the exception of the five recently planted Live Oaks to the north of the
house (SH-3 through SH-7), all of the Live Oaks at this site were estimated to be well in
excess of 100 years old. Mr. Kettrick said that while burning to clear brush many years
ago, he accidentally burned down the largest tree on the property, one that was in the
pasture outside the fence of the “Old Home Place”. He noticed smoke emanating from a
“hollow” high up in the tree after the fire had cleared, and later realized that the inside of
the tree had caught fire. There was about three inches of green wood around the tree, but
the rest was hollow. He climbed up a ladder and tried to douse the fire by pouring
buckets of water down inside the tree, but could not save it. He watched the tree burn all
night, and made sure the curious cows did not get too close. Mr. Kettrick said that before
his time, his uncles cleared the Live Oak thicket that existed between his current home
and the Sam Houston Homesite to the east, in order to farm that property. They
accomplished this by digging out around the stumps and using his uncle’s two mules to
pull them out. Figure 140 may show a more forested lot in this area to the west of the
house, and that photograph may have been taken before his uncles did the clearing 24.
The oldest trees present at the site, all judged to be bicentennarians, were SH-12QV, SH-20, SH-22, SH-23, and SH-30. With a DBH of 1.43 meters, a CBH of 4.4

23

Ibid.

24

Ibid.
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Figure 140. Photo of the Sam Houston property from Academy Hill, probably taken between 1920 and
1934. Note water tower above springhouse. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 141. Comparison photo of Sam Houston Homesite and springhouse, facing south across Highway
390. Photo by author (September 18, 2010).
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meters, and a basal circumference of 14.5 meters, SH-20-QV is an impressive specimen,
and can certainly be counted among those trees which were growing in the 1850’s when
Sam, Margaret, and the Houston family lived on the property (see fig. 145) 25.

Figure 142. Rear (south) elevation of the Dallas-McCrocklin House, which was built on the foundation of
the Sam Houston House. Carriage drive entrance shown under the house. Photo by author (November 8,
2008).

25

The yard behind the Sam Houston (Dallas-McCrocklin) House is a natural haven. With cool,
green San Augustine eight inches high, Salvia and Turk’s Cap for some color in the perfect shade, dozens
of grasshoppers flying with every step in sunny spots…then plenty of Black-and-Yellow Argiope (Garden
Spiders) to snatch them up, and the snoozing cicadas in the trees. If this researcher was ever comfortable in
the field, in July, in Independence, it was in Sam Houston’s backyard. Some other faunal and floral
discoveries immediately around the house included: Red-Bellied Woodpecker (Melanerpes carolinus), orb
weavers (Araneus bicentarius), Queens (Danaus gilippus), Pipevine Swallowtails (Battus philenor),
grasshoppers (Mermiria spp., Melanoplus differentialis), Bolete Mushrooms (Boletus sp.), Creepingcucumber (Melothria pendula), Chilipiquin- the official native chili pepper of Texas (Capsicum annuum
var. glabriusculum ), Mexican Plums (Prunus mexicana), and Ball and Spanish Moss. Some arthropod
specimens were collected and are now housed at the Mayborn Museum Compex, Baylor University. A list
of these is included in Appendix F.
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Figure 143. Map of the trees and other features between the Sam Houston Homesite and Highway 390.

Figure 144. Map of the trees surrounding the Sam Houston Homesite.
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Figure 145. SH-20-QV, in the yard southwest of Sam Houston homesite. Photo by Author (July 10, 2010).

Namesakes: The Holly Oak Home of Judge Baylor
During the nineteenth century, Live Oaks were sometimes called “holly oaks”.
Thus, Judge Robert Emmett Bledsoe Baylor named his home after the oaks, and a
University was named after him. In her book, Out of Our Past: Texas History Stories,
Laura Simmons gives this description of the homesite from her visit in the mid-1960’s,
and from her discussions with the owner:
The Baylor home, called Holly Oaks, was located between three groves of moss-covered live oaks
and must have been an imposing structure before it was torn down about 1925…A single marker
sitting far back from the road now marks the place where Holly Oaks stood, but the front walk
bordered by upturned rocks and the cistern which was located at one time next to the back porch
are still plainly visible…Mr. Otto Janner owned the property at the time of this writer’s visit,
having acquired it in 1938, thirteen years after the house was razed. The former owner had used
many of the large timbers from the house in the construction of a barn and several outbuildings. A
number of years later, Mr. Janner tore down the barn and erected a new one of new materials.
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Some of the logs from the Baylor house were used in other buildings, some were burned, and
some were still lying around the place 26.

This valuable information from over forty years ago touches on several points that may
be elaborated upon, given other sources and new research. These include disagreements
on the actual name of the home, the disagreement on demolition date of the structure, and
the location of the cistern, well, and rock front walkway (see fig. 146).
The Historical Marker erected by the State of Texas names the site “Holly Oaks,”
but nowhere in the Judge’s personal papers does he give it this name. It is appropriate to
use the name by which Judge Baylor knew the home, and several documents provide this
firm, if inconsistent, evidence 27. The names “Holly Oak” or “Holly Oake” seem to be the
most frequently used designations: Judge Baylor mentions “Holly Oak” in two letters
dated 1856 and one dated April 13, 1871; “Holly-Oake” in letters dated March 1, 1859,
September 7, 1859, and July 21, 1860; “Holly-Oak” in a letters of May 14, 1867 and
March 28, 1869; a shortened “the Oaks” in letters of May 14, 1867 and July 10, 1868.
The trapezoidal shape enclosed by Mound Hill Road and Mayfair Road in Figure
147 may represent the original home property of 84 acres owned by Baylor, though it
seems he had other acreage nearby 28. Living in La Grange in 1839, Baylor applied for a
third class land grant of three-hundred and twenty acres in Washington County, which
was awarded on October 11, 1845. This seems to have been at Gay Hill, Texas. He later
bought 1124 acres from Joseph P. Sneed for $1600 in 1851 29. The following are excerpts

26

Laura Simmons Out of Our Past: Texas History Stories (Waco: Texian Press, 1967), 1.

27

These letters are housed in the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

28

Personal communication with Gilbert and Kathryn Janner, November 8, 2008.

29

Samuel B. Hesler. “Robert Emmett Bledsoe Baylor.” Unpublished paper, 1982. Courtesy the
Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Figure 146. Map of trees and features of the Holly Oak. Outlined in white are the approximate location of
the original Baylor House and the existing visible remnants of the original stone walkway.

Figure 147. Map of the original acreage surrounding Judge R. E. B. Baylor Homesite, “Holly Oak”, near
Old Gay Hill, west of Independence on Highway 390.
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from letters to family members dated May 14, 1867 and October 20, 1866 which give
glimpses of daily life, and indicate the 74-year-old Judge’s feelings toward
Emancipation:
1867: I am now living at Holly-Oak and cultivating the greater part of my farm on
my own responsibility. How I shall come out with the freed men time must
determine. So far I get along with them tolerably well. Robt. and John are
vigorously at work; on Laura’s place, John has two hundred acres of cotton and
one hundred in corn all planted, up and in good condition… Mr. Carter to the
astonishment of himself and every body else has gone to work and has a fine crop,
he works like a man and I think in future will do much better than he has ever
done at the Oakes. They have discarded long ago every house servant, and the
women do all the drudgery cheerfully. I have the finest garden in the County
worked mainly with my own withered hands, not a dollar in my pocket and yet I
am happy… I am here temporarily acting as President of our University during
the absence of Dr. Crane. I expect to be released this week when I shall repair to
the Oakes and go to work in my garden…
1866: Poor creatures, God knows I would not reduce them to slavery again if I
had the power, we have in Independence a school for them numbering one
hundred and thirty scollars (sic), conducted alone by their former owners…
Simmons suggests that the home was torn down about 1925. This could be true,
but one other record suggests it was torn down a little later. Figure 148 is a photograph
of J. M. Carroll (Baptist historian) and John C. Hardy (President of the University of
Mary Hardin-Baylor) standing in front of Judge Baylor’s home in 1923, with window
glass and front porch still intact 30. The small tree in this photo no longer exists. A photo
probably taken in the mid-1920’s shows a partially boarded-up house with a large tree,
HO-1-QV, to the right of the front walkway (see figs. 149 & 150). This photograph
establishes the position of HO-1 relative to the original house. It also confirms that it
could have been a centenarian tree in the 1920’s, placing it squarely in the time period

30

A copy of this same photograph is on exhibit at the Texas Baptist Historical Center in
Independence, with the caption “The Carroll House near Caldwell, Texas,” but a comparison of the
chimney stones and other structural elements reveals that it must be the house elsewhere identified as Holly
Oak.
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that Judge Baylor resided in the house. He might even have planted it there to shade his
house. Two photos, marked “Holly Oak 1928” and “Front of Old Home of Judge Baylor
August 25, 1929,” show the House in advanced disrepair, and suggests that it was not
demolished until at least autumn 1929 (see fig. 151) 31.

Figure 148. 1923 photo of J. M. Carroll and John C. Hardy standing in front of Baylor Home at Gay Hill.
Cistern visible at far left, and rock-lined walk barely visible between front steps and small tree. Courtesy
the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

The property is currently owned by Gilbert and Kathryn Janner, and the rock
house and garage were built by his father, Otto Janner, in 1939. In an interview with the
current Janners, Gilbert showed this researcher a few places where the front stone
walkway was still visible, and said that it is a flat stone walk, with upturned stones lining

31

Handwritten note on the photograph, which is on exhibit at the Texas Baptist Historical Center,
Independence, Texas.
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Figure 149. Photo of three people standing in front of Baylor Home at Gay Hill, possibly taken August 25,
1929. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 150. Comparison for 1920’s photo. Taken by author (August 6, 2010).
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both sides 32. He says all of the stone is still there, but it has gradually filled in with soil
over the years (see fig. 152). The “bell” cistern and well are in their original positions,
and were probably dug (into solid rock by slave labor) in the early 1840’s (see figs. 153
through 156). The masonry cistern and well tops may have been rebuilt once or twice,
but these and the front walk put definite parameters on the possible location of the
original house. The Janners are certain that the gutters on the original house carried
rainwater into the cistern, implying that the cistern had to be near the back (northwest)
corner of the house. Mr. Janner says that gutters also carried rainwater from the 1939
house to the cistern, and his mother used the water to wash clothes well into the midtwentieth century. The Judge Baylor House is located on what is currently known by
locals as “Mound Hill,” and the Old Gay Hill community is located a little north of the
site. The modern town of Gay Hill is located west of State Highway 36 33.
Though Simmons’ photograph and two of the 1920’s photographs show Spanish
Moss hanging from a few of the trees, none was documented in the current study. This
decline of Spanish Moss seems to be the trend throughout the project area. The “three
groves” may or may not represent the following three groups of trees: HO-1 and Ho-2;
HO-3 through HO-6; HO-7 and HO-8. Figures 157 through 159 show a comparison shot
for Simmons’ photo (which could not be reproduced), the front elevation of the 1939
Rock House, and the 1936 State Historical Marker that was toppled and broken by a bull
that got into the yard.

32

Personal communication with Gilbert and Kathryn Janner at their home, and on the Holly Oak
property, August 7, 2010.
33

Ibid., November 8, 2008.
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Also at Old Gay Hill is an historic church and cemetery, several schools, and the
Gay Hill Masonic Lodge, officially referred to as the Baylor Lodge, No. 125. Robert
Emmett Bledsoe Baylor was a petitioner for the charter of this Lodge 34. John Sayles, a
Civil War General, State legislator, member of the Baylor Law faculty beginning in 1858,
and author of the first publication by a Baylor professor, also had a plantation and a large
number of slaves at Gay Hill.

Figure 151. 1928 photo of woman standing in front of Baylor Home at Gay Hill. Courtesy the Texas
Collection, Baylor University.

34

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 95, 159-

161.
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Figure 152. At bottom of photo are visible remnants of original stone walkway to house. Photo by author
(August 6, 2010).

Figure 153. Bell cistern at R.E.B. Baylor Homesite. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).
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Figure 154. Interior of bell cistern at R.E.B. Baylor Homesite. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).

Figure 155. Well at R.E.B. Baylor Homesite. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).
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Figure 156. Interior of well at R.E.B. Baylor Homesite. Photo by author (November 8, 2008).

Figure 157. View of R.E.B. Baylor Homesite at Gay Hill. Comparison for Simmons’ photo taken in 1967.
Her photo shows a windmill standing at the center of the photo 35. Photo taken by author from Highway 390
(September 18, 2010).
35

Laura Simmons, Out of Our Past: Texas History Stories (Waco: Texian Press, 1967).
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Figure 158. Front elevation of 1939 rock house, with HO-1-QV to left. Photo by author (November 8,
2008).

Figure 159. Broken Texas State Historical Marker at R.E.B. Baylor Homesite. Photo by author (November
8, 2008).
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This Old House: The Seward Plantation
The Seward Plantation of Independence is a rare jewel in the treasury of historic
places in Texas. Not only does it retain many of the outbuildings in their original
locations, but still possesses fairly complete holdings if its plantation records dating from
before the Civil War to the present. Hank and Peggy Ward, members of the Seward
family and current caretakers of the property, have consistently preserved, repaired, and
interpreted the John Hoblett Seward Home and outbuildings. An example of the research
and quality workmanship that went into some of this restoration is the original 1850’s
Slave Quarters, which by the 1990’s had partially collapsed (see fig. 160). Hank Ward
rebuilt the structure using period materials and methods, and it is now one of the
showpieces of the plantation (see figs. 161 & 162). Historic American Buildings Survey
maps and photographs for the John H. Seward House and grounds, and the Samuel

Figure 160. Rear elevation of Slave Quarters, north of main house. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University 1.
1

This photograph was scanned by the Texas Collection as a part of the Independence Scanning
Project. The original remains in the Laura Seward Photo Album at the Seward Plantation, Independence,
Texas.
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Figure 161. North side of Slave Quarters (rear elevation). Photo by author (August 7, 2010).

Figure 162. Live Oak SPW-51c-QV, with view of southwest corner of original Seward Plantation Slave
Quarters in background. Photo by author (August 7, 2010).
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Seward House can be found on the website of the Library of Congress. An especially
important forerunner to the current project is the 1997 landscape drawing by Richard
Burt of the John H. Seward House and surrounding trees. Some information is repeated
here, but the reader is referred to the HABS drawings, photos, and descriptions for
detailed documentation of the structures, their history, and landscape around the house.
Murray seems to suggest that the “John Goblett Seward” (sic) home, built in the
mid-1850’s, was moved to its current location from an original location about a mile
away. She may have this confused with the Samuel Seward Home, built late-1830’s.
These are two separate, existing homes, one built by the father, and one by the son.
Samuel Seward brought his family to Coles’ Settlement from Illinois in 1828, first
building a simple log house 2. The existing John Seward House was constructed in 1855.
After Reconstruction, agriculture shifted on the Seward Plantation, as it did on most other
properties, from contained-operation farming and slave-based cotton growing to beef
cattle and hay production. In a letter titled, “Cotton Picking”, John H. Seward details the
Plantation’s numbers in a letter to an unknown recipient on October 20, 1850:
I’ve seen several publications in your very valuable paper of the amount of cotton
that has been picked in a day by the hands of persons living in the neighborhood
of Chappell Hill and other cotton growing regions of the state- but never any from
the Independence neighborhood. I will therefore beg leave of you to give the
following statement of the amount of Cotton picked from a piece of new ground
prairie of mine on a [race: illegible] (Tuesday 19th [illegible]) from Six A.M. until
half past five P.M. between three hands belonging to James B. [Jenkins or
Pinkins] and three of my own- a place in your paper- James B. Jenkins[?] hands
picked 1163 lbs vis Ben, Tom and Marion, my own 1236 lbs vis Jack, Ben and
Jo- making in all 2399 lbs on a fraction under 400 lbs to each hand- the highest
amount picked was 450 lbs- picked by Jack- the next-highest-amount was by Ben
a boy of fourteen- it being 427 lbs.
Respectfully yours
John H. Seward
2

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 54-55.
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Only a portion of the documentation of the history and land use on this property is
feasible to present here, but perhaps most illustrative of the changes are the aerial photos
from around 1950 to the present. Figure 163 is a Conservation Plan map from 1956,
showing a view of the entire Seward Plantation prior to the construction of Highway 390.
This photo shows the Highway’s predecessor, what the family calls the “Old Washington
Road,” passing through the grove south of the Seward House. An almost treeless
landscape except for riparian strips and a few woodlots, the beginning of the conservation
effort here is evidenced by designated “wildlife areas.” These are difficult to see in
Figure 163, but are more developed in Figure 164, a 1999 version of the Conservation
Plan. Note increased woody vegetation in the “Large Hay Meadow,” much of which was
Huisache (Acacia farnesiana) and other thorny brush 3. Larger Wildlife Areas and
Rangeland acres were also identified for this new Conservation plan. Figure 165 shows
almost complete regeneration of forest cover in 2010, though probably not in the historic
species composition or age distribution.
The Old Washington Road once passed closer to the plantation house than the
Highway currently does. Figures 166 and 167 show the gradual disappearance of the
roadbed over the last fifty years, and Figure 168 allows a ground view of the old road
looking west from the small Live Oak grove. Other possible roadbeds are mapped in
Figures 169 and 170, along with the trees and man-made features marked for the south
portion of the plantation. Much of what is marked in Figure 170 represents old fence
lines, and may represent historic crossings of these two branches of the creek. The
impressive “pasture trees,” SPW-12 and SPW-13 are also shown with a possible old
roadbed passing between them.
3

Personal communication with Hank Ward, June 29, 2009.
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Figure 163. Detail of Conservation Plan Map of Seward Plantation for 1956, showing proposed “Wildlife
Areas”in northeast corner and in wooded areas along the creek 4. Seward House is slightly to the left of #3.

4

Map from archives of the Seward Plantation, and copied with permission.
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Figure 164. Detail of Conservation Plan Map of Seward Plantation for 1999, showing proposed “Wildlife
Areas” 5. Large Hay Meadow at center.

Certain vegetational and anthropogenic (human-caused) features were
documented during the current study because of their age, relation to the Seward House,
or because they had not previously been documented. A select number of trees were
measured on the property to create a general idea of the location of the oldest trees or
groves. Generally, four areas of the property are included in these descriptions: the grove
immediately around the John H. Seward House, the Large Hay Meadow north of the

5

Ibid.
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house, the pasture trees northwest of the house, and the possible old road crossings on the
two creeks west of the house.
The line of Live Oaks (SPW-1 through SPW-10) along the driveway east of the
house may have all been planted at the same time, and are estimated to be between 100
and 120 years old. However, SPW-5 and SPW-6, the trees on either side of the gate
entering the backyard, are estimated to be 130 to 140 years old, and may have been
planted following the Civil War.

Figure 165. Comparison map of much of Seward Plantation west of Independence.

Figures 171 through 173 show the growth and disappearance of the Live Oak
grove immediately in front of the Seward House. It is unclear when these trees fell, or
for what reason, but it must have occurred after the 1950’s 6. SPW-38-QV, the only oak
left of any age near the front walk is probably a centenarian. Though several of the
6

Other photos from the 1950’s show these trees standing.
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trunks at the southwest corner and immediately west of the house have certainly fallen
since the HABS photos were taken, it is unclear how many or which individuals have
succumbed (see figs. 174 & 175).
In Figure 175, three circular features may be seen in the foreground. The leftmost
is a cotton seed dryer coated with concrete and used as a planter, at center is the body of
an iron boiler which holds water in the middle of summer 7, and at right is a glazed
ceramic “well” very similar to one found on Coles’ Creek on the Gray property. If we
consider that the well must have been placed in this spot before the roots of this complex
Live Oak grove (SPW-21a-h and SPW-22a-b) were established, then it is conceivable
that the well dates to the mid-nineteenth century. The trunk immediately next to the well
is SPW-22a-QV, which has a BDH measurement of 0.55 meters. This is precisely the
DBH of SPW-21h, the trunk that snapped off about fifteen feet above the ground in
April, 2010 (see Chapter 3, fig. 50). SPW-21h was determined to be between 130 and
140 years old upon examination of a polished slab. So, we can assume that SPW-22a is
the same age. It is likely that the grove in front of the Seward House, the grove at the
southwest corner, and the grove to the west of the house were all established during the
construction of the house in the 1850’s, if not before. Mr. Ward confirmed that a “seep”
is present and keeps the ground moist between the ceramic well and SPW-49-QV closer
to Highway 390 8.
The Large Hay Meadow is a microcosm of the trends that have affected the
general Independence area over the last fifty years. Figures 176 and 177 show a

7

Personal communication with Hank Ward, August 7, 2010.

8

Ibid.
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Figure 166. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing “Old Washington Road” passing through front yard of
John H. Seward House, just north of modern HWY 390. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center,
Independence, Texas.

Figure 167. Comparison map showing location of John H. Seward House and faint road bed to the south.
Modern road to the south is Highway 390.
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Figure 168. View of “Old Washington Road” that passed through the trees in front of Seward Plantation,
facing southwest toward Highway 390. Photo by author (August 7, 2010)

progression from open fields with badly eroded gullies to a dense young forest and Live
Oak savannah in the modern image. The Hay Meadow may have been naturally clear of
woody vegetation during settlement of the area, kept clear by fire or bison. According to
Mr. Ward, this section of the property has always been used as a hay meadow. In 2000,
the Large Hay Meadow was “completely grown over with Huisache, much more than it is
now, and we brought bulldozers in to remove the Huisache. So, what is there now is
eight to ten years growth” 9 (see fig. 177). During this Huisache extraction, about one
third of the Hay Meadow was cleared, and the rest left to grow up into forest (see figs.
178 and 179). Within this eastern one third area that was cleared, six very large Post
Oaks were found, along with one large Live Oak just to the west of the old wagon road
9

Ibid.
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through to the woodlot (see fig. 180). Several young Live Oaks were noted in the cleared
area as well, and were estimated to be between ten and forty years of age. The Post Oak
grove is probably very aged, as they were present as large trees in Figure 163, a photo
taken sixty years ago. These were the only large Post Oaks measured in the current
study, and it is unknown why they exist here and nowhere else in the study area.
The individual trees of greatest age on the Seward Plantation were shown to be:
the pasture tree (SPW-12), the large Live Oak in the Post Oak grove (SPW-16), and the
tree near the northwest corner of the house (SPW-51; see fig. 162), all with ages around
200 years or more.

Figure 169. Map showing trees and features surrounding John Seward House.
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Figure 170. Map showing route of Old Washington Road, other possible road beds and crossings, remnant
fencing and debris on two branches of creek west of John Seward House, and pasture trees SPW-12 and 13.

Figure 171. Front elevation of John H. Seward House, taken before 1915. The earliest known photograph.
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University 10.
10

This photograph was scanned by the Texas Collection as a part of the Independence Scanning
Project. The original remains in the Laura Seward Photo Album at the Seward Plantation, Independence,
Texas.
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Figure 172. Front elevation of Seward House in 1936 11.

Figure 173. View of front of John H. Seward House, facing north. Photo by author (August 7, 2010).

11

Historic American Buildings Survey, Harry L. Starnes, Photographer April 23, 1936 FRONT
ELEVATION. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,1-5. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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Figure 174. 1934 HABS photo of Live Oak grove near front fence southwest of house 12.

Figure 175. Live Oak grove west of Seward House, with three “circular features” in the foreground. Photo
by author (August 7, 2010).
12

Historic American Buildings Survey, James I. Campbell, Photographer March 10, 1934 VIEW
FROM SOUTH. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,1-3. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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Figure 176. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing view of “large Hay Meadow” on Seward Plantation.
Grove of large Post Oaks at top right. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 177. Comparison map of large hay meadow north of John Seward House. Post Oak grove is at upper
right, slightly left of fork in road.
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Figure 178. In the section of the Large Hay Meadow that was cleared in 2000, facing north toward Post
Oak grove. Photo by author (July 30, 2010).

Figure 179. Mature Huisache (Acacia farnesiana) on edge of Seward Plantation pasture on Highway 390
west of House. Photo by author (June 27, 2009).
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Figure 180. Winter image of aged Post Oak grove, and convergence of modern road and old wagon road at
center.

Planning for Growth: The Independence Town Square
Dana Morris’ 1970 Map of the Town Of Independence includes a detailed
drawing of the Town Square as it was originally planned in 1835 on the Thomas S. Saul
League, which remained undeveloped until that time. Tradition says that in honor of the
Texan struggle and freedom from Mexico, Dr. Asa Hoxey recommended that the name of
the town be changed to “Independence”. Some information on existing structures in the
historic landscape will be given here, and the reader is referred to the work of Ellen
Beasley for further detail:
Independence was founded on December 2, 1835, by four land speculators who
shared interest "in a certain parcel of ground…to be named Independence." The
original town boundaries of Independence consisted of 78 acres, laid out in a grid
pattern of 60 regularly-shaped blocks plus four blocks in the center of town that
formed the Town Square. Future development of the Square was determined in
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early 1844 when Independence lost to Brenham by one vote in the bid for the
Washington County seat 13.
Buildings on the Town Square included Love’s Boarding House (later the Blanton
Block) consisted of four buildings including what are known today as the Blanton Hotel
and Stagecoach Depot (see figs. 181 through 184). These two buildings were restored as
a residence in the 1980’s by Doug Zweiner, and comparative re-photography illustrates
the same pattern of change seen at the Henry L. Graves Homesite and the town as a
whole. Stark views of seemingly “burned-out” land with very few trees were common in
the first part of the twentieth century. The current photos show that some herbaceous
vegetation has returned, and select trees (primarily Live Oak and Cedar on the Square)
are allowed to mature if they fit the property owner’s landscape plan. On the east side of
the Square is the new location of the Tacitus T. Clay House, moved and restored by
Thelma Zweiner (see figs. 185 & 186). Figure 187 is a 1950’s aerial comparison to
Figure 186.
In 1854, the newly established U.S. Postal Stage Route from Nacogdoches to
Austin began to pass along Independence’s own La Bahia Trail, making it again a wellknown corridor 14. The Masonic Lodge Milam No. 11 was founded on the west side of
the Square in 1849, and its stones used to build Dutch Hohn’s old home on the same
site 15. A current resident of the west side of the Town Square is Marion Blue, whose
father was the Independence Postmaster until the dissolution of the town Post Office in

13

Independence Preservation Trust. “Independence Texas: Independence Town Square.”
http://www.independencetx.com/TownSquare.htm (accessed September 10, 2010).
14

James S. Belew Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 202-203.
15

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 95.
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Figure 181. View of the Blanton Block from across the road, with TSZ-38-QV at left. Photographic reprint
from 1963, but photo taken earlier. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 182. Comparison view of Blanton Block from across Highway 390. Photo by author (September 25,
2010)
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Figure 183. Undated view of the Blanton Block. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 184. Comparison view of Blanton Block from the northwest. Photo by author (September 25, 2010)
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Figure 185. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing original location of Capt. Tacitus T. Clay House, south
of HWY 390, at bottom right. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 186. Comparison map of Town Square above Highway 390, with important features marked,
including old road beds as white lines and possibly original stone Square marker to the left.
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Figure 187. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing the Town Square, with HWY 390 to the south. Courtesy
Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

1958 16. The large Live Oak TSZ-1 was documented on the west side of the Square, on
the south corner of McKnight Road and Graves Road, and TSZ-2 stands directly across
Graves Road in Mr. Blue’s front yard. These are certainly centenarians, though the trees
were not measured.
This site ranked as the oldest grove of all sites surveyed during the current
project, with thirty-one centenarians, twenty-eight with ages of at least 130 years, and
five bicentenarians. TSZ-14-QV may be the oldest tree on the central portion of the
Town Square, and was listed with the Live Oak Society as the “Captain Clay” oak

16

Personal communication with Fred Kettrick, November 8, 2008; Independence Preservation
Trust. “Independence Texas: Independence Town Square.” http://www.independencetx.com/
TownSquare.htm (accessed September 10, 2010).
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(number 1116)(see fig. 188) 17. Figure 189 shows marked features and trees surrounding
the 1940 School House and the Blanton Block, and Figure 190 shows features of the
north section of the Town Square 18. This northern section contains the Wodrich home,
and many of the oldest trees near the Square. In Figure 190, white lines indicate the
possible routes of old roads through this grove of Live Oaks, and Mr. Wodrich said that
“when we moved here 28 years ago, I could see where peddlers had been selling their

Figure 188. TSZ-14-QV, the “Captain Clay Tree” on the Town Square. Photo by author (December 19,
2008).

17

The Louisiana Garden Club Federation, Inc. “The Live Oak Society.”
http://www.louisianagardenclubs.org/live_oak_society/501_1000.htm (accessed November 22, 2010).
Though this number could instead refer to the Live Oak TSZ-38, south of the windmill on Blanton Block.
18

At the property owner’s request, the large Live Oaks in this north section of the Town Square
were not measured. Limited information on this area was recorded.
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wares under the ‘Granddaddy Oak’” (see fig. 191). This could have been a major road
during the nineteenth century, and may have been part of the Town Square that actually
saw development. Live Oaks TSZ-19 through 22 are all approximately the same age, and
stand in a straight line from north to south. Possible evidence of wagon ruts on exposed
bedrock were found here, and may be an important indication of early travel routes. Mr.
Wodrich was also told that TSZ-34 and 35 were toppled by the 1900 Galveston
hurricane, and are rare examples of uprooted trees that continue to grow (see Chapter 3,
figs. 22 & 23) 19.

Figure 189. Map of trees and features of central Town Square, including one of the original stone Square
markers at top left.

19

Personal communication with Mr. Wodrich, July 10, 2010.
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Figure 190. Map of trees and features of north section of Town Square.

Figure 191. The “Granddaddy Oak” or “Hometree” (TSZ-23-QV), probably the largest tree near the Town
Square. Photo by author (July 9, 2010).
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The Village: Independence Below 390
The southern section of the Town Square, referred to here as “the Village,” was
given a separate designation because a majority of the trees were much younger than
those in the central and northern sections. Many of them were planted as a part of the
Trees for Independence program of the Independence Preservation Trust over the last
thirteen years. Figure 192 is a 1976 aerial view of much of the Village south of Highway
390, showing the Lueckemeyer Cotton Gin Complex, the Lueckemeyer Store, the
original location of the Tacitus T. Clay House, Mrs. Sam Houston’s House (RootHouston-Williams House), and the Adobe House (Toalson House). Figures 193 and 194
are comparative aerial photos from the 1950’s and 2010, showing locations of important
structures. Note the newly established “oak-lined alleys” in Figure 194, and growing
beds and an irrigation pond for the Antique Rose Emporium to the southeast 20. The
Lueckemeyer Cotton Gin was established after the steam-powered cotton gin on
Windmill Hill went out of service, and stones for construction of the four existing Gin
buildings and the store were brought from the ruins of Tryon Hall in the mid-1930’s (see
fig. 195).
VI-1-QV through VI-30-QV represent the thirty Live Oaks planted in 1999-2000
as part of the Trees for Independence campaign, and the thirty Live Oaks on the west side
of Highway 50 near the Haynes Homesite were planted in 1997 (see figs. 196 & 197) 21.
The larger Live Oaks immediately north of the Lueckemeyer Store were probably planted

20

In 2008, extensive aerial photographic documentation was produced by Wolff Companies of
Houston, Texas, to support projects of the Independence Preservation Trust. These include photos of the
town of Indpendence and of Carisbrooke Farms, home of David S. and Mary Wolff.
21

Personal communication with David S. Wolff, September 25, 2010.
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in the early 1980’s 22. Also in Figure 197, the General Jerome B. Robertson House is
presented in its modern position relative to the road. Originally built in 1846, it was
renovated in 2003-2004, and moved slightly northwest of its original location. For a
complete history of this property, the reader is referred to Mary Ann Moore’s (1986)
Rekindled Embers: The Story of the Robertson Family of Washington County, Texas, and
to the historical research of Ellen Beasley23.

Figure 192. 1976 aerial photo of Independence, facing west. Note Lueckemeyer Cotton Gin complex at
center left, Tacitus T. Clay House at bottom, and School House on the Town Square to the right. Courtesy
the Brenham Banner-Press 24.

22

Personal communication with Brenda Bentke, Independence Store owner, September 25, 2010.

23

Independence Preservation Trust. “Independence Texas: General Jerome B. Robertson House.”
http://www.independencetx.com/TownSquare.htm (accessed September 10, 2010).
24

The Brenham Banner-Press, July 4, 1976.
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Figure 193. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing Independence south of HWY 390, and east of HWY 50.
Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 194. Comparison map showing the Village of Independence south of Highway 390, including some
major historical features discussed in this study, and newly planted lines of Live Oaks.
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Figure 195. One of the Lueckemeyer Cotton Gin Buildings, with trees VI-7-QV through VI-9-QV at right.
Facing south. Photo by author (April 16, 2010).

Figure 196. Map of “Village” trees and features south of Highway 390. The tree marked were planted by
the Independence Preservation Trust in 1999.
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Figure 197. Map of southern part of Village. Note line of thirty Live Oaks on the west side of Highway 50.

Memories Down by the Jordan: The Albert Gallitan Haynes Homesite
Historical records indicate that the most likely place for the Major A. G. Haynes
homesite is within the grove of Live Oaks pictured in Figure 198. Dana Morris’ map of
1970 shows Haynes in possession of these 5.54 acres in 1854, but no other publication
was found that gives a location to his home. Murray relates a story from J. B. Link’s
(1891) Texas Historical and Biographical Magazine about Haynes arriving in
Independence in 1841 25:
When he reached a particular live oak grove in the little village of Independence,
Washington County, Texas, ‘his entire fortune consisted of his wife, five children,
several Negroes, a pair of jaded horses and a debt of $50.’ [He] mounted the
summit of the hill east of the village and said: ‘This land is lovely to behold…’
With the help of his Negroes, he cut, split, and dressed the logs to erect a home on
the sixteen-acre plot just west of the limits of Independence-where later he built a
handsome residence…In June 1851 the Haynes family entertained sixty-three
persons ‘in three large rooms under four live oaks’ at the meeting of the Texas
Baptist State Convention in Independence.
25

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 28-29.
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Figure 198. Map showing probable site of Albert G. Haynes Home. Across Highway 50 from David Jones
Clay’s welding shop. White outlines show approximate locations of original house and existing small white
building.

Haynes lived at this site from about 1840 until his death in 1870, and “many of the wisest
plans of the Board [of Trustees] were matured under the wide-spreading and majestic live
oaks in Bro. Haynes’ yard” 1. He was in charge of organizing the building of Tryon Hall
across the road, using his personal slaves for labor. In addition to his other contributions
to the University, he took an enormous loss on his investment in this building, but did not
complain 2.
There are seven Live Oaks surrounding this site, and the 1950’s aerial photo
shows what appears to be a large home amongst the trees (see fig. 199). Five of them are
estimated to be at least 130 years old, and two may date to the early nineteenth century or

1

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 716.

2

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 168;
Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 715.
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the eighteenth century. These two Live Oaks, DWH-2 and DWH-3, may be trees that are
included in the “four live oaks” of 1851 (see fig. 200).
According to Belew, artist Henry McArdle designed, built, and resided in an
impressive house across the street from the Baptist Church (see fig. 201). This must have
been south across present-day Highway 390, because structures already existed on the
other lots around the church when his house was built in the mid-1870’s. It was a twostory home with stained glass from the demolished church on the Town Square, and
probably contained an art studio 3.

Figure 199. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing Albert G. Haynes Homesite at HWY 50 and 390.
Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.
3

James S. Belew, Windmill Hill: An Archaeological Study of the Main Campus of Baylor
University, Independence, Texas (J.S. Belew, 1989), 208-209.
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Figure 200. Comparison map showing terracing in pastures around Sam Houston Homesite, and the
relation of the “Jordan” to the possible A. G. Haynes Homesite. Also depicted are the positions of a few
outlier trees.

Figure 201. Undated photo of Henry A. McArdle Home. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Ingleside: The Clay Castle and Clay Property
Discussed here are two of the many properties around Independence with Clay
family significance, and the only ones studied during this project. First was the
“Ingleside” mansion, or as it is commonly known, the “Clay Castle”. The second site
surveyed was the property originally purchased by David Jones Clay (1881-1937), the
grandfather of the David Jones Clay interviewed during this project. Mr. Clay provided
much of the information presented here, and was helpful in gathering stories and
information about agriculture and natural history in the area.
Specific notes on the landscape and vegetation are given in this section, and the
reader is referred to Betty Plummer’s (1971) Historic Homes of Washington County,
1821-1860 for other important notes on the Clay Castle and the history of the Nestor and
Tacitus Clay family (second cousins of Henry Clay) in Texas. Ingleside would be an
impressive house by today’s standards, and by all accounts, it was a unique building and
hub of social life in the middle nineteenth century. It was probably one of the only large
stone buildings in Washington County during the Republic of Texas. In Figures 202 and
203, the growth of woody vegetation is apparent, and Figure 204 is a modern comparison
shot of the site from the same angle. After being wounded near Salado in 1835, Nestor’s
untimely death forced his brother Tacitus to complete the house in 1837. Though David
Clay pointed out that the ruins of the house seem to be on the Luke Lessassier League,
rather than the Nestor Clay League to the west (see fig. 205).
Reported to have had five levels, the house included a split-level basement
storeroom for produce and a carriage driveway, a third floor ballroom, and a glassed-in
upper floor for overseeing workers in the field. The Structure sustained much damage
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Figure 202. Undated photo of Ingleside, also known as “Clay Castle” with peaked roof still intact 4.

Figure 203. Undated photo of Clay Castle with dense woody vegetation. Courtesy the Texas Collection,
Baylor University.
4

Undated photo labeled “Tacitus Clay- 1804-1881- The ‘Ingleside’ Mansion or ‘Clay Castle.’” In
family papers of David Jones Clay, Independence, Texas. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor
University.
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Figure 204. Comparison photo of Clay Castle site from across Highway 390. Photo by author (September
18, 2010).

during the Galveston hurricane of 1900, and was torn apart during the 1915
hurricane 5(see figs. 206 & 207). Elsewhere on the property, Mr. Clay said there is an old
wooden sharecropper’s or tenant’s house which is falling down 6. Plummer suggests that
after the emancipation of Texas slaves, eight young indentured servants were brought to
the plantation from a St. Louis orphanage to work the cotton fields and receive board
until their term of service was complete 7.

5

Betty Plummer, Historic Houses of Washington County, 1821-1860 (San Marcos, Texas: Rio
Fresco Books, 1971), 45-46.
6

Personal communication with David Jones Clay, November 8, 2008.

7

Betty Plummer, Historic Houses of Washington County, 1821-1860 (San Marcos, Texas: Rio
Fresco Books, 1971), 51.
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Figure 205. Map of features of Clay property on Highway 390 southwest of Independence. The thin white
line shows possible boundary line between Nestor Clay League (south of line) and Luke Lessassier League
(north of line), according to personal communication with David Jones Clay.

Tacitus developed the land into a productive plantation, reportedly raising the first
cotton in Washington County. The fruit orchard on the “Clay Farm” was so prolific that
people were invited from the surrounding communities to share in the harvest. Cedar
was so prevalent on the property that all woodwork in the house, including flooring and
wall supports, was done in that material (see fig. 208) 8.
During this project, Mr. Clay pointed out the existing foundation of the Clay
Castle, with exposed stones showing the room divisions and form of the basement (see
figs. 209 & 210). On the east side of the masonry feature is a large cistern, which
collected rainwater from the roof much like other cisterns associated with large houses

8

Betty Plummer, Historic Houses of Washington County, 1821-1860 (San Marcos, Texas: Rio
Fresco Books, 1971), 51.
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Figure 206. Photo of Ingleside in the early 1920’s, showing the carriage drive at the back of the house.
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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Figure 207. Photo of Ingleside in the early 1920’s. Photo probably taken from the southwest. Courtesy the
Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 208. Detail of rough Cedar post and beam interior construction of Ingleside. J. M. Carroll and John
C. Hardy pictured. Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.
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around the natural contour of the land is erased, but several features remain. Figure 211
shows a line of Bois d’Arc trees running south from Highway 390. The cause of this is
unknown, but may represent an old stone feature, a driveway, or a spring. The only large
tree near Ingleside is the Live Oak DJC-3, at the entrance to the Clay Castle property on
390. Consisting of three trunks, each measured at more than 0.8 meters DBH, this tree
was probably growing on this spot when the walls of Clay Castle were going up. This
property was recently sold, was renamed “La Bahia Ranch”, and is no longer held by the
Clay family.
Across Highway 390 to the northwest of the Clay Castle is the property currently
owned by David Jones Clay, and formerly owned by his father (Thomas C. Clay) and
grandfather. Figure 212 illustrates the locations of several outbuildings, a spring, a few
Live oaks, Mr. Clay’s father’s home, and his grandfather’s home. The “old house” was
remodeled by Mr. Clay’s grandfather in 1924, and “it was an old house at that time”.
Conservatively, this house probably dates to before 1910, and is probably much older. It
has deteriorated, and has become inaccessible due to the heavy growth of bamboo
surrounding it on all sides (see fig. 212 and Chapter 3, fig. 28). The Live Oak DJC-1 is
reported to be less than ninety years old, according to Clay’s father, who said it was
planted about the time of his birth. However, the regression produced in this paper would
age its 1.41 meter DBH at more than 200 years. DJC-2-QV was dug up “down in the
woods,” and transplanted to the front yard of Mr. Clay’s father’s house around 1984,
placing its sprouting date at around 1980 9.

9

Personal communication with David Jones Clay, November 8, 2008.
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Figure 209. Photo of Clay Castle site as it appears today, facing northeast. Photo by author (February 12,
2008).

Figure 210. Mr. Clay surveying the east basement wall of Clay Castle. Photo by author (November 7,
2008).
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Figure 211. Map showing Ingleside (Clay Castle) with associated cistern, and a line of Bois d’Arc that may
signify a spring or man-made feature.

Figure 212. Map of trees and features surrounding David Jones Clay’s father’s home. Marked are the
bamboo grove surrounding a pre-1920 house, a wood plank corn crib, a yellow brick dairy, and the spring
and outflow.
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According to Mr. Clay, his grandfather bought this property, a strip of land in the
Lessassier League adjacent and parallel to the Nestor Clay League, from Ben Thomas in
1920. Thomas was an African American, and it was unusual for a black man to own so
much land. Mr. Clay was told that there was a steam cotton gin which got its power from
this well (spring) that drained into the pond. When surveyed by this project, the spring
was filled in with mud and surrounded by vegetation and masonry stones 10. Mr. Clay
remembers when “there was a 10 ft x 10 ft cypress box that went about 8 ft down, and
[they] would swim in the clear water” 11. The practice of cutting structural lumber from
the land, as discussed in the construction of Ingleside, was still in practice when the large
hay barn was built on this property several years ago (see fig. 213). Cedar posts and
boards from an unknown tree were milled from trees on the site 12.
The following are some responses given by David Jones Clay when asked what
changes he had seen in the landscape and wildlife of the Independence area 13:
Question 1: Have you seen changes in vegetation patterns, certain plants
disappearing, or species of plants coming into the area that you do not remember
being here years ago?
Response: As a kid, we always had lots of Mesquite on my dad’s property. We
sprayed it and sprayed it, and now we have it pretty much under control. Some
people have Huisache on their property, as well. What we call Black Locust 14 has
spread all over Washington County, and will be a real problem in twenty or thirty
years. Chinaberry trees are here, but don’t seem to be as much of a nuisance,
probably because they don’t have big thorns. When my dad was a kid [in the
1930’s], he said there was hardly any Yaupon, while now some properties are
10

Piled rocks were observed around the edges of the spring outflow, along with cedar posts and
wire fencing, Ash trees, Persimmon, Live Oak saplings, Willow, Pecan, Tallow, Prickly Ash in the vicinity.
11

Personal communication with David Jones Clay, November 8, 2008.

12

Ibid.

13

Ibid.

14

Probably Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos).
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covered with it. Some folks say that Yaupon came in after the buffalo herds were
destroyed. Buffalo would come through and “mow down” everything that wasn’t
a big tree. Dad said that Yaupon increased dramatically during his lifetime,
where before it was more or less open under the trees.
Probably the most significant change in agriculture in this area is that this
was all row crops. Then when fields were “farmed out,” they went to Common
Bermuda pastures. Then about 1970, hybrid Bermudas came in.
Question 2: Have you seen changes in wildlife, certain species disappearing, or
species coming into the area that you do not remember being here years ago?
Response: The hogs have definitely invaded. When we were kids, there were
jackrabbits everywhere, and for thirty years we didn’t see any. Now we are
starting to see a few. We have always had cottontails. We took our fifteen-yearold daughter to the Hill Country a few years ago, and she had never seen a
jackrabbit. They were everywhere when we were kids. Horny Toads [Horned
Lizards] were common twenty-five or thirty years ago, and now there are none.
They like rocky areas like right here in Independence. When I built this welding
shop twenty-seven years ago, there were a couple of them on this site. The last
one I saw was on the Town Square twenty-plus years ago. [This researcher
responded that several Harvester Ant mounds were observed around the town
during this project, and that possibly the lizards will recover (see fig. 214).]
When we were kids, we didn’t have any coyotes, and my dad hunted fox.
Then the fox disappeared, and the coyotes have recovered over the last thirty
years. Now we are starting to see fox again. Deer were hunted out by the midtwentieth century, were reintroduced in 1957, and it was 1963-64 before they
would let anyone hunt them.
The cattle industry has changed too. My grandfather died in 1937, and
while he was alive, they would keep a steer until he was two years old. They
didn’t have any local auction barns. Then they would drive them to Gay Hill, and
load them on train cars to the Fort Worth Stockyards for sale. Now, a calf is
weaned at six or seven months, then sold at a local auction barn.
Question 3: What do you think is unique about Independence, or sets it apart from
the rest of Texas?
Response: It’s home. When these early settlers came to Texas, this is the land
they chose- they knew it was special. It had hills, major streams, and ample
rainfall for crops. When the “Old Three-Hundred” chose their leagues, they chose
land on the Yegua and the Brazos all the way down.
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Figure 213. Hay barn built using cedar posts and other woods milled from the land, Clay property across
Highway 390 from Clay Castle. Photo by author (November 7, 2008).

Figure 214. Map of three Harvester Ant mounds on Academy Hill.
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Community Events and Family Plots: Vine Dell (The Chase Seminary)
The structure marked as the Colbert Baker home (built 1835) on the Dana Morris
Map could also be the Blue Home, which Murray states was built in 1843 as a single
story stone house 15. The more common historic reference for the home and property
seems to be “Vine Dell.” During renovation of the house, the second floor (wood frame)
was removed, and the chimneys shortened to match the new dimensions (see figs. 215
through 216). A guest house was moved just west of the main house and restored, a
swimming pool was added, and the property is currently owned by David and Dr. Adelia
Brannen. The large Chase family was involved in daily life and education at Baylor
Female College, and was active in the wider community16. Mrs. Mary Chase Baker
writes about her ancestors, and her great grandfather’s purchase of the property:
During the 19th century Independence was such a center of education, culture,
religion and social graces that it was known as “The Athens of Texas”…and it
was at Baylor Female College that Daniel [W.] Chase became Director of Music,
1856-1864; while Carrie Chase, his wife was instructor there in drawing and
painting. Oscar P. Chase, one of Daniel’s sons, taught piano and guitar at the
college, while his daughter, Mary Ellen taught piano, harp, and vocal music.
Daniel Chase bought a big house built of gray stone for his large family and
called it “Vine Dell” because it was located in a vine-tangled dell surrounded by
giant love oak trees. A few years later he and Carrie Chase established a boarding
school for girls in the home which is thought to be the first Episcopal school of its
kind in Texas…and was sometimes referred to as, “Chase Seminary”. At the
same time, 1864-1875, Daniel Chase was rector of Grace Episcopal Church in
Independence which ministry he held until his death 17.
This quote is suggestive of two things. First, during the 1850’s, the house must have
already been established under large Live Oaks. This is confirmed by the measurement
15

Lois Smith Murray Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 54;
Reference to single story was from personal communication with Teddy Boehm, February 11, 2011.
16

Ibid., 169.

17

Written by Mary Chase Baker, great granddaughter of Daniel W. Chase, in her history of the
Chase family, which she completed in 1960 or 1961. Copied from the archives of the Independence
Historical Society, which are housed in the Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.
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Figure 215. 1936 HABS photo of rear of “J. M. Blue House” 18.

Figure 216. The Chase Seminary (Vine Dell), now remodeled into one-story home. Comparison photo of
HABS photo. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

18

Historic American Buildings Survey, Harry L. Starnes, Photographer April 23, 1936 FRONT
ELEVATION. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,4-1. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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of CSB-1-QV, which fits the criteria for a tree dating to about 1810. The other two tree
behind the house were probably there in the 1860’s, though may be older (see figs. 217
through 219). Second, the “vine-tangled dell” suggests that growth was dense around the
perimeter of the property, and that some clearing, even down to the creeks, probably
occurred in the early twentieth century. The 1950’s aerial photo shows cleared land and
eroded gullies on the property (see figs. 220 & 221).
To this researcher’s knowledge, the small cemetery shown in Figures 222 through
224 has never been mapped, though a description and list of known “residents” are given
in Judy and Nath Winfield’s (1974) Cemetery records of Washington County, Texas:
1826-1960. All of the burials in this small family cemetery date from the 1870’s, but
erosion is endangering the headstones and the site itself. In The Life and Writings of
Rufus C. Burleson, Haynes relates another story commonly told in Independence about
the baptism of Sam Houston in November of 1854:
While serving as pastor of [the] church, Dr. Burleson had a baptistery made in the
bed of Kountz Creek, north of town, in the shape of a coffin…to typify, in part, a
regenerated soul buried in sin… In this place he baptized a large number of the
students of Baylor University during his pastorate… When it was announced that
General Houston was to receive the ordinance at this place, some mischievous
boys went the night before and filled the baptistery with mud and tree tops. The
sexton reported to Dr. Burleson that the baptistery was full of mud, and that it
could not be removed in time for him to use it that evening. “Very well,” he
calmly replied, “I will outgeneral these mischievous boys from the country, and
baptize the General in Little Rocky [Creek].” 19
After submerging the General in this creek southwest of town, Burleson is supposed to
have said, “Now Sam, your sins are all washed away,” and Houston replied, “God help
the fishes” 20!

19

Georgia J. Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (1901), 165-168.

20

Lois Smith Murray, Baylor at Independence (Waco: Baylor University Press, 1972), 126.
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Figure 217. 1936 HABS photo of rear of “J. M. Blue House” 21.

Figure 218. The Chase Seminary from back. Comparison photo of HABS photo of rear elevation. Well in
foreground of chimney. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

21

Historic American Buildings Survey, Harry L. Starnes, Photographer April 23, 1936 REAR
ELEVATION. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,4-3. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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Figure 219. Map of trees and features surrounding Vine Dell.

Figure 220. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing Chase Seminary site, 1850’s Baptismal Pool, and small
cemetery. HWY 50 is at far right. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.
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Figure 221. Comparison map of Chase property (Vine Dell) and features west of Highway 50.

Figure 222. The small cemetery on the Vine Dell (Boehm) property, facing northwest. Photo by author
(July 9, 2010).
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Figure 223. Footstone placed in slot for broken headstone; footstone reads “D.W.C.”. Photo by author (July
9, 2010).

Figure 224. Damaged headstone of Daniel W. Chase, “b. Jan. 21, 1811, d. May 26, 1875”. Photo by author
(July 9, 2010).
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Figure 225. Coffin shaped baptismal pool that Dr. Burleson commissioned between 1851 and 1854. Photo
taken circa 1901 22.

Figure 226. Photo of Kountz Creek Baptismal Pool. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).
22

Georgia Jenkins Burleson, The Life and Writings of Rufus C. Burleson (Waco: Georgia J.
Burleson, 1901), 168. This photograph was especially made for the 1901 volume by Mr. Thomas A.
Holland of Brenham, and was the first ever made of this historic spot.
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The coffin-shaped baptistery, built by slaves in 1854 on Kountz Creek, still exists
on the property due east of Vine Dell, and was found and mapped during this project (see
fig. 225) 23. When the photo in Figure 226 was taken (September 25, 2010), three stone
steps were visible leading down into the rectangular pool, which measured approximately
2 meters by 4 meters. The hand-carved surface seemed to be about 1.5 meters deep, but
mud obscured the bottom.
Results- Important Sites with Minimal Survey or Notation
These sections include comparative maps, photographs, and brief descriptions of
several sites with limited remnant historic vegetation, documentary evidence, or
connection with Baylor University. The reader is referred to the papers of the
Independence Historical Society and the Texas Baptist Historical Center for further
detail.

Two historic cemeteries: Independence Cemetery and Liberty Community Cemetery
There is disagreement about who donated the land for the two cemeteries on the
north side of Coles Road. Though both members of the same family, Mary Ann Moore
notes that “Judge” Coles and John Coles McCrocklin were credited with donating the “5
acre cemetery for whites and also the 5 acre Negro cemetery.” It seems that then land
was given in the 1840’s, though a few graves may be older 24.
The Independence Cemetery boasts many early settlers and important Texas
characters, including Judge John P. and Mary E. Coles, founders of Coles’ Settlement in

23

William Seale, Sam Houston’s Wife: A Biography of Margaret Lea Houston (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1992), 170.
24

Moore, Framing Independence, 64.
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1824 (see fig. 227). With the exception of mature fence row vegetation on the south side
of Coles Road in Figure 229, it is evident that the surrounding land has experienced little
change since 1950 (fig. 228). During the 1960’s, the Independence Baptist Church
congregation performed a much needed renovation of this cemetery, clearing brush,

Figure 227. Graves of Judge John P. and Mary E. Coles. Photo by author (October 16, 2009).

trimming trees, and erecting a white pipe gate over the entrance 25. Upon a visit to this
cemetery in 1970, Judy and Nath Winfield wrote, “abandoned for many years, this
beautiful old cemetery is now well kept and shaded by giant cedars. Many stones have
been lost or broken, however” 26. The largest of the Cedars at this site were estimated to

25

A scrapbook in the archives of the Independence Baptist Church and the Texas Baptist
Historical Center contains many documentary photographs of this restoration.
26

Judy and Nath Winfield, Cemetery Records of Washington County, Texas: 1826-1960 (Judy and
Nath Winfield, Jr., 1974), 52-60.
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be from 70 to 100 years old, based on a ring count of the slab taken from ICM-11-JV (see
fig. 230). It contained 71 visible growth rings.
These two historic cemeteries retain a mixture of large native forest trees,
including Cedar, Red Oak, Post Oak, Live Oak, Water Oak, and Ash. Few old trees were
located at the Liberty Community Cemetery, so the largest specimens of Cedar, Live
Oak, and Water Oak were measured. These trees are mapped within the boundary of the
current cemetery in Figures 229 and 231. During research for this project, no published
map or description of this cemetery could be located, though a map of burials may have
been compiled during clean-up several years ago.

Liberty Baptist Church
The Liberty Baptist Church is an important part of the history of Independence,
and holds its own as an historic building. This congregation came out of the
Independence Baptist Church in 1866, when 100 freed people began to worship as a
separate body. According to the research of Ellen Beasley, the first church building was
erected before 1879, and the same tornado that hit Windmill Hill in February, 1882,
destroyed the second church building. The cornerstone on the current building reads
“Built 1900- J. S. Slaughter Pastor,” suggesting that a third church building was blown
down by the 1900 Galveston storm 27 (see fig. 232). Figures 233 and 234 compare the
1950’s aerial image with a current image, showing two large Live Oaks across Highway
50 from each other. These are LBC-1 and LBC-2, and were estimated to be 140 and 200
years old, respectively. LBC-1-QV died and was cut down sometime between 2007 and
2009, and the snag can be seen in Figures 232 and 234. As of February 2011, this snag
27

Independence Preservation Trust. “Independence Texas: Liberty Baptist Church.”
http://www.independencetx.com/TownSquare.htm (accessed September 10, 2010).
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has been bulldozed into the woods near the church 28. LBC-2 thrives, however, and was
one of the trees chosen to be pruned as the “north gateway tree” for the Trees for
Independence project in 2000.

Figure 228. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing Independence Cemetery, with Coles Road to the south,
and McCrocklin Road to the east. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 229. Comparison map of the Independence Cemetery on Coles Road, with trees marked, and
modern boundary outlined in white.
28

Personal communication with Paul Fisher, February 23, 2011.
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Figure 230. ICM-11-JV, fallen next to McKnight burials. Photo by author (October 16, 2009).

Figure 231. Map of the Liberty Community Cemetery with trees, and modern boundary outlined in white.
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Figure 232. Liberty Baptist Church, on Highway 50 on the north side of Independence. The dead snag of
LBC-1-QV to the left. Photo by author (June 5, 2009).

A Story Per Acre: David S. and Mary Wolff’s Carisbrooke
Much of the John P. Coles League south of Yegua Creek is now owned by David
and Mary Wolff of Houston, and has been named Carisbrooke 29. Adjacent to the Alvin
Schawe family land, this tract consists of cow pastures, creek bottoms, and mature
woodlots, and it provided an appropriate laboratory for the study of local history and
natural history. Figures 235 and 236 show routes of old wagon roads on which Mr.
Schawe remembered traveling (some may have been built later in the twentieth century).
Also a remnant of the early twentieth century is the spring at the south end of the

29

In 2008, extensive aerial photographic documentation was produced by Wolff Companies of
Houston, Texas, to support projects of the Independence Preservation Trust. These include photos of the
town of Indpendence and of Carisbrooke Farms, home of David S. and Mary Wolff.
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Figure 233. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing Liberty Baptist Church, just to the west of HWY 50.
Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center, Independence, Texas.

Figure 234. Map of Liberty Baptist Church on Highway 50, with its one living and one dead Live Oak.
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property. Now called Whiskey Springs Ranch by the Wolff family, it was the site of a
whiskey still during Prohibition in the 1920’s (see figs. 237 and 238) 30. The likely site of
the spring head is marked in Figure 238.
The line of large Live Oaks (dark green) in Figure 239 stretches across the entire
northern section of the David Wolff property, and seems to be situated on a natural sandy
ridge connected to the terrace that slopes down to the Yegua floodplain. The Unnamed
Creek (Coles’ Creek in this paper) seems to follow and curve around this terrace to the
west. The forest is sparser to the right of the image, where the tree line begins. Cattle
have created concentrations of wallows along the ridge, perhaps because the substrate is
more comfortable and effective for wallowing. The explanation for this livestock

Figure 235. Map of David S. and Mary Wolff’s Carisbrooke Farm (left center from Coles Road to the
Yegua) northwest of Independence. On this property are depicted a few old wagon roads, the main home,
the Whiskey Springs Ranch, two trees, and an old sand pit.

30

Personal communication with David S. Wolff, September 25, 2010.
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behavior and the presence of a large swath of Live Oaks seems to be the ridge of “Padina
loamy fine sand” apparent in Figure 240 31.
Two trees were measured on this property, both on this sandy ridge just south of
the Yegua floodplain (see fig. 239). Judged to be the largest trees in the grove, CDW-1
measured 1.6 meters DBH, and CDW-2 measured 1.69 meters DBH. The “King Tree”
and the “Wise Old Man,” as they have been named by David Wolff and his daughter
Elizabeth, were estimated to be from 250 to 300 years old (see fig. 241).

Figure 236. Convergence of old wagon road and modern road (McCrocklin Road) at Carisbrooke Farms.

Mrs. Sam Houston Home and Property.
The Mrs. Sam Houston House (or Root-Houston-Williams House) was built by
John Bancroft Root “of cedar with some yellow pine brought by oxcart from a little
sawmill at Ticklefoot, between Anderson and Huntsville. The cedar was of local origin,
31

W. Glen Chervenka, et al., Soil Survey of Washington County, Texas (USDA, Soil Conservation
Service, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1981), sheet 1.
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Figure 237. Detail of 1950’s aerial photo showing the former (and future) site of Whiskey Springs, with the
intersection of McCrocklin Road and Coles Road to the west. Courtesy Texas Baptist Historical Center,
Independence, Texas.

Figure 238. Comparison map of Whiskey Springs Ranch, the site of a spring and a 1920’s still.
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Figure 239. Line of Live Oaks (dark green) stretching completely across property on a sandy ridge. Note
the sparse forest at east end of Live Oaks, and the concentrations of cattle wallows (circular areas light in
color).

Figure 240. Detail of Washington County Soil Map, showing strip of loamy fine sand along ridge with Live
Oaks.
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Figure 241. David S. Wolff under his “King Tree,” CDW-1-QV. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

cut and ferried across the Brazos”. Margaret Lea Houston bought it in 1863, after Sam’s
death, and it was later inherited by Maggie (Houston) and Weston “West” L. Williams, a
Baylor Trustee. Detailed HABS drawings and photographs exist for the house and
grounds, and outline specific trees and plants found there. The familiar trend of sparse
vegetation in the early twentieth century, followed by selective tree growth is evident in
the comparison of Figures 242 and 243. Some attention to landscaping must have
prevailed, because Mrs. Houston’s servant Bingley had a vegetable garden on the
property. During the hard years of the Civil War, “whitewash and unpruned crepe
myrtles covered the disrepair of the house” 32. Figure 244 illustrates the features around
32

William Seale, Sam Houston’s Wife: A Biography of Margaret Lea Houston (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1992), 245, 260.
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Figure 242. 1963 reprint of earlier photo of Mrs. Sam Houston Home (Root-Houston-Williams Home).
Courtesy the Texas Collection, Baylor University.

Figure 243. Comparison photo of Mrs. Sam Houston House. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).
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the Root-Houston-Williams House and the Adobe House. Very little historic vegetation
remains in this part of the town, but the Elephant Garlic and Dividing Onions to the south
of the house show an interesting pattern suggestive of intentional planting.

Figure 244. Map of Mrs. Sam Houston House, Adobe House (after preservation), and surrounding trees and
features.

Old Made New: The Adobe House
Mary Ann Moore discusses the story of the Toalson House (also known as the
Mexican Jail, the Adobe House) being built and used as a Mexican Jail as early as 1830
on T. S. Saul’s land. Moore suggests that it may have been built later (1835-1836), after
the town streets had been planned out 33. Tradition says that John P. Coles officed here,
and that Professor Wedemeyer of Baylor lived here in the 1880’s 34. Richard and Barbara
Powell purchased the property and completed an extensive preservation of the structure
33

Moore, Framing Independence, 64.

34

Caption of a photo on exhibit in the Texas Baptist Historical Center.
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in 2010. It is now used as the base of operations for the Independence Historical Society
and Baylor University’s current work in the area.
Figures 245 and 246 show that little of the building’s appearance has changed. A
barbed wire fence ran in front of the house during the 1930’s, and the fence row behind
the house was less wooded. We can assume from this comparison that the Black Walnut
tree (AH-1-JN) directly behind the house is less than seventy years old, because it cannot
be seen in the 1936 HABS photo. Figures 247 and 248 compare 1936 and 2010
photographs of the north elevation of the Adobe House. What are apparently fruit trees
were present on the north side of the building. During the recent preservation of the
structure, a twentieth century wooden addition to the southeast corner of the building was
removed, and another addition built onto the northeast corner to serve as a restroom.
Concrete patios were poured on the southeast corner and several meters north of the
Adobe House (see fig. 244).
Additional features surrounding the Adobe House were two young Chinese
Parasol-trees (Firmiana simplex) along the fence behind the building. This is a common
exotic in other areas, but was not found anywhere else in Independence during the current
project. These were measured, and leaf and seed samples were collected. Just east of the
Firmiana was a stone masonry “trough” and water spigot (see fig. 249). The water spigot
was removed sometime before 2010, but may signify that livestock were kept between
the Adobe House and the Store.
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Figure 245. 1936 HABS photo of the “Mexican Jail” 35.

Figure 246. Comparison photo of the Adobe House after a 2010 preservation. Photo by author (September
25, 2010).

35

Historic American Buildings Survey, Harry L. Starnes, Photographer May 18, 1936 FRONT
SIDE ELEVATION. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,7-1. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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Figure 247. 1936 HABS photo of the “Mexican Jail”, north elevation 36.

Figure 248. Comparison to HABS photo of north elevation. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

36

Historic American Buildings Survey, Harry L. Starnes, Photographer May 18, 1936 REAR
AND SIDE ELEVATION. HABS TEX,239-INDEP,7-2. Courtesy the Library of Congress.
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Figure 249. Fence row and “stone trough” behind Adobe House. Photo by author (October 16, 2009).

Herbert and Esther Klatte Home Property
Little history is known about this part of the original Nestor Clay League of 1831,
but it does contain a few very old trees. The property is currently owned by the Herbert
and Esther Klatte, who raise cattle. They also donated the several acres which now make
up the new Baylor Park on Windmill Hill a few miles east. The Klattes were particularly
proud of the large Live Oak at their driveway near Highway 390 (HEK-4), because it was
photographed for the March 2002 issue of Southern Living magazine 37 (see fig. 250 &
251). This tree and HEK-1 (fig. 252) were estimated to be from 180 to 200 years old, but
the two trees to the west were estimated to be much older. During this study, HEK-2 and
HEK-3 were measured and registered with the Live Oak Society of the Louisiana Garden

37

Personal communication with Herbert and Esther Klatte, September 25, 2010.
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Club Federation, and were named the “Herbert Klatte Tree” (# 6272) and the “Esther
Klatte Tree” (# 6273), respectively 38. Shown in Figure 253, HEK-2-QV had a single
trunk which forked into four branches about two meters above the ground. Considering
the structure of the tree and its 1.92 meter DBH, it was estimated to be 250 to 350 years
old. When a tape was wrapped around the perimeter of the fifteen trunks of HEK-3-QV,

Figure 250. HEK-4-QV, on the Klatte property on Highway 390. Photo by author (December 20, 2008).

the total girth came to 16.8 meters (see fig. 254). The DBH of the largest trunk was 0.87
meters, qualifying it for an age of 130 years in its own right. It was difficult to assign an
age to this tree because of its unusual form, and because it is likely that many trunks have
fallen and regenerated through time. The bole of HEK-3-QV was estimated to be from
500 to 800 years old. This tree is under investigation by the Live Oak Society to

38

Louisiana Garden Club Federation, Inc. “Live Oak Society.” http://www.louisianagardenclubs.
org/los.html (accessed November 22, 2010).
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determine whether it is in fact one plant, or many different individuals that have grown
together. If a single individual, it would be the Champion Live Oak for the Society under
their criteria, and a contender for a spot in the National rankings. If it is not found to be
one individual, its age would certainly still be worth noting. The Herbert and Esther
Klatte Live Oaks were certainly witnesses to the exploits of Native Americans, the
Spanish, and Nestor Clay.

Figure 251. Map of trees and features on Klatte home property on Highway 390 southwest of
Independence.
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Figure 252. Klatte property, with HEK-1-QV in foreground. Photo by author (September 25, 2010).

Figure 253. Herbert and Esther Klatte Trees, HEK-2-QV & HEK-3-QV. Photo by author (September 25,
2010).
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Figure 254. HEK-3-QV, the “Herbert Klatte Tree,” being measured for girth. Photo by author (September
25, 2010).
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CHAPTER FOUR
Discussion

Notable Sites and Historic Vegetation
Sites were chosen for this study based on their relevance to Baylor University and
historic events in and around Independence, for noteworthy vegetational features
contained within them, and for accessibility by the researcher. Many sites included large
numbers of old trees, and others had none. Certain sites, such as Windmill Hill, were
chosen because of strong connections to the University that helped build the town, and
because planting dates for many of the trees were known absolutely. From the 344 trees
measured during the project, 93 were estimated to be between 130 to 200 years old, and
34 trees estimated to be at least 200 years old. The following sites contained the oldest,
largest, or most important “witness trees”. Table 3 lists the estimated “planting dates” for
some of the documented vegetation features for certain study sites. Some sites show
regeneration of trees throughout the nineteenth century, and others, usually with fewer
trees, show one or two establishment events. These trees were growing during the most
significant periods in the life of the town.
The northern section of the Town Square retains the most aged groves in
Independence, with thirty-one trees of 100+ years. Twenty-three of these may date to
Baylor period ending in 1886, and five may date to the Mexican Declaration of
Independence in 1810. Two trees most closely associated with daily activity were TSZ14, a gnarled Live Oak near the center of the Square, and TSZ-38, near the windmill and
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Table 3. Historic Regeneration of Live Oaks from Each Study Site

Periods During which establishment or regeneration of trees was documented

Site Name

Prior to
Establishment of
Coles'
Settlement: Pre1824

Coles'
Settlement
through the end
of the Republic:
1824-1845

Civil War
Era:
1861-1865

Baylor
University
Era: 18451886

Post-Baylor
Era: 18861920

Coles' Creek

x

x

x

x

x

Independence Baptist Church

x

x

x

x

x

Liberty Baptist Church

x

Academy Hill

x

x

x

x

x

Sam Houston Homesite

x

x

x

x

x

Seward Plantation

x

x

x

x

x

Town Square

x

x

x

x

x

Albert G. Haynes Homesite

x

x

x

x

x

Windmill Hill

x (Pear Trees)

Independence Cemetery

x

x

x

Liberty Community Cemetery

x

x

x

Holly Oak

x

x

David Jones Clay Land

x

Henry L. Graves Homesite

x

Herbert & Esther Klatte Property

x

x

Vine Dell (Chase Seminary)

x

x

Carisbrooke

x

x

x

x
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x

x

Blanton Block of hotels and businesses. On the north end of the Square were older trees
(TSZ-17 through 27) that may represent a crossing of two of the original roads platted in
1835. Sam Houston’s Homesite boasts the second highest total of old Live Oaks, and
one of the most important original owners. It is likely that on a hot afternoon, Sam and
Margaret sat under SH-12, 20, 22, 23, and 30 to enjoy the shade. SH-20 was growing
before Sam Houston was born in 1793.
In a discussion of Oaks, possibly the most important trees to note were those
making up the groves at Holly Oak, the home of Judge R.E.B. Baylor. HO-3, 4, 5, 7, and
8 were likely the namesakes of the house, and HO-4 seems old enough to have shaded
traveling Spanish missionaries in the eighteenth century. Considering its location, though
DBH measurements of HO-1 suggests an age in excess of 200 years, Judge Baylor may
have planted this tree to shade his house in the 1840’s.
Of the fifty-one trees measured on the Seward Plantation, seven trees were
estimated to be between 130 and 200 years old, and four may be in excess of 200 years
old. Most of the trees around the Seward House were 120 to 150 years old, and the
groves are probably older. The ages of these trees could represent a planting or replanting effort after the Civil War, though the groves seem to be naturally (randomly)
placed. A more intentional pattern was seen in the younger trees, which were planted in a
row along the east driveway. The pasture trees SPW-12 and 13 may have witnessed
Baylor students passing by to attend dances at the Plantation House. Removed from dayto-day activity on the “old Washington road,” the Post Oaks and single Live Oak in the
Large Hay Meadow may have been witnesses to migrating bison herds before the
settlement period.
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The Henry L. Graves oaks were the largest trees measured, according to sheer
mass. HLG-4, 5, and 6 were estimated to be 200 to 500 years old, placing them within
listening distance of Indian war cries, donkey carts, covered wagons, carriages, screams
from yellow fever, and laughter from college pranks. The Baylor Female Campus,
Academy Hill, holds ten trees that probably witnessed Baylor University activity: Live
Oaks FC-3, 20, 21, 23, 27, 32, 33, 34, and possibly FC-4 and 5; FC-7 was likely growing
during the Texas Revolution, and FC-31 is an estimated 300 to 500 years old. The south
slope of the Baylor Male Campus, Windmill Hill, contains four pear trees that may have
seen the burning of Graves Hall, and the crumbling of Tryon Hall and the Burleson
Domicile. Last remnants of an orchard with diverse stock, these trees have produced fruit
for a century.
The Independence Baptist Church grove includes ten Live Oaks of 130 years or
older, five of which stood by while the church burned in 1872 (IBC-3, 6, 15, 19, and 31),
and one tree (IBC-4-QV) which was growing before Coles’ Settlement existed.
Estimated to be 200 to 400 years old, it was probably growing when La Bahia Trail was
built.
In one of the few historical records that actually give a number of Live Oaks at a
site, the story of A. G. Haynes’ home under “four Live Oaks” in 1851 allowed us to
almost certainly identify two of those trees. DWH-2 and DWH-3 would have been large
in the mid-nineteenth century, and the other five Live Oaks were most likely present
during the Baylor period.
Near the Clay Castle on Highway 390 is DJC-3-QV, a multi-trunked Live Oak
that may have been present when Nestor Clay and Luke Lessassier purchased their
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adjoining leagues. If not present during use of La Bahia Trail, it certainly witnessed the
rise and fall of Ingleside, and many travelers since then.
Many old Live Oaks were found near the John P. Coles Home and Mill sites on
the Gray property, but CC-19-QV probably witnessed the comings and goings of Judge
Coles himself. A few of the large Sycamores on the creek may have experienced the
changes caused by the construction of the mill 185 years ago.
The three large Live Oaks behind Vine Dell (the Chase Seminary) date to the
Baylor period, and CSB-1 may predate the construction of the house in 1843. These trees
shaded Baylor professors and students, heard music from the Chase family, and watched
as mortal death and spiritual resurrection transpired in the cemetery and on the creek.
Far from the main study site, CDW-1 and 2 were estimated to be well over 200
years old. Holding fast to the sandy ridge overlooking the Yegua, these trees have
witnessed several hundred year floods in the bottomland on the current Wolff property.
The Klatte trees on the Nestor Clay League west of Independence have witnessed
and shaded many centuries of bison and 100 years of cattle, and have stood as fixtures on
the land since before Texans existed. HEK-3-QV, the “Herbert Klatte tree,” has outlived
many generations, and will outlive us as well.

Recommendations for Future Study
When conditions and continuation of this research permit, many of the important
sites not covered in this paper require study. Additional sites with old Live Oaks Groves
include the original site of the Asa Hoxey Home and the Atreus Clay Homesite. Further
studies of both age and composition of vegetation in the historic cemeteries of
Washington County would provide information on cultural practices, and could
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accentuate the current research by mapping and naming centenarian cemetery trees. This
would include the old cemetery in the William Penn Community just west of
Independence, which contains Live Oaks of great age. Thorough evaluations of woodlot
age and composition on the larger properties such as the Seward Plantation, Gray
Property (Coles Creek), and Carisbrooke would identify possible old growth stands and
other sites to recommend for protection.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusions

Priorities for Management
Through the information gathered during this study, it was possible to identify
several priority sites for management. The localities containing historic vegetation which
were deemed most “at risk” were those with remnant anthropogenic features. These
primarily included sites which retained little evidence of historic human presence, or
evidence which could be easily overlooked if context was not known. Using these
criteria, the sites with historic vegetation or landscape characteristics most in danger of
destruction were judged to be: the John P. Coles home, mill site, and creek; the Albert G.
Haynes Homesite, and the “Kountz Creek” coffin-shaped baptismal pool on the Vine
Dell tract. These sites contain important witness trees and nineteenth century settlement
elements (e.g. ceramic well, historic creek crossing, and building foundations near the J.
P. Coles Homesite), and could be in danger of subdivision if the properties are sold
outside the current owners’ control. Other isolated locations will have separate
protections, but still must be documented. For example, the small Chase family cemetery
north of Vine Dell may have protection as a burial ground, but its relation to the
baptismal pool and the house/grove provides its interpretation. The Sam Houston
baptismal pool on Rocky Creek bears a state historical marker, but changes in agricultural
practices could affect its appearance or the entire course of the stream.
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Vegetation without direct connection to immediate historic features, but important
when interpreting the local landscape, are the groves, creeks, and woodlots on the Seward
Plantation and Carisbrooke. These tracts could be important in an effort to maintain a
wooded buffer around Independence, and to show the surrounding environment in an
accurate historic context. Because of their great age, and presence on a documented preTexas Republic land grant, the Herbert and Esther Klatte Trees could be included here as
well.
Occasionally, when land is sold around the town, property acquisition could be an
important facet of the conservation plan of certain interpretive or management entities
such as the Independence Historical Society. If an entity was interested in this approach,
high priorities for acquisition might the groves of Live Oaks surrounding the Town
Square, additional acreage adjacent to the old Male and Female Campuses of Baylor
University, and the stretch of Independence Creek (“the Jordan”) from the A. G. Haynes
Homesite to the coffin-shaped baptismal pool (this would include the supposed site of
John P. Coles’ Cotton Gin and Grist Mill).

Recommendations for Important Historic Vegetation Features
The following objectives should be met within the next five years (before 2016):
1. Compilation of a list of all centenarian trees within (but not limited to) one mile from
the intersection of HWY 50 and HWY 390. The list produced from this project will be
the basis, and tree records will have accurate coordinates and measurements associated
with them. Selected trees may be nominated for larger national “big tree” lists.
2. A conservation plan and schedule for replanting and tree care and maintenance should
be created (including semiannual inspections for Oak Wilt and other diseases). At a
minimum, trees should be replaced when they fall. Further, strategic “grove
replacement” plans (even for healthy groves) should be drawn up for any site whose
owner is willing to have it done.
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3. As land is donated, becomes available, or can be acquired, conservation easements, or
a similar instrument may be used to protect existing trees and historic landscapes from
further development or destruction. Examples of likely properties might be the Town
Square, the southern portion of Windmill Hill, or Academy Hill, and could be
administrated by the Independence Historical Society, Independence Preservation Trust,
or other responsible entity.
It is important for us to consider that lightning strikes, limbs break, and trees
succumb to the burden of time. Within the natural confines of a tree’s life history, it may
be possible for preservers to develop plans for maintaining the health of groves and
individual trees. As this project has shown, impressive trees within the larger, regional
landscape are part of the human experience. The rural backdrop, so valued as a part of
our common heritage, is all too quickly erased by rapid development and
shortsightedness. It can be protected through partnerships and education about the goals
of conservation, and benefits in the form of tourism and community pride. One
partnership which has already shown success is that of the Independence Preservation
Trust with business owners and residents of the town:
Since fall 2000, Trees for Independence, a project of the Independence
Preservation Trust, has planted 30 live oak trees, and pruned and cleared existing
trees in and around the town area. Mike Shoup, Jr., owner of the Antique Rose
Emporium…, along with his employees, planted the trees as a contribution to the
project…which includes watering them- for two years. Roger’s Tree Service of
Brenham did the heavy tree-work. Pruning and clearing took place west of
Highway 50 along both sides of Highway 390 leading to Old Baylor Park. Alvin
Schawe and John Howard completed clearing in the area. Trees were pruned
around the Town Square as were the two cottonwoods flanking Highway 390 on
the Paret and Seward Plantation properties at the east “gateway” into
Independence, and the magnificent live oak tree on Highway 50 across from
Liberty Baptist Church at the north “gateway”. 1
Independence, and larger cities (Brenham, for example) could follow the format of the
City of Irving’s (Texas) Heritage District Street Tree Survey, which outlines ecological,
social, and economic benefits of vibrant urban forestry programs. Goals of this plan
1

Independence Preservation Trust, “Trees for Independence,” About the Village [Spring 2001]: 4.
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include improving young tree care, establishing a pruning cycle wherein each tree is
visited every 3-5 years, and taking steps to become a “Tree City U.S.A.” 2. A program
sponsored by the Arbor Day Foundation in cooperation with the USDA Forest Service
and the National Association of State Foresters, Tree City U.S.A. “provides direction,
technical assistance, public attention, and national recognition for urban and community
forestry programs”. Texas has seventy Tree Cities, including: Bryan, a Tree City for
twenty-one years, College Station for nineteen years, Waco for nineteen years, and
Houston for twenty-four years 3.
Precautions should be taken to limit the spread of “oak wilt” during pruning,
ideally keeping separate equipment for use on the trees in Independence. A certified
arborist familiar with oak wilt should be called in if an infection is suspected. When trees
die or are felled by storms, a re-planting policy or framework would be helpful for
funding, labor, and long-term maintenance. Excessive pruning can stress a tree and
create unnecessary wounds that take time to heal. The “3-5 year pruning cycle”
described above should be primarily be an inspection, with actual cutting done only when
required.
As for preservation and enhancement of individual trees and groves, enough detail
should be available in the preceding chapters for a manager to take appropriate action.
However, a brief overview of priority measures for protection and restoration of historic
vegetation and “lines of sight” will be given here. Washington County already has the

2

Irving Heritage District and Texas Forest Service, “City of Irving Heritage District Street Tree
Survey: Key Findings and Recommendations,” Irving Heritage District,
http://www.scribd.com/doc/15866424/ Heritage-District-Tree-Survey [accessed July 14, 2009].
3

Arbor Day Foundation, “Tree City USA: National Recognition for Greener Communities,”
Arbor Day Foundation, http://www.arborday.org/programs/treeCityUSA/ [accessed July 14, 2009].
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qualities that make it an ideal getaway destination and green haven for relaxation and
tourism. Effort should be made to ensure that forested acreage is preserved, or, at a
minimum, there remains a buffer of forest around the town to preserve the atmosphere of
Independence. One benefit of the present research was the creation of a list of named,
numbered, and measured trees of the greatest significance, whether due to historic
importance or age alone. Managers may consider continuing this list as a “Registry of
the Trees of Independence,” making it easy for landowners to have their trees registered,
measured, and added to the current list. This would give a sense of pride to the
landowner, and make it less likely that an historic tree would be destroyed.
Because historic roads in the town have experienced little change since the
1880’s, lines of sight would be easier to recreate than those in an urbanized area. Three
of the most important “historic vistas” are the view of the town from Old Baylor College
(see Chapter 3, figs. 44 & 45), the view from Windmill Hill to Academy Hill across the
“Jordan,” and the 1912 view of Windmill Hill from the west on Captain Scott Road (see
Chapter 3, figs. # & #). Recreating these views may only entail clearing fence rows of
woody vegetation and small trees, establishing a community-wide agreement or
understanding about the goals of the effort, and initiating a maintenance plan or
committee for brush control and vista preservation.

Further Preservation and Recognition
The environmental and physical contexts of a place, as well as its “story”, are
important to document when seeking a designation by the National Register of Historic
Places. During the fall of 2010, the proposal to the National Register for the Seward
Plantation will be nearing completion. A proposal is also being drafted to designate the
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entire village of Independence as an Historic District. This application is scheduled to be
complete in the spring of 2011. The natural (and unnatural) settings described in this
study may be useful in understanding how Independence appeared in the nineteenth
century. The Holly Oak property of Judge R.E.B. Baylor, though valuable as an 1840’s
homesite with its original trees, should not be included in the designation for an Historic
District around Independence, as its geographical context is Gay Hill. The “Whiskey
Springs” section of Carisbrooke Farms, including a section of the old wagon road, could
be considered as an outer boundary of the District if the time period is correct. The Clay
Castle tract, the possible section of La Bahia Trail at Troy Seeker’s property, and the
Klatte Trees should be considered, but may be outside the parameters of an ideal Historic
District. It is recommended that all parts of the other properties surveyed in this paper be
included in the proposal.

Final Notes on the Local Landscape
It is hoped that the material presented in this paper will assist historic property
managers and future researchers in locating, studying, and preserving the historic
vegetation of Independence. The Live Oaks in the vicinity of this town have long been
sources of pride for their caretakers, and have become part of the identity of the
community. This volume serves as original research, documentary evidence and
measurements, photographs, and personal interviews related to the land and its unique
character 4. A snapshot from the centuries of stories witnessed by these trees, the project

4

Recorded interviews were conducted between November 8, 2008 and December 20, 2008, with
the following individuals: Gilbert and Kathryn Janner, Herbert and Esther Klatte, Fred Kettrick, David
Jones Clay, Bud Shoemaker, and Lanella Gray. Copies of these recordings, transcripts, and field notes were
deposited at the Texas Collection of Baylor University upon completion of this project.
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has provided a framework for future investigations into historic trees in an historic
context.
During the 1850’s, when someone bragged, “I am from Independence,” they
knew an active, if quiet, town busy with commerce and enlightened activity. Within the
setting of agricultural land and wild country, trees shaded lanes and homes in the central
community. Visitors saw plowed fields between hills topped with imposing trees and
buildings alike, and a major road passing through neat rows of houses.
People understood the value of the Live Oaks as substantial landmarks of shelter
and beauty, though they may not have understood the intricacy of growth or the
immensity of time which was required to produce them. Surely they lamented a fallen
giant in the front yard, even if it missed the house. A weary traveler passing through
endless prairie and woods, finding a familiar oak, rejoiced at this old friend. Many of
Oaks of Independence were present at the establishment, height, and decline of this
common stop on the nineteenth century stage route. Present at the laying of foundations,
burials of loved ones, and celebrations of commencement and marriage. They were,
quite probably, well-known and long-standing members of the community. People knew
their shadow, knew their rustling, and saw them as fixtures in their daily lives. Sam
Houston and Rufus Burleson talked under them, and dust from Civil War wagons is
imprisoned in their time-gnarled immensity. These hills and these trees drew people to
them, from an initial connection- a decision to build a home- to a conversation decades
later, under their listening branches. Presidents of the Republic, veterans of wars won
and lost…the voices of Independence spoke to them and of them, in admiration of their
strength and persistence. The people knew the value of the trees.
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APPENDIX A
Documentation of Individual Trees- Photos by Author.
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APPENDIX A
Documentation of Individual Trees- Photos by Author.
Note: If photo includes multiple trees, they are listed from left to right.

CC-1-PO: Austin Cook-Lindsay preparing to core (July 10, 2009).
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CC-2-QSH: (July 10, 2009).

CC-3-PO: (July 10, 2009).
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CC-4-QV: (July 10, 2009).

CC-5-QSH: (July 10, 2009).
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CC-6-JV: (July 10, 2009).

CC-7-QV: (July 10, 2009).
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CC-8-QV: (July 10, 2009).

CC-9-PO: (July 10, 2009).
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CC-10-QSH: (July 10, 2009).

CC-11-QSH: (July 10, 2009).
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CC-12-QSH: (July 10, 2009).

CC-17-QV: (July 29, 2010).
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CC-18-?: Dead snag of unknown species. Parker Lewis taking GPS coordinates (July 29, 2010).

CC-19-QV: Near Ceramic Well on Lanella’s Creek (April 3, 2009).
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CC-20-PO: (July 29, 2010).

CC-21-PO: (July 29, 2010).
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CC-23-PO: Facing east across creek (November 8, 2008).

CC-24-PO: (July 31, 2010).

284

CC-28-QSH: With steel cable embedded and running across creek (July 31, 2010).

CC-29-QV: Modern boundary tree (July 31, 2010).

285

CC-30-QV: (July 31, 2010).

CC-31-QV & CC-32-QV: South lawn of Lanella Gray home (July 31, 2010).

286

CC-33-QV: (July 31, 2010).

CC-34-F: (July 31, 2010).

287

CC-35ab-QN: (July 31, 2010).

LBC-1-QV: Dead Live Oak in front of Liberty Baptist Church (June 5, 2009).

288

LBC-2-QV: Across Highway 50 from Liberty Baptist Church (June 5, 2009).

Trey and Tim Crumpton, Independence Baptist Church Grove: family vacation, summer 1992.

289

IBC-1-QV: Newly fallen Live Oak at Independence Baptist Church (July 10, 2009).

IBC-1-QV: View of rotten base of newly fallen Live Oak at Independence Baptist Church (July 10, 2009).

290

IBC-2-QV: The author coring Live Oak at Independence Baptist Church (July 11, 2009).

IBC-3-QV: Newly fallen bole with young Live Oak at left. Photo courtesy Susan Bratton (December 1,
2007).

291

IBC-3-QV: Newly fallen Live Oak. Photo courtesy Susan Bratton (December 1, 2007).

IBC-3-QV: Extracted stump of Live Oak that fell Feb. 2008 (November 7, 2008).

292

IBC-3-QV: Extracted stump, and young Live Oak probably planted in 2007 (November 7, 2008).

IBC-3-QV: Extracted stump, replacement Live Oak, and extraction hole (November 7, 2008).

293

IBC-4-QV: West side of Texas Baptist Historical Center and Independence Baptist Church (July 10, 2009).

IBC-4-QV: West side of Texas Baptist Historical Center, facing north. Stump cut after trees fell in 2008
(July 10, 2009).

294

IBC-5-CL: Northwest corner of Church property (May 14, 2010).

IBC-5-CL: Detail, fungus growing at base of tree (May 14, 2010).

295

IBC-6-QV: (May 14, 2010).

IBC-7-QV: (May 14, 2010).

296

IBC-8-QV: (May 14, 2010).

IBC-12-QV: Live Oak planted in the summer of 2009 (May 14, 2010).

297

IBC-14-19-QV: (May 14, 2010).

IBC-20-27-QV: South side of Independence Baptist Church (May 14, 2010).

298

IBC-28-35-QV: (May 14, 2010).

FC-1-QV: (April 17, 2010).

299

FC-2-QV: Tree with three stems near Columns (April 17, 2010).

FC-3-QV: (April 17, 2010).

300

FC-4-QV: (April 17, 2010).

FC-5-QV: Stump re-growth on Live Oak (April 17, 2010).

301

FC-6-QV: (April 17, 2010).

FC-7-QV: Live Oak on Bud Shoemaker’s property (former Baylor University State Park). (April 17, 2010).

302

FC-8-13-QV: Grove of six Live Oaks southwest of Columns (April 17, 2010).

FC-14-QV: (April 17, 2010).

303

FC-15-19-QV: Five Live Oaks southwest of Columns. FC-16 & 19 have two trunks each (April 17, 2010).

FC-20-QV: Live Oak with three trunks (April 17, 2010).

304

FC-21-QV: (April 17, 2010).

FC-22-23-QV: The five trunks of FC-23 were judged to have a common root system (April 17, 2010).

305

FC-24-25-QV: (May 14, 2010).

Stump remnant between FC-24-QV and FC-25-QV (May 14, 2010).

306

FC-26-30-QV: (May 14, 2010).

FC-31a-e-QV: Old Live Oak southeast of Columns. Wood sample collected from stump (May 14, 2010).

307

FC-31a-e-QV: Detail, facing northeast (May 14, 2010).

FC-31a-e-QV: View facing west (May 14, 2010).

308

FC-32-QV: (May 14, 2010).

FC-33-34-QV: (May 14, 2010).

309

FC-35-QV: Young Live Oak planted in front of interpretive school house (May 14, 2010).

FC-36-QV: Young Live Oak planted in front of J. P. Coles home in interpretive village (May 14, 2010).

310

FC-37-QV: Live Oak planted in memory of Douglas R. Zwiener, in interpretive village (May 14, 2010).

SH-1-2-QV: Two trees in foreground (May 16, 2010).

311

SH-1-4-QV: Two large Live Oaks on left, and three trunks on right (May 16, 2010).

SH-5-7-QV: (May 16, 2010).

312

SH-8-BL: Old Gum Bumelia north of Sam Houston homesite (July 9, 2010).

SH-9-QV: SH-9 is Live Oak to left (July 9, 2010).

313

SH-10-CL & SH-11-CB: Hackberry and Catalpa in front yard of Sam Houston homesite (July 9, 2010).

SH-12a-c-QV: East side of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

314

SH-13-QV: East side of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

SH-14-QV: Southeast of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

315

SH-17, 16, 15-QV: South of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

SH-18-19-QV: South of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

316

SH-20-QV: Southwest of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

SH-20-23-QV: Southwest of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

317

SH-26, 25, 24-QV: Southwest of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

SH-30, 29, 28, 27-QV: West of Sam Houston homesite (July 10, 2010).

318

TSZ-1-QV: Adobe House, Mrs. Houston House, and former Schiwetz House in background (July 5, 2010).

TSZ-2-3-QV: In front of Mr. Blue’s house. TSZ-2 is large tree, and 3 is small tree to right (July 5, 2010).

319

TSZ-4-QV: North side of School House on the Town Square (July 5, 2010).

TSZ-5-QV & TSZ-6a-c-QV: North side of School House on the Town Square (July 5, 2010).

320

TSZ-7-QV: North side of School House on the Town Square (July 5, 2010).

TSZ-8-9-QV: TSZ-8 is large tree at center, 9 is small tree with rope tied to it (July 5, 2010).

321

TSZ-10-QV: Blanton Block in background (July 5, 2010).

TSZ-11-15-QV: Blanton Block and windmill in background (July 9, 2010).

322

TSZ-16-QV: Stump re-growth, with School House in background (December 19, 2008).

TSZ-17-18-QV: Two large Live Oaks in background (July 9, 2010).

323

TSZ-19-22-QV: North of Town Square (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-23-QV: “Hometree,” north of Town Square, facing north (July 9, 2010).

324

TSZ-23-QV: “Hometree,” north of Town Square, facing northwest (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-25-24-QV: North of Town Square, facing west (July 9, 2010).

325

TSZ-25-QV: North of Town Square, facing west (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-27-26-QV: North of Town Square, facing southwest (July 9, 2010).

326

TSZ-28-QV: North of Town Square (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-29-QV: North of Town Square (July 9, 2010).

327

TSZ-30-QV: North of Town Square, Wodrich driveway (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-31-QV: North of Town Square (July 9, 2010).

328

TSZ-36, 34, 35-QV: 2 trees in background blown down by the 1900 Galveston Hurricane (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-34-QV: 1 of 2 trees said to have been blown down by the 1900 Galveston Hurricane (July 9, 2010).

329

TSZ-34-QV: close-up (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-35-QV: 1 of 2 trees said to have been blown down by the 1900 Galveston Hurricane (July 9, 2010).

330

TSZ-35-QV: close-up (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-36-QV: North of Town Square near TSZ-34 & 35 (July 9, 2010).

331

TSZ-37-QV: North of Doug Zwiener’s house; about 40 ft west of windmill (July 9, 2010).

TSZ-38-QV: North of Doug Zwiener’s house (July 9, 2010).

332

SPW-1-5-QV: East yard fence of John H. Seward Plantation House (July 21, 2010).

SPW-6-9-QV: Northeast of John H. Seward Plantation House (July 21, 2010).

333

SPW-10-QV: Northeast of John H. Seward Plantation House; wellhouse pictured (July 21, 2010).

SPW-11-QV: In yard northeast of John H. Seward Plantation House (July 21, 2010).

334

SPW-12-QV: (July 30, 2010).

SPW-12-QV: Under canopy (July 30, 2010).

335

SPW-13-QV: (July 30, 2010).

SPW-14-QS & SPW-20-QS: (July 30, 2010).

336

SPW-15-QS & SPW-17-QS: (July 30, 2010).

SPW-16-QV: (July 30, 2010).

337

SPW-18-QS & SPW-19-QS: (July 30, 2010).

SPW-22ab-QV & SPW-21a-h-QV: SPW-22 are two stems at left (August 7, 2010).

338

SPW-23-QV: west yard fence of John H. Seward Plantation House (August 7, 2010).

SPW-24-25-QV: west yard fence of John H. Seward Plantation House (August 7, 2010).

339

Live Oaks west of Seward Plantation House, with cotton seed dryer, boiler, and ceramic well: (August 7,
2010).

SPW-38-40-QV: front walk of John H. Seward Plantation House (August 7, 2010).

340

SPW-41-42-QV: South of John H. Seward Plantation House; south side of “Old Road” (August 7, 2010).

SPW-43-CI, SPW-44-49-QV, SPE-50-CI: all trees, left to right (August 7, 2010).

341

SPW-51a-c-QV: Northwest of main house (August 7, 2010).

SPW-51c-QV: Northwest of main house; Slave Quarters in background (August 7, 2010).

342

DWH-1-3-QV: Facing west (July 21, 2010).

DWH-2-QV: Facing east, with calipers for scale (July 21, 2010).

343

DWH-4-QV: (July 21, 2010).

DWH-4-5-QV: (July 21, 2010).

344

DWH-6-CI, DWH-7-8-QV, DWH-9-CL: (July 21, 2010).

DWH-10-MP & DWH-11-CI: (July 21, 2010).

345

MC-10-QV: (August 6, 2010).

AH-1-JN: Black Walnut behind Adobe House (October 16, 2009).

346

ICM-1-QS: Post Oak is front and center in photo (August 6, 2010).

ICM-2-F: Ash on west fence of cemetery (August 6, 2010).

347

ICM-3-QSH: At center (August 6, 2010).

ICM-4-QV: (August 6, 2010).

348

ICM-5-QS: Northwest corner of cemetery (August 6, 2010).

ICM-6-QSH: North section of cemetery (August 6, 2010).

349

ICM-7-QV: North section of cemetery (August 6, 2010).

ICM-8-JV: West edge of Clay Family plot (August 6, 2010).

350

ICM-9-JV: West edge of Clay Family plot (August 6, 2010).

ICM-10-JV: West edge of Clay Family plot (August 6, 2010).

351

ICM-11-JV: Cedar immediately east of fallen grave marker of Caroline McKnight (October 16, 2009).

LCC-1-JV: At entrance of Liberty Community Cemetery (August 6, 2010).

352

LCC-2-QN: (August 6, 2010).

LCC-3ab-QV: Parker Lewis pictured for scale (August 6, 2010).

353

HO-1-QV: Branches from HO-2-QV visible at far left (November 8, 2008).

HO-1-QV: Facing east (November 8, 2008).

354

HO-1-QV: Facing northwest (November 8, 2008).

Grove at Holly Oak: Visible are HO-1, 3, 4-QV, and 6 at far right; Facing southwest (November 8, 2008).

355

HO-3-4-QV: (August 7, 2010).

HO-4-QV: Parker Lewis pictured for scale (August 7, 2010).

356

HO-4-QV: Facing southeast (November 8, 2008).

HO-5-QV: (August 7, 2010).

357

HO-6-QV: (August 7, 2010).

HO-7-8-QV: On Highway 390, south of homesite, facing south (August 7, 2010).

358

HO-7a-c-QV: On Highway 390, south of homesite (August 7, 2010).

HO-8-QV: On Highway 390, south of homesite (August 7, 2010).

359

DJC-1-QV: On edge of bamboo thicket (November 7, 2008).

DJC-2-QV: In front yard of David Jones Clay’s father’s house, planted about 1984 (November 7, 2008).

360

DJC-3a-c-QV: On Highway 390, west of Clay Castle (September 18, 2010).

HLG-3-CI & HLG-4-QV: (September 18, 2010).

361

HLG-3-CI, HLG-4-QV, HLG-2-JN: (September 18, 2010).

HLG-4-QV, HLG-2-JN, HLG-5-6-QV: Stone well, contemporary log cabin pictured (September 18, 2010).

362

HLG-4-QV: Norman Adams house in background (September 18, 2010).

HLG-5-QV: (September 18, 2010).

363

HLG-6-5-QV: Facing south and Highway 390 (September 18, 2010).

HLG-6-QV: (September 18, 2010).

364

CSB-1-3-QV: Three trees behind Chase Seminary (September 25, 2010).

HEK-1-3-QV: Klatte property on Nestor Clay League (September 25, 2010).

365

HEK-2-3-QV: Klatte property on Nestor Clay League (December 20, 2008).

HEK-2-3-QV: Klatte property on Nestor Clay League (December 20, 2008).

366

HEK-1-QV: (September 25, 2010).

HEK-2-3-QV: Concrete water trough at right (September 25, 2010).

367

HEK-3-2-QV: The “Herbert Klatte Tree” (left) and the “Esther Klatte Tree” (September 25, 2010).

HEK-2-3-QV: Klatte property on Nestor Clay League (December 20, 2008).

368

HEK-3-QV: The “Herbert Klatte Tree” being measured for girth (September 25, 2010).

HEK-4-QV: At entrance to property on Highway 390 (December 20, 2008).

369

CDW-1-QV: David S. Wolff pictured under his “King Tree”; facing south (September 25, 2010).

CDW-2-QV: “The Wise Old Man”; facing west (September 25, 2010).

370

APPENDIX B
Tree Data

371

Table B.1. Tree Data
Physical
Sample
Taken?
core

Sample #
CC-1-PO
CC-2-QSH
CC-3-PO
CC-4a-QV
CC-4b-QV

Circ.
BH(m)
2.32
1.85
3.05
3.6
2.54

DBH(m)
0.71
0.58
0.82
1.53
0.8

core

CC-5-QSH

1.75

0.55

1

104

core

CC-6-JV

1.85

0.52

1

103

core

CC-7-QV
CC-8-QV

2.22
3.1

0.69
0.97

1
1

106
107

CC-9-PO

2.58

0.78

1

110

core

CC-10-QSH

2.55

0.83

1

92

core
core

CC-11-QSH
CC-12-QSH

2.65
2.05

0.79
0.64

1
1

91
64

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks
1
1
1
2
_

GPS #

109
108
_

core
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CC-13-QV
CC-14-QV

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

CC-15-QV
CC-16-CI
CC-17-QV

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

CC-18-?
CC-19-QV

3.48
N/A

CC-20-PO
CC-21-PO
CC-22-PO

2.8
3.3
3.25

27
28
4
1
1

29
30
47

1.1
0.97

1
1

48
51

0.83
1.03
1.03

2
4
1

53
60
67

Notes
closed canopy; 130 rings, but core did not reach center
closed canopy
closed canopy; large limb close to ground; rust hole at bottom
closed canopy; 2 trunks within 2m of each other
_
semi-closed canopy; west part of Lanella's property; 73 rings to
center of tree
semi-closed canopy; west part of Lanella's property; center rotted
out; 66 rings at approximate center of tree
forest edge; could not remove another 6inches of core; 55 rings
measured; estimated to be 80 years old
forest edge; snapped long bit; could not extract core
closed canopy; part of core still in bit; approximately 135 rings
counted
closed canopy; on Bud's side of creek; 70 rings to approximate
center of tree
closed canopy; on Bud's side of creek; 78 rings to approximate
center of tree
forest edge; on Bud's side of creek; felled tree approx. 95 years old
in Lanella's east hayfield; community of Passiflora incarnata,
Japanese Honeysuckle, HoneyLocust under tree
in Lanella's east hayfield; community of PI, R, V
in Lanella's east hayfield; community of small QV, GT, MP,
Juniper, PI, R, etc.
very large pecan with community of small CI, coralberry, IV, S
near creek
large snag broken off at about 5ft above ground; species not
determined
east of terracotta well
west of terracotta well; barbed wire at base; measurements taken of
the large trunk
large trunk with 3 small stems; on Bud's side of creek
photos taken previously

Date
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Sample #

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

CC-23-PO
CC-24-PO
CC-25-QN
CC-26-F
CC-27-QSH

2.3
2.5
2.25
N/A
2.5

CC-28-QSH
CC-29-QV
CC-30-QV
CC-31-QV

373

# of Trunks

GPS #

0.63
0.83
0.69
0.7
0.76

3
1
1
1
1

68
93
94
95
96

2.35
2.75
3.25
0.95

0.78
0.83
0.97
0.31

1
1
1
1

100
101
105
111

CC-32-QV
CC-33a-QV
CC-33b-QV
CC-34-F
CC-34a-F

1.05
2.45
1.65
3.8
1.9

0.34
0.83
0.56
2.1
0.63

1
2

112
113

CC-35a-QN
CC-35b-QN

2.1
3

0.68
1.2

LBC-1-QV

3.4

1.01

LBC-2-QV
slab

N/A

~BasalCirc.(m)

_

Notes
photos taken previously; measurements taken of largest trunk; one
large trunk hanging over
one trunk with 2 suckers;
in IV thicket on Bud's side of creek
incomplete data because of yellow-jacket nest on ground within 3m
incomplete data because of yellow-jacket nest on ground within 5m
on Lanella's side of creek; steel cable and barbed wire running
across creek and into tree
at modern boundary across creek
largest tree in grove of large QV
one of 5 QV that Lanella planted in 1999
one of 5 QV that Lanella planted in 1999; measurement taken
below the fork at .5m
2 large trunks at ground level; large tree at driveway east of house

_
1

_

114
_

2

115

measurements of total base; in front yard
measurements of branch "a"
2 stems within 3m of each other; north side of "b" is rotten at base;
in front yard

Date
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
29-Jul-10
31-Jul-10
31-Jul-10
31-Jul-10
31-Jul-10
31-Jul-10

_
11.7

0.95

IBC-1-QV
IBC-2-QV

1.53
2.5

0.52
0.81

N/A

slab

IBC-3-QV

3.06

1.02

N/A

read rings

IBC-4a-QV
IBC-4b-QV

2.41
1.6

0.72
0.56

_

3.35

14.4
_

1

N/A

1

N/A

1
1

N/A
N/A

1

N/A

6

N/A
N/A

next to church parking area; died and cut down sometime between
2007 and 2009
across HWY 50 from church; this tree is probably much older than
data will show; fork 1m off ground; measurement taken of north
branch; TR
at corner of HWY 50 and 390; tree fell July 2009; park-like live oak
grove; 109 rings counted on cross-section sample
near sw corner of church; 150 rings from core sample
large slab (for exhibit) taken after tree fell in Feb. 2008; 155 rings
from sample
one stem of large, multi-trunk tree; this trunk fell Feb. 2008, rings
read on this stump only; measurements taken for this stump 1ft
above ground; photo taken 11 July 2009
measurement taken 0.6 m above ground

15-May-10

15-May-10
11-Jul-09
15-May-10
11-Jul-09

11-Jul-09
15-May-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

leaf

leaf

Sample #
IBC-4c-QV
IBC-4d-QV
IBC-4e-QV
IBC-4f-QV
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IBC-5-CL
IBC-6-QV
IBC-7-QV
IBC-8-QV
IBC-9-QV
IBC-10-QV
IBC-11-QV
IBC-12-QV
IBC-13-QV
IBC-14-QV
IBC-15-QV
IBC-16-QV
IBC-17-QV
IBC-18-QV
IBC-19-QV
IBC-20-QV
IBC-21-QV
IBC-22-QV
IBC-23-QV
IBC-24-QV
IBC-25-QV
IBC-26-QV
IBC-27-QV
IBC-28-QV
IBC-29-QV

Circ.
BH(m)
2.15
2.55
2.25
2.45

1.8
2.9
1.95
2.4
1.9
1.75
1.75
0.26
2.3
1.6
3.05
1.7
1.8
1.95
2.9
2.4
1.6
1.9
1.95
1.75
1.8
2.1
2.35
0.25
1.6

DBH(m)
0.72
0.81
0.79
0.85

0.6
0.95
0.62
0.79
0.69
0.56
0.59
0.08
0.72
0.53
0.92
0.56
0.63
0.68
0.92
0.78
0.52
0.65
0.6
0.6
0.59
0.69
0.79
0.09
0.54

~BasalCirc.(m)
_
_
_
_

N/A
5.1
3.4
3.9
3.6
4.6
3.9
0.65
4
2.3
3.9
2.2
2.5
2.4
4.4
3.1
2
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.4
3
3.4
0.4
2.2

# of Trunks
_
_
_
_

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

GPS #
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Notes

at back (NW) corner of church property that backs up against Mrs.
Pennington's property; tree fell in storm 26 July 2010; no sample
taken
at HWY 50, overhanging parking lot
front left proper of original church
next to plaza and bell tower
at corner of 390 and HWY 50, closest to 390
at corner of 390 and HWY 50, closest to 390
at corner of 390 and HWY 50, closest to 390
newly planted as of July 2009; approx. 3.5m tall in May 2010
directly behind 1936 Texas Historical Marker
fork about 4m above ground

fork about 2m above ground

fork about 2m above ground; measurements taken of largest branch
newly planted in 2009; approx. 4m tall in May 2010
measurements taken above knot; Carolina Jasmine?

Date
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10

15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Sample #
IBC-30-QV
IBC-31-QV
IBC-32-QV
IBC-33-QV
IBC-34-QV
IBC-35-QV
FC-1-QV
FC-2-QV
FC-3-QV
FC-4-QV

Circ.
BH(m)
1.8
3.35
2.3
2.1
2.95
2.45
2.17
1.75
2.5
2.27

375

DBH(m)
0.61
1.01
0.71
0.68
0.9
0.82
0.74
0.6
0.8
0.74

~BasalCirc.(m)
2.3
4.4
2.75
2.6
4.3
3.1
8.3
13.3
15.4
8.6

# of Trunks
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

5.8
8.4

1
1

N/A
N/A

7.2
3
4.6
1.3
2.6
3.5
3.8
4.6
6.2
13.4
7.2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

15.2
16.5
5.5

3
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A

FC-5-QV
FC-6-QV

N/A
1.6

0.64
0.57

FC-7-QV
FC-8-QV
FC-9-QV
FC-10-QV
FC-11-QV
FC-12-QV
FC-13-QV
FC-14-QV
FC-15-QV
FC-16-QV
FC-17-QV
FC-18-QV
FC-19-QV

4.25
1.6
1.55
0.9
1.25
1.35
2.1
1.48
2.2
2.15
N/A
N/A
1.8

1.8
0.51
0.51
0.3
0.41
0.4
0.66
0.5
0.72
0.67
0.48
0.46
0.73

FC-20-QV
FC-21-QV
FC-22-QV

N/A

0.9
1
0.47

3.2
1.55

N/A
N/A

GPS #
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Notes
trunk partially decaying; bark off half of trunk at base

English Ivy; LJ
at corner of Old Baylor College Rd. and McCrocklin Rd.
measurements taken of largest trunk
measurements taken of largest trunk; TR, L
measurement taken .5m above ground; stump re-growth approx. 3m
high; CL, V, TR, S
on Bud's property west of Female Campus (on old Baylor
University State Park)
TR
TR
TR
TR
TR, Dogwood
TR, Coral-Berry
TR
two trunks and stump; measurements taken of trunk 16b; TR
covered in TR
covered in TR
measurements taken of trunk 19b; LJ, covered inTR
measurements taken of trunk 20a; trunk 20c broken off at about 2m
and re-sprouted; three trunks and four stumps; TR, Melia, V, R,
Prickly Ash
TR, Melia, JV, R, LJ, Virginia Creeper, BL
Meas. Taken of large branch above fork; TR, Asparagus, Lantana

Date
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
15-May-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10

17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

wood

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

FC-23a-QV
FC-23e-QV
FC-24-QV
FC-25-QV

2
2.3
1.75
1.75

0.67
0.74
0.55
0.54

21.4

5

FC-26-QV
FC-27-QV
FC-28-QV
FC-29-QV
FC-30-QV

1.5
2.95
1.35
1.2
2.1

0.5
0.9
0.43
0.39
0.65

Sample #

376

FC-31a-QV
FC-31b-QV
FC-31c-QV
FC-31d-QV

2.15
1.7
2.25
2.3

0.72
0.53
0.7
0.73

FC-31e-QV
FC-32-QV
FC-33-QV
FC-34-QV

2.2
2.35
2.7
2.85

0.85
0.82
0.9
1

FC-35-QV

0.85

FC-36-QV

0.5

FC-37-QV

0.5

FC-38-QV

GPS #

Notes
five trunks and one stump; TR, Virginia Creeper
_

5.5
3.9

1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6
9.1
4.4
6.6
7

1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

_

_

21

5

_
_
_

_
_
_

_

_

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

13.3
13.7
11

1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.26

1

N/A

N/A

1

N/A

N/A

1

N/A

0.35

N/A

1

N/A

FC-39-QV

0.4

N/A

1

N/A

FC-40-QV
SH-1-QV

0.35
2.95

N/A

1
1

N/A
N/A

N/A
0.6
N/A

0.9

11.6

torn stump about 1m above ground with sprouting; measurements
taken at about .5m above ground
measurements taken above knot

five trunks and one stump; 2 previously detatched flat pieces of
stump collected; (trunk 31a snapped off about 3m above ground,
with several 8-9cm diameter sprouts at top); TR

large branch split and touching ground, but still living; measurment
adjusted for split (only outer surface of bark measured)
?ivy

small tree next to interpretive school house on Academy Hill;
measurements taken at .5m above ground
in front of J.P. Coles House; measurements taken at .5m above
ground
behind early TX log house "In Memory of Doug Zweiner";
measurements taken above 1st fork at 1m
one of three trees planted in 2003; on north side of 390 between
interpretive village and Female Campus
one of three trees planted in 2003; on north side of 390 between
interpretive village and Female Campus
one of three trees planted in 2003; on north side of 390 between
interpretive village and Female Campus
Lg. oak on SH near 390; stump e. of tree is 1 ft tall (diam. 0.56m)

Date
17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10

14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
14-May-10
16-May-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

377

Sample #

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

SH-2-QV

2.6

0.83

3.2

1

N/A

SH-3-QV

1

0.32

1.1

2

N/A

SH-4-QV

1.9

0.66

3.4

1

N/A

SH-5-QV

0.65

0.21

1

1

N/A

SH-6-QV
SH-7-QV
SH-8-SL
SH-9-QV
SH-10-CL
SH-11-CB
SH-12a-QV
SH-12b-QV
SH-12c-QV
SH-13-QV
SH-14-QV
SH-15-QV
SH-16-QV
SH-17-QV
SH-18-QV
SH-19-QV

0.55
1.3
0.7
2
1.45
2.3
3
2.65
2.2
3.55
3.4
2.25
2.8
2.6
2.7
2.6

0.18
0.45
0.23
0.71
0.48
0.77
1
0.85
0.68
1.1
1.05
0.74
0.9
0.83
0.9
0.82

0.65
2.2
0.95
3.7
5.4
5.2
14.4

1
1
1
1
1
1
3

SH-20-QV

4.4

SH-21-QV
SH-22a-QV
SH-22b-QV
SH-23-QV

GPS #

15.2
8.5
6.5
6.4
6.2
7.7
5.8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1.43

14.5

1

N/A

2.4
2.9
2.3

0.8
1
0.8

4.9
9.3

1
2

N/A
N/A
N/A

3.85

1.31

1

N/A

_
_

_
_

_

_
10.7

Notes
large oak on SH property near HWY 390; stump to north with 3m
tall sprout
recently planted tree in Springhouse outflow; measurements taken
of larger branch
recently planted tree in Springhouse outflow;measurements taken
1m above ground
recently planted tree near Springhouse; measurements taken from
center branch 1.5m above ground
recently planted tree near Springhouse; measurements taken 1m
above ground
recently planted tree near Springhouse
Gum Bumelia with some kind of leaf disease?
green metallic beetles collected on fallen branches
Turk's Cap and red Salvia at base

V, S
resurrection fern, TR at base, V, S
1 of 3 trees directly behind house
1 of 3 trees directly behind house
1 of 3 trees directly behind house
along back fence of house yard; Aster, V, R
along back fence of house yard; Aster, S
along back fence of house yard; steel cable going straight through
tree about 4m above ground; 2-3 ft of cable exposed on each side
along back fence of house yard; concrete or mortar plug in knot on
south side of tree
along back fence of house yard; Morus
along back fence of house yard; CL, V, Coral-Berry, Wild
Cucumber

Date
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Circ.
BH(m)
2.45
2.2
1.8
1.95
2.15

DBH(m)
0.84
0.72
0.46
0.66
0.69

~BasalCirc.(m)
9.5
8.3
10.8
_
8.3

# of Trunks
1
1
2
_
1

2.15
2.5
3.95

0.79
0.9
1.3

7.7
8.1
12.8

1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A

TSZ-1-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-2-QV

1

N/A

1
1
1
3
2
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Sample #
SH-24-QV
SH-25-QV
SH-26a-QV
SH-26b-QV
SH-27-QV

SH-28-QV
SH-29-QV
SH-30-QV

378

TSZ-3-QV
TSZ-4-QV
TSZ-5-QV
TSZ-6-QV
TSZ-7-QV
TSZ-8-QV
TSZ-9-QV

0.13
0.9
1
0.8

0.2

GPS #
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TSZ-10-QV
TSZ-11-QV
TSZ-12-QV
TSZ-13-QV

0.95
0.65
1.2

0.95
0.3
0.2
0.34

2
0.9
7.5

1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TSZ-14-QV
TSZ-15-QV

3.7
1.77

1.29
0.22

12.5
6

1
1

N/A
N/A

TSZ-16-QV

2.15

0.04

2.2

TSZ-17-QV

many

N/A
1

N/A

Notes
on west side of house
on west side of house
on west side of house
on west side of house
on west side of house
on west side of house; majority of tree is dead; main trunk snapped
off about 20ft above ground; large iron chain with hook about 1m
above ground
on west side of house; heartwood rotted out at base
on west side of house; large tree next to corn crib
at corner of McKnight Rd. and Graves Rd.; on private property, no
data taken
at corner of McKnight Rd. and Graves Rd.; on private property, no
data taken
in front of Mr. Blue's home; at corner of McKnight Rd. and Graves
Rd.; on private property
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; BP, JV, QV, TR, CL
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; TR, BP
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; TR
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; TR, IV
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; TR
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken;
behind schoolhouse; limited data taken; R, Redbud, TR, S, IV, CL,
Lantana, Vitis mustangensisin fruit
S, TR, R
S, TR, R
measurements taken 1m above ground; S, TR, R
measurements taken at "waist" of tree; DBH of south-facing branch
= 0.56; S, TR, V
measurements taken of south branch; S, R, TR, Prickly Ash
stump sprout to left of drive going into Wodrich place; DBH
measurement taken from largest stem 1m above ground
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; mound
of roots on rock

Date
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10

16-May-10
16-May-10
16-May-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
5-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Sample #
TSZ-18-QV
TSZ-19-QV
TSZ-20-QV
TSZ-21-QV
TSZ-22-QV

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks
1
1
1
1
1

GPS #
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

379

TSZ-23-QV
TSZ-24-QV

1
1

N/A
N/A

TSZ-25-QV
TSZ-26-QV

1
1

N/A
N/A

TSZ-27-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-28-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-29-QV

2

N/A

TSZ-30-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-31-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-32-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-33-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-34-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-35-QV

1

N/A

TSZ-36-QV

1

N/A

Notes
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; Mr.
Wodrich calls this the "Granddaddy", but says now it could be
called "HomeTree"
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; one of
very large limbs dead
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; lots of
Spanish and Ball moss
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; inside
circle drive to Wodrich house
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; inside
circle drive to Wodrich house; 2 large trunks within 2m of each
other
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; on east
side of Wodrich drive
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; near
Zweiner property
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; near
Zweiner property; small tree
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; near
Zweiner property; small tree
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; in front
yard of Wodrich home; Mr Wodrich says this is one of 2 trees still
living that were blown over in the 1900 Hurricane
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; in front
yard of Wodrich home; Mr Wodrich says this is one of 2 trees still
living that were blown over in the 1900 Hurricane
on Wodrich place; no measurements taken per his request; in front
yard of Wodrich home

Date
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10

10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10

10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10

10-Jul-10

10-Jul-10
10-Jul-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

leaf

380
leaf &
moss

Sample #
TSZ-37-QV

Circ.
BH(m)
1.92

DBH(m)
0.64

~BasalCirc.(m)
3

# of Trunks
1

TSZ-38-QV
SPW-1-QV
SPW-2-QV
SPW-3-QV
SPW-4-QV
SPW-5-QV
SPW-6-QV
SPW-7-QV

3
2
2.6
1.85
1.2
2.8
2.9
1.95

0.9
0.66
0.79
0.6
0.41
0.9
0.9
0.64

11.2
6
13.1
10.7
10.3
13.85
7.5
10.3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

SPW-8-QV
SPW-9-QV
SPW-10-QV
SPW-11-QV

2
2.3
2.25
1.75

0.66
0.78
0.72
0.58

6
3.8
17
4.3

1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

SPW-12-QV
SPW-13aQV
SPW-13bQV
SPW-14-QS
SPW-15-QS
SPW-16-QV
SPW-17-QS
SPW-18-QS
SPW-19-QS
SPW-20-QS
SPW-21aQV
SPW-21bQV

4.25

1.25

1

82

one of two large trees in pasture NW of house; lots of Spanish moss

30-Jul-10

3.3

1.01

2

83

one of two large trees in pasture NW of house

30-Jul-10

3

0.9
0.9
0.76
1.19
0.73
0.85
1.09
0.85

84
85
86
87
88
89
90

_
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"; large diameter TR
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"
in Post Oak Grove in large "Hay Meadow"

30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10
30-Jul-10

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

1.8

0.58

2

0.65

_

GPS #
N/A

_
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

_

Notes
behind Doug Zwiener's house, about 40ft west of wind mill
behind Doug Zwiener's house, about 20ft SW of wind mill; has 2
different types of barbed wire sticking out of it; measurements
taken above burl
along east fence of house yard
along east fence of house yard
along east fence of house yard
along east fence of house yard
along east fence of house yard
along east fence of house yard; in family cemetery
in family cemetery; behind Nestor Clay grave
in family cemetery; behind Nancy W. Clay grave; measurements
taken below fork
in family cemetery; behind Matthew Clay grave
west of well house
in house yard in front of dog pen

Date
10-Jul-10

10-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

slab

Sample #
SPW-21cQV
SPW-21dQV
SPW-21eQV
SPW-21fQV
SPW-21gQV

381

SPW-21hQV
SPW-22aQV
SPW-22bQV
SPW-23-QV
SPW-24-QV
SPW-25-QV
SPW-26-QV
SPW-27-QV
SPW-28-QV
SPW-29-QV
SPW-30-QV
SPW-31-QV
SPW-32-QV
SPW-33-QV
SPW-34-QV
SPW-35aQV
SPW-35bQV
SPW-35c-

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

1.5

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

GPS #

Notes

0.5

_

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

2

0.64

_

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

1.7

0.52

_

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

1.4

0.45

_

N/A

in front house yard SW of house

7-Aug-10

1.5

0.48

_

N/A

7-Aug-10

1.75

0.55

_

N/A

in front house yard SW of house
in front house yard SW of house; trunk snapped April 2010; sample
taken from about 20ft off ground, 130 rings counted on crosssection sample; remainder of trunk still standing

1.75

0.55

2

N/A

in front house yard

7-Aug-10

1.5
1.85
1.65
2.55
2.3
1.75
1.6
2.1
2
1
1.1
1.75
1.35

0.47
0.6
0.52
0.85
0.66
0.55
0.57
0.68
0.63
0.35
0.37
0.6
0.43

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

in front house yard; barbed wire 2m above ground
in SW corner of front house yard
along western edge of front house yard
along western edge of front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard

7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10

1.65

0.56

3

N/A

7-Aug-10

1.9

0.62

_

N/A

just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard; iron pipe going through
trunk at 2.5m above ground

1.6

0.54

_

N/A

just west of main house in front house yard

7-Aug-10

_

Date

7-Aug-10

7-Aug-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

382

Sample #
SPW-36aQV
SPW-36bQV
SPW-37-QV
SPW-38-QV
SPW-39-CI
SPW-40-QV
SPW-41-QV
SPW-42-QV
SPW-43-CI
SPW-44-QV
SPW-45-QV
SPW-46-QV
SPW-47-QV
SPW-48-QV
SPW-49-QV
SPW-50-CI
SPW-51aQV
SPW-51bQV
SPW-51cQV
DWH-1-QV
DWH-2aQV
DWH-2bQV
DWH-3-QV
DWH-4-QV
DWH-5-QV

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

1.75

0.58

1.4
1.6
1.85
1.5
0.75
3
2.4
1.2
1.9
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.5
2.5
1.65

0.43
0.52
0.62
0.48
0.25
0.95
0.76
0.4
0.64
0.44
0.52
0.53
0.48
0.8
0.54

2.7

0.88

2.15

0.69

_

N/A

2.75

0.72

_

N/A

2.7

0.9

5.4

1

4.5

1.4

12.7

4.05
2.85
2.95

2.95
1.33
0.95
1

8.8
5.4
4.9

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

GPS #

Notes

2

N/A

just west of main house in front house yard

7-Aug-10

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

just west of main house in front house yard
just west of main house in front house yard
in front house yard; along front stone walkway
in front house yard; along front stone walkway
in front house yard; along front stone walkway
on south side of "Old Road" in front of house
on south side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house
on north side of "Old Road" in front of house

7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10

3

N/A

between outhouse and NW corner of main house
between outhouse and NW corner of main house; large, flat piece
of iron coming out of north side of tree

7-Aug-10

7-Aug-10

N/A

between outhouse and NW corner of main house
barbed wire wrapped and embedded about 2m above ground; sheet
metal roof of shed cut in about 2cm into west bark of tree

2

N/A

barbed wire about 2m above ground on west side

21-Jul-10

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2b is stump connected to 2a; cut about .5m above ground

1
1
1

21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10

_

_

west side of base of tree rotted out (no bark), but tree looks healthy

Date

7-Aug-10

21-Jul-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

383
leaf

Circ.
BH(m)
1.1

DBH(m)
0.38

~BasalCirc.(m)
1.9

# of Trunks
1

DWH-7-QV

3.7

1.17

10

1

N/A

DWH-8-QV
DWH-9-CL
DWH-10MP
DWH-11-CI
MC-1-QV
MC-2-QV
MC-3-QV
MC-4-QV
MC-5-QV
MC-6-QV

3.1
1.05

1.01
0.34

6.9
4.4

1
1

N/A
N/A

2.15
3.5

0.74
1.13
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.22

3
8.4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
116
117
118
119
120
121

Sample #
DWH-6-CI

GPS #
N/A

MC-7-QV

0.08

1

122

MC-8-QV

0.08

1

123

MC-9-QV

0.07

1

124

MC-10-QV

0.06

1

125

MC-11-QV

0.08

1

126

MC-12-QV

0.06

1

127

MC-13-QV
MC-14-QV
MC-15-QV
MC-16-QV
MC-17-BP
MC-18-QV

0.06
0.21
0.16
0.14
0.13
0.07

1
1
1
1

128
129
130
131
133
134

many
1

Notes
stones exposed at base
small piece of wire sticking out of SE side about 1.5m above
ground
barbed wire coming out of south side about 1m above ground; bark
missing and tree rotten on east side
3 small pieces of wire out of east side 1m above ground

Date
21-Jul-10

wire embebbed on east side .5-1m above ground
bark split and exposed heartwood on south side
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Robert
s. Armistead
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee James
L. Farquhar
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Orin
Drake
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Eli
Mercer
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Albert
C. Horton
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Albert
G. Haynes
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee
Richard B. Jarmon
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
Paper Mulberry intertwined with larger Chinaberry
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; in honor - Trustee Aaron Shannon

21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

leaf

Sample #
MC-19-QV
MC-20-QV
MC-21-QV
MC-22-MP

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)
0.09
0.19
0.19
0.62

MC-24-QV

0.08

1

144

MC-25-QV

0.07

1

155

MC-26-QV

0.05

1

157

MC-27-QV

0.05

1

158

MC-28-QV

0.07

1

159

MC-29-QV

0.06

1

160

Notes
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005; at west entrance to park
"2nd size class"- planted in 2005; at west entrance to park
Bois d'Arc with multiple branches at base
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Jesse
G. Thomas; tree only 6ft tall
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee
Howard Willis Taylor
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Robert
Emmett Bledsoe Baylor
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee James
Seaton Lester
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee Nelson
J. Kavanaugh
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee James
Huckins
"1st size class"- planted in 2008; planted in honor of Trustee
William Milton Tryon

MC-23-QV

leaf

384
leaf &
seed
leaf &
seed

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks
1
1
1
many

GPS #
135
136
137
141

1

143

Date
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

AH-1-JN
AH-2-FS

2
0.7

0.67
0.23

1
1

161
163

Black Walnut in back yard of Adobe House; less than 70 years old
Chinese Parisoltree along back fenceline of Adobe House

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

AH-3-FS

0.95

0.3

1

164

6-Aug-10

VI-1-QV

0.18

1

169

VI-2-QV

0.16

1

170

VI-3-QV

0.22

1

171

VI-4-QV

0.23

1

172

VI-5-QV

0.18

1

173

Chinese Parisoltree along back fenceline of Adobe House
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-1 through VI-5); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-1 through VI-5); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-1 through VI-5); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-1 through VI-5); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-1 through VI-5); on west side of road; planted in 1999

VI-6-QV

0.12

1

174

at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Sample #

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

GPS #

385

VI-7-QV

0.23

1

175

VI-8-QV

0.17

1

176

VI-9-QV

0.2

1

177

VI-10-QV

0.18

1

178

VI-11-QV

0.26

1

179

VI-12-QV

0.23

1

180

VI-13-QV

0.13

1

181

VI-14-QV

0.15

1

182

VI-15-QV

0.13

1

183

VI-16-QV

0.19

1

184

VI-17-QV

0.19

1

185

VI-18-QV

0.13

1

187

VI-19-QV

0.15

1

191

VI-20-QV

0.22

1

192

VI-21-QV

0.19

1

193

VI-22-QV

0.15

1

194

Notes
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; measurements taken
at 1m above ground; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-6 through VI-12); on east side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-13 through VI-15); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-13 through VI-15); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of T.S. Saul Rd. and HWY 390, heading south in straight
line (VI-13 through VI-15); on west side of road; planted in 1999
at corner of Leukemeyer Rd. and T.S. Saul Rd., curving NE (VI-16
through VI-18); planted in 1999
at corner of Leukemeyer Rd. and T.S. Saul Rd., curving NE (VI-16
through VI-18); planted in 1999
at corner of Leukemeyer Rd. and T.S. Saul Rd., curving NE (VI-16
through VI-18); planted in 1999
starting across the street from Store, to corner of Leukemeyer and
HWY 390, then heading west (VI-19 through VI-23); planted in
1999
starting across the street from Store, to corner of Leukemeyer and
HWY 390, then heading west (VI-19 through VI-23); planted in
1999
starting across the street from Store, to corner of Leukemeyer and
HWY 390, then heading west (VI-19 through VI-23); planted in
1999
starting across the street from Store, to corner of Leukemeyer and
HWY 390, then heading west (VI-19 through VI-23); planted in
1999

Date
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

386

leaf
leaf

leaf

slab
leaf

Sample #

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

GPS #

VI-23-QV

0.18

1

195

VI-24-QV

0.23

1

200

VI-25-QV

0.27

1

201

VI-26-QV

0.2

1

202

VI-27-QV

0.17

1

203

VI-28-QV

0.15

1

204

VI-29-QV

0.2

1

205

VI-30-QV
ICM-1-QS
ICM-2-F
ICM-3-QSH
ICM-4-QV
ICM-5-QS
ICM-6-QSH
ICM-7-QV
ICM-8-JV
ICM-9-JV
ICM-10-JV

1.8
1.9
2.3
3.45
2.6
2.55
3.55
2.6
1.9
2.2

0.17
0.58
0.61
0.76
1.06
0.83
0.85
1.16
0.8
0.65
0.71

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

206
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222

ICM-11-JV
LCC-1-JV
LCC-2-QN
LCC-3a-QV

2.4
2.05
1.7

0.74
0.66
0.56

1
1
1
2

223
230
231
232

Notes
starting across the street from Store, to corner of Leukemeyer and
HWY 390, then heading west (VI-19 through VI-23); planted in
1999
on east side of Hood Hotel Rd., heading south to Leukemeyer Rd.
(VI-24 through VI-25); planted in 1999
on east side of Hood Hotel Rd., heading south to Leukemeyer Rd.
(VI-24 through VI-25); planted in 1999
on west side of Hood Hotel Rd., near fenceline of Robertson House,
heading south (VI-26 through VI-30); planted in 1999
on west side of Hood Hotel Rd., near fenceline of Robertson House,
heading south (VI-26 through VI-30); planted in 1999
on west side of Hood Hotel Rd., near fenceline of Robertson House,
heading south (VI-26 through VI-30); planted in 1999
on west side of Hood Hotel Rd., near fenceline of Robertson House,
heading south (VI-26 through VI-30); planted in 1999
on west side of Hood Hotel Rd., near fenceline of Robertson House,
heading south (VI-26 through VI-30); planted in 1999
along west drive of cemetery
along west fence of cemetery
along west fence of cemetery
north part of cemetery
north part of cemetery
north part of cemetery; south side of base rotted out
north part of cemetery
one of three Red Cedars behind (west of) Clay Plot
one of three Red Cedars behind (west of) Clay Plot
one of three Red Cedars behind (west of) Clay Plot
Red Cedar immediately east of fallen grave marker of Mrs.
Caroline McKnight, born 1817, burial in 1898; two full cross
section slabs taken from about breast height; 71 rings counted from
cross-section
cedar at right of entrance to cemetery
Water Oak near west edge of cemetery
at left of entrance; 2 large branches at base

Date

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?
leaf

leaf

387

Circ.
BH(m)
1.7
4.25
2.8

DBH(m)
0.56
1.36
0.85

HO-3-QV

3.9

1.2

HO-4a-QV
HO-4b-QV
HO-4c-QV

3.3
2.8
3.4

1.07
0.85
0.9

HO-5a-QV
HO-5b-QV
HO-6-QV
HO-7a-QV
HO-7b-QV
HO-7c-QV
HO-8-QV

1.9
2.35
2.7

0.62
0.77
0.87
0.8
0.69
0.85
1.12

DJC-1-QV

4.3

1.41

1

DJC-2-QV

2.2

0.47

1

DJC-3a-QV
DJC-3b-QV
DJC-3c-QV
HLG-1-JN

2.9
3.25
3.45
1.4

0.82
1.01
0.83
0.44

HLG-2-JN

2.45

HLG-3-CI

2.4

Sample #
LCC-3b-QV
HO-1-QV
HO-2-QV

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks
_
1
1

GPS #
_
237
238

1

239

22.5

3
_
_

_

241

western part of front pasture; lots of Prickly Ash saplings in
pasture; measurements for 5a taken above knot; 2 trunks 1m apart

242
243

on west fence of front pasture
outside south fence of property on HWY 390; TR

244

outside south fence of property on HWY 390; TR
large tree west of house; Clay's father said it was planted around the
time that he was born; Clay's father would have been about 86 now,
so tree might have been planted around 1920-1925; trees seems
much older than this.
in front yard, directly south of house; Clay says this tree was dug up
from the pasture and planted here (with two others a little to the
SW) in the front yard about 1985.
at modern drive entrance to Clay Castle pasture; TR, BP, Turk's
Cap, SL, CL

_
1
3

_
_

_
_
1

18

240

just west of 1939 rock house
just west of 1939 rock shed/garage
tree in front pasture closest to house; NW limb struck by lightning
and dying
western part of front pasture; lots of Prickly Ash saplings in
pasture; 3 large trunks and one stump

_
_
2

_
_

Notes

3
_
_

3.6

1

0.79

10

1

on east side of driveway to Norman's house
between HLG-1-JN and stone well; south side rotted out; red Salvia
coccinea

0.79

3.3

1

near SE corner of Norman's House; large knot hole on SE side;
center rotted out

Date
6-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10

18-Sep-10

18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10

18-Sep-10

Physical
Sample
Taken?

Circ.
BH(m)

DBH(m)

~BasalCirc.(m)

# of Trunks

HLG-4-QV

5.9

2.17

14.2

2

HLG-5a-QV
HLG-5b-QV

2.85
3.13

0.9
1.05

28.5

2

7.2
3.95

1.51
1.44
1.25

HEK-2-QV

6.35

1.92

HEK-3-QV

16.8

HEK-4-QV

4.2

CSB-1-QV
CSB-2-QV

Sample #

HLG-6a-QV
HLG-6b-QV
HEK-1-QV

388
leaf &
seed

leaf &
seed

_

_

_

_

_

2
7.1

1

13

1

24

15

1.25

7.4

1

4.43
3.15

1.29
1.03

16.7
9.2

1
1

CSB-3-QV

3.3

0.93

10.6

1

CDW-1-QV

5.7

1.6

1

CDW-2-QV

5.6

1.69

1

GPS #

Notes
next to stone well; barbed wire stapled and embedded on east side;
measurements taken from north elevation; TR, Salvia coccinea,
Spanish Moss
westernmost of 2 large trees closest to HWY 390; large stump cut
at about 2ft off ground on south side; 2 inch diameter root sucker on
south side; Spanish Moss; "a" is west branch, "b" is east branch
_
easternmost of 2 large trees closest to HWY 390; circumference at
BH taken for whole tree at 3.5m off ground; DBH of whole tree is
2.21; individual limb DBH taken just above fork of 2 limbs; iron
plate near Honey Bee hive about 6ft off ground; prickly pear
growing on east base of tree; 2ft section of small steel cable coming
out of east side of tree at 8ft off ground; Spanish Moss
_
on west side of driveway near HEK-2 & 3
forks into four branches at about 2m off ground; "The Esther Klatte
Tree"; Prickly Ash, Capsicum on fenceline under tree; spread of
tree is 30m
"The Herbert Klatte Tree"; Capsicum at base of tree; three of trunks
dead but standing; west of HEK-2; spread of tree=34m; DBH of
largest trunk=0.87m; CBH of largest trunk=2.6m
10m east of driveway near HWY 390; photograph and write-up in
March 2002 issue of Southern Living; S, Prickly Ash saplings,
Capsicum
of these three trees behind house, this is the westernmost;
metal cable stretched between CSB-1 & 2 about 25ft off ground
of three trees behind house, this is the easternmost; narrow section
of concrete walkway a few feet NW of tree; well? Between tree and
NE corner of house
"The King Tree"; westernmost of two Wolff trees; lots of Jerusalem
Artichoke under
"The Wise Old Man"; in south part of hay storage pasture east of
CDW-1

Date

18-Sep-10

18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10

18-Sep-10
18-Sep-10
25-Sep-10

25-Sep-10

APPENDIX C
GPS Data

389

Table C.1. GPS Data
GPS #
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

CC-13-QV
CC-14-QV
CC-15-QV
CC-16-CI
possible center of John P. Coles homesite
water pump (cast iron on modern concrete)
cedar fencepost near small shed

Latitude
30.32689
30.32627
30.32578
30.32511
30.32433
30.32424
30.32424

Longitude
-96.36238
-96.36024
-96.35954
-96.35929
-96.36106
-96.3611
-96.3611

34
35
36

small shed (corrigated metal roof- collapsed); wood and glass
debris within 15 ft around
vertical metal pipe ("clothes line")
square fencepost

30.32424
30.32424
30.32424

-96.3611
-96.3611
-96.3611

37

2 clumps of Bois d'Arc and hackberry with exposed stones on
ground, part of split rail fence, metal hinge and other metal debris;
at corner of natural gas pad

30.32431

-96.36161

error
error
30.32499
30.32499
30.32483
30.32479
30.32462
30.3246
30.32457
30.32456
30.32457
30.32429
30.32434
30.32421
30.3243
30.32439
30.32454

error
error
-96.36253
-96.36241
-96.36244
-96.36254
-96.36239
-96.36238
-96.36246
-96.36244
-96.36249
-96.36234
-96.36242
-96.36242
-96.36242
-96.36244
-96.36253

30.32461
30.32449

-96.36259
-96.36259

30.32468
30.32466
30.32467
30.32468

-96.36269
-96.36269
-96.36269
-96.36295

30.32481
30.32475
30.32469
30.32468
30.3249

-96.36306
-96.36318
-96.36341
-96.36339
-96.36297

38
39
40-41
41
42
43-44

cedar post lying on ground with wire wrapped around and piece of
sheet metal sticking out of ground
Dr. Pepper bottle (1960s?); exposed stones in gully
section of barbed wire; 41 is embedded in 2 hackberry trees
area of exposed stones 4m in diameter
section of fence (barbed wire and cedar posts)

44
45-46

section of fence (barbed wire, cable, and cedar fence posts)
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

61-63
62
63
64
65

CC-17-QV
CC-18-QV
possible historic crossing of creek near ceramic (terracotta) well
large cylindrical stones on bank of creek
CC-19-QV
"Terracotta" well (ceramic) with armadillo skeleton at bottom
CC-20-PO
square stone
metal rod sticking out of ground on bank of creek; piece of
petrified wood
barbed wire in large cedar stump
buggy wheel rim (iron); there is one like this around the cotton
seed dryer in the front yard of the John H. Seward House
large Sycamore
large Sycamore
CC-21-PO
61 is Sycamore at beginning of section of fence; 62 is the bend; 63
is the end of the section of fence

CC-12-QSH; Red Oak felled, approx. 95 yrs old
Sycamore with fork and lots of barbed wire wrapped around

390

GPS #
66
67
68

69

70
71-72

place on bend of creek where Trey collected several archaeological
and geological samples in 2009
CC-22-PO
CC-23-PO
on Seward Plantation; lots of rocks, some metal pieces, and barbed
wire on "Hank's creek" (on Seward Plantation, running
perpendicular to HWY 390)
lots of fence posts, barbed wire, one wooden plank, one large cedar
post still upright on east bank of creek next to large Ash; large post
with barbed wire wrapped around it
section of barbed wire fence in metal posts and in Ash and Cedar
Elm trees

72
section of barbed wire and cedar post fence that once stretched
across creek

73-74
74
75
76
77-78

large stone in creek with corregated metal underneath it
large metal can (not too old) with barbed wire running through it;
at edge of water on west bank of creek
section of fence stretching from Ash tree to Cedar posts, then to
girdled tree stump; fence generally follows parallel to creek

78
79-80

fence and cedar posts which probably stretched across creek
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

97-98

on "Hank's Creek" close to HWY 390, some kind of well-used
crossing; may just be a cattle crossing
SPW-12-QV
SPW-13-QV
SPW-14-QS
SPW-15-QS
SPW-16-QV
SPW-17-QS
SPW-18-QS
SPW-19-QS
SPW-20-QS
CC-11-QSH
CC-10-QSH
CC-24-PO
CC-25-QN
GPS point taken a few meters south of CC-26-F because of angry
hymenopterans
GPS point taken a few meters south of CC-27-QSH because of
angry hymenopterans
section of fencing separating Bud's Property from creek

98

99-100
100

section of fencing (cedar tree, cedar posts, old barbed wire, and
rusted cable connected to large Red Oak (CC-28-QSH) on
Lanella's side of creek
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Latitude

Longitude

30.32496
30.3253
30.32527

-96.36321
-96.36311
-96.36312

30.31947

-96.33772

30.31941

-96.33778

30.31995
30.31994

-96.33997
-96.33995

30.31911
30.31929
30.31949

-96.34047
-96.34026
-96.34006

30.31958

-96.33997

30.31997
30.32002
30.32007
30.32014

-96.33999
-96.34
-96.33987
-96.3399

30.32019
30.32096
30.32086
30.32541
30.32566
30.32568
30.32568
30.32578
30.32587
30.32537
30.32481
30.32492
30.32515
30.3247

-96.33846
-96.33791
-96.33762
-96.33502
-96.33495
-96.33492
-96.33504
-96.33517
-96.33527
-96.33511
-96.3634
-96.36327
-96.36379
-96.36409

30.32461

-96.36483

30.32461
30.32538
30.32543

-96.36483
-96.36514
-96.36517

30.32553
30.32549

-96.36517
-96.36521

GPS #

101-102
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138-140
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Live Oak (CC-29-QV) at modern boundary? On Lanella's side of
creek; 102 is fence that may connect to fencing section across
creek
CC-6-JV
CC-5-QSH
CC-30-QV
CC-7-QV; near dry creek bed
CC-8-QV; in Yaupon thicket in middle of meadow
CC-4-QV; between Lanella's house and creek
CC-3-PO
CC-9-PO; 10m west of "Tom's Bench", next to creek
CC-31-QV; one of five live oaks that Lanella planted in 1999
CC-32-QV; one of five live oaks that Lanella planted in 1999
CC-33-QV; large live oak next to driveway by house
CC-34-F; large 3-branched Ash in front yard
CC-35-QN; 2 trunks about 2m apart in front yard
MC-1-QV (2nd size class- planted in 2006?)
MC-2-QV; 2nd size class
MC-3-QV; 2nd size class
MC-4-QV; 2nd size class
MC-5-QV; 2nd size class
MC-6-QV; 2nd size class
MC-7-QV; 1st size class
MC-8-QV; 1st size class
MC-9-QV; 1st size class
MC-10-QV; 1st size class
MC-11-QV; 1st size class
MC-12-QV; 1st size class
MC-13-QV; 1st size class
MC-14-QV; 2nd size class
MC-15-QV; 2nd size class
MC-16-QV; 2nd size class
approx. 30 year old Hackberry with lots of barbed wire
MC-17-BP; Paper Mulberry with larger Chinaberry
MC-18-QV; 1st size class
MC-19-QV; 2nd size class
MC-20-QV; 2nd size class
MC-21-QV; 2nd size class
section of modern fence between Windmill Hill Park and Klatte
property

MC-22-MP
rubble pile on Windmill Hill at south edge of property; Palo Verde,
Bois d'Arc, and hackberry saplings
MC-23-QV; 1st size class
MC-24-QV; 1st size class
SW corner of Tryon Hall foundation
SE corner of Tryon Hall foundation
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Latitude

Longitude

30.32538
30.32529
30.32632
30.3259
30.32672
30.32631
30.32617
30.32541
30.32541
30.32531
30.32568
30.32581
30.32618
30.32621
30.32665
30.31666
30.31666
30.31664
30.31664
30.31666
30.3164
30.31642
30.31652
30.31654
30.31636
30.31646
30.31639
30.31627
30.31659
30.31655
30.3166
30.31625
30.31627
30.3162
30.31602
30.31552
30.31542

-96.36532
-96.36537
-96.36696
-96.36694
-96.36717
-96.365
-96.36517
-96.3651
-96.36481
-96.36382
-96.36409
-96.3643
-96.3638
-96.36362
-96.36427
-96.34541
-96.34539
-96.34517
-96.34509
-96.34512
-96.34518
-96.34546
-96.34549
-96.34551
-96.34572
-96.34576
-96.34589
-96.34592
-96.34595
-96.34583
-96.34579
-96.34575
-96.34591
-96.34597
-96.34664
-96.34641
-96.34637

30.31542
30.31563
30.31623
30.31581

-96.34646
-96.34534
-96.34532
-96.34563

30.31569
30.31584
30.31592
30.31585
30.31588

-96.34544
-96.34605
-96.34614
-96.34597
-96.34598

GPS #
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166-168
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188-189
189
189-190
190
191
192

NE corner of Tryon Hall foundation
NW corner of Tryon Hall foundation
Well on Windmill Hill
possible site of windmill on Windmill Hill
SW corner of Houston Hall foundation
SE corner of Houston Hall foundation
NE corner of Houston Hall foundation
NW corner of Houston Hall foundation
MC-25-QV; 1st size class
former gravesite of Judge R.E.B. Baylor
MC-26-QV; 1st size class
MC-27-QV; 1st size class
MC-28-QV; 1st size class
MC-29-QV; 1st size class
AH-1-JN
well or trough made of stone; used to have water faucet; about 1m
x 1.5m, .5m tall
AH-2-FS
AH-3-FS
1m diameter circular masonry feature?; not much visible
section of fence going from metal shed to SW corner of Adobe
House lot, to road west of Adobe

VI-1-QV; trees in the VI group may all have been planted in 2006
VI-2-QV
VI-3-QV
VI-4-QV
VI-5-QV
VI-6-QV
VI-7-QV
VI-8-QV
VI-9-QV
VI-10-QV
VI-11-QV
VI-12-QV
VI-13-QV
VI-14-QV
VI-15-QV
VI-16-QV
VI-17-QV
Error- no data for this point
VI-18-QV
section of modern fence across from Store; lots of stone and wood
rubble along most of length of fence
modern split-rail fence
VI-19-QV
VI-20-QV
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Latitude
30.31621
30.3162
30.31572
30.31619
30.31586
30.31605
30.31614
30.31617
30.31598
30.3159
30.31624
30.3163
30.31626
30.31625
30.31931

Longitude
-96.34595
-96.34607
-96.34585
-96.34559
-96.34591
-96.34563
-96.3456
-96.3458
-96.34544
-96.34527
-96.34553
-96.34554
-96.3454
-96.34532
-96.34435

30.31885
30.31887
30.31878
30.31886

-96.34394
-96.34411
-96.34415
-96.34431

30.31893
30.31893
30.31893
30.31934
30.31905
30.31899
30.31884
30.31876
30.31838
30.31838
30.31824
30.31808
30.31795
30.31783
30.31771
30.31799
30.31783
30.3177
30.31768
30.31775
error
30.31783

-96.34422
-96.34422
-96.34422
-96.34485
-96.3447
-96.34465
-96.34464
-96.34457
-96.3446
-96.34447
-96.34443
-96.34418
-96.34459
-96.34451
-96.34443
-96.3446
-96.3446
-96.34458
-96.34432
-96.34415
error
-96.34406

30.31877
30.31888
skip
30.31895
30.31914
30.31942

-96.3438
-96.34383
skip
-96.34408
-96.34386
-96.34389

GPS #
193
194
195

196
197
198-199
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207-208
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224-229
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233-234
234
235
236
237

VI-21-QV
VI-22-QV
VI-23-QV
well or cistern at corner of Lueckemeyer Rd. and HWY 390;
covered with sections of telephone pole, but lined with rock
underneath
square (about 1.5m) stone and mortar feature about 3 inches above
ground level
section of fence stretching from Hood Hotel Rd. to T. S. Saul Rd.
VI-24-QV
VI-25-QV
VI-26-QV
VI-27-QV
VI-28-QV
VI-29-QV
VI-30-QV
line of thirty (30) Live Oaks planted by David Wolff in 2006?;
DBH ranges from .16m to .36m; along HWY 50
SW corner of Independence Cemetery
NW corner of Independence Cemetery
NE corner of Independence Cemetery
SE corner of Independence Cemetery
ICM-1-QS
ICM-2-F
ICM-3-QSH
ICM-4-QV
ICM-5-QS
ICM-6-QSH
ICM-7-QV
ICM-8-JV
ICM-9-JV
ICM-10-JV
ICM-11-JV
perimeter of Liberty Community Cemetery that is being used
currently

LCC-1-JV
LCC-2-QN
LCC-3-QV
south end of visible original walkway to R.E.B. Baylor home
bell cistern at Holly Oak
well at Holly Oak
HO-1-QV
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Latitude
30.31936
30.31931
30.3193

Longitude
-96.34396
-96.34406
-96.34419

30.31912

-96.34409

30.31882
30.31806
30.31816
30.31795
30.31771
30.31799
30.31786
30.31775
30.31756
30.31758

-96.34472
-96.34518
-96.34457
-96.34526
-96.34531
-96.34538
-96.34541
-96.34537
-96.34537
-96.34539

30.31557
30.31869
30.32813
30.32985
30.32968
30.32848
30.32868
30.32867
30.32919
30.32918
30.32947
30.32936
30.32954
30.32936
30.32932
30.3295
30.32859

-96.34746
-96.34731
-96.36169
-96.36178
-96.3605
-96.36055
-96.36193
-96.36185
-96.3614
-96.3616
-96.36166
-96.36144
-96.36098
-96.36078
-96.3607
-96.36073
-96.36063

30.33006
30.33044
30.33085
30.33107
30.33154
30.33039
30.33023
30.33089
30.33033
30.28489
30.28501
30.28515
30.28519
30.28502

-96.36855
-96.3686
-96.36834
-96.36829
-96.36749
-96.3671
-96.36819
-96.36814
-96.36822
-96.44234
-96.44234
-96.44252
-96.44234
-96.4423

GPS #
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

Latitude
30.2853
30.28481
30.28465
30.28486
30.28461
30.28425
30.28419

HO-2-QV
HO-3-QV
HO-4-QV
HO-5-QV
HO-6-QV
HO-7-QV
HO-8-QV
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Longitude
-96.4423
-96.4424
-96.44257
-96.4425
-96.44258
-96.44207
-96.44223

APPENDIX D
Documentation of Human Influence and Natural Objects (with GPS field numbers)Photos by Author.
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APPENDIX D
Documentation of Human Influence (with GPS field numbers)- Photos by Author.

GPS 55. Buried iron pipe and petrified wood near Lanella’s Creek; calipers included for scale (July 9,
2009).
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GPS 66. “Sand rock” encrusted with mineral deposits, found in Lanella’s Creek ( ).

GPS 66. Ceramics, stone, and petrified wood encrusted with mineral deposits, found in Lanella’s Creek ( ).
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GPS 32. Well pump (F.W. Heitmann, #2, Houston, TX) near J. P. Coles homesite (December 19, 2008).

GPS 32. Well pump (F.W. Heitmann, #2, Houston, TX) near J. P. Coles homesite (December 19, 2008).
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GPS 34. Coka-Cola bottle and mason jar near J. P. Coles homesite (July 29, 2010).

GPS 35. Iron “clothes line” pipe near J. P. Coles homesite (July 29, 2010).
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GPS 31. Large stone at possible J. P. Coles home foundation (July 29, 2010).

GPS 31. Steel plow share, man-made board, possible J. P. Coles home foundation (July 29, 2010).
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GPS 52. Steel rim of buggy (carriage) wheel, half-buried along Lanella’s Creek (April 3, 2009).

GPS 57. Ceramic “well” with Armadillo skeleton at bottom on Lanella’s Creek (July 29, 2010).
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GPS 57. Armadillo skull from bottom of ceramic well on Lanella’s Creek (July 29, 2010).

Three-Toed Box Turtle carapace found on bank of Lanella’s Creek (July 10, 2009).
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Interior view of Three-Toed Box Turtle carapace found on bank of Lanella’s Creek (July 10, 2009).

Native Tarantulas caught near the Adobe House. One of these is now preserved in the Mayborn Museum at
Baylor University (July 20, 2010).
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GPS 99. New and old boundary fencing in Red Oak and dead Cedar on Lanella’s Creek (July 31, 2010).

In Foreground, site on “Columns Road” where surface artifacts were collected (May 14, 2010).
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Surface finds-“Columns Road” site: glass, metal, round/square nails, stone, ceramics, slate (May 14, 2010).

In Foreground, site of burn pile from early 2000’s where surface artifacts were collected (May 14, 2010).
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In Foreground, site near telephone pole where surface artifacts were collected (May 14, 2010).

Surface finds-“Telephone Pole” site: colored & clear glass, square nails, stone, slate (May 14, 2010).
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Horseshoe and iron ring collected under DWH-4-QV (collected July 21, 2010).

Surface finds of glass, ceramics, and an iron found in the Burleson Domicile mound (September 25, 2010).
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Acorns from CSB-1-QV at Chase Seminary (collected September 25, 2010).

Acorns from HEK-3-QV, the “Herbert Klatte Tree” (collected September 25, 2010).

409

APPENDIX E
List of Botanical Specimens Collected
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Table E.1. Botanical Specimens
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Field #
TC-1
TC-2
TC-3
TC-4
TC-5
TC-6
TC-7
TC-8

Tree Number
CC-1-PO
CC-5-QSH
CC-6-JV
CC-7-QV
CC-9-PO
CC-10-QSH
CC-11-QSH
CC-12-QSH

Type of
Specimen
core
core
core
core
core
core
core
core

TC-9

IBC-1-QV

slab

TC-10

IBC-3-QV

slab

TC-11
TC-12

SPW-21h-QV
SPW-21h-QV

slab
slab

TC-13

SPW-21h-QV

slab

TC-14

ICM-11-JV

slab

TC-15
TC-16
TC-17
TC-18
TC-19
TC-20
TC-21
TC-22
TC-23
TC-24
TC-25
TC-26

ICM-11-JV
FC-31-QV
FC-31-QV
IBC-4f-QV
IBC-8-QV
ICM-1-QS
MC-17-BP
MC-25-QV
AH-1-JN
AH-1-JN
ICM-10-JV
AH-3-FS

slab
wood sample
wood sample
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
seeds
pressed leaf
pressed leaf

Notes

partial core; center of tree rotted out
another 6 inches of core left in tree

at corner of HWY 50 and 390; tree fell July 2009; park-like live oak
grove
large slab (used in Baylor Founders Exhibit) taken after tree fell in
Feb. 2008; sealed with Minwax Polyurethane
tree in front yard grove at Seward Plantation
tree in front yard grove at Seward Plantation
tree in front yard grove at Seward Plantation; sealed with Minwax
Polyurethane
Red Cedar immediately east of fallen grave marker of Mrs. Caroline
McKnight, born 1817, burial in 1898; full cross section slab taken
from about breast height
Red Cedar immediately east of fallen grave marker of Mrs. Caroline
McKnight, born 1817, burial in 1898; full cross section slab taken
from about breast height; sealed with Minwax Polyurethane
previously detatched flat piece of stump collected
previously detatched flat piece of stump collected

Date
Collected
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
10-Jul-09
11-Jul-09
Feb. 2008

Disposition as of 10 Dec.
2010
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU

17-Apr-10
17-Apr-10

Dept. of Env.Sci., BU
Dept. of Env.Sci., BU

17-Apr-10

Mayborn Museum, BU

Oct. 2009

Dept. of Env.Sci., BU

Oct. 2009
14-May-10
14-May-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10

Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU

Field #
TC-27
TC-28
TC-29
TC-30
TC-31
TC-32
TC-33
TC-34
TC-35
TC-36

Tree Number
AH-3-FS
ICM-3-QSH
LCC-2-QN
MC-22-MP
SPW-12-QV
SPW-6-QV
HO-1-QV
HO-3-QV

TC-37
TC-38
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TC-39
TC-40
TC-41
TC-42
TC-43
TC-44
TC-45
TC-46

Type of
Specimen
leaf & seeds
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
leaf
pressed leaf
leaf

HEK-3-QV
CSB-1-QV

HEK-3-QV
CSB-1-QV

leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
pressed leaf
seeds
seeds
pressed leaf
wood sample

Notes

Spanish Moss sample from SPW-12-QV; pressed and mounted
Spanish Moss sample from SPW-12-QV; mounted
Ball Moss sample from Live Oak on west side of IBC; pressed and
mounted
Ball Moss sample from Live Oak on west side of IBC; mounted
Fruticose? Lichen on branch of ~20 year old Hackberry Tree on
Male Campus (Windmill Hill)

Paloverde (Parkinsonia aculeata) the mound of remains of the
Burleson Domicile
acorns
acorns
NW Pear tree on Klatte property on Windmill Hill
NW Pear tree on Klatte property on Windmill Hill

Date
Collected
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
6-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10

Disposition as of 10 Dec.
2010
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Mayborn Museum, BU

7-Aug-10
7-Aug-10

Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Mayborn Museum, BU

6-Aug-10
25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10

Mayborn Museum, BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU

25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10

Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Mayborn Museum, BU
Herbarium, Dept. of Bio., BU
Mayborn Museum, BU

APPENDIX F
List of Other Biological Specimens Collected
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Table F.1. Other Biological Specimens. All are located in the Mayborn Museum Complex,
Baylor University, unless otherwise noted.
Field
#

Site Name

Description of Specimen

Scientific Name

1

Coles' Creek

2

Coles' Creek

3

Academy Hill

4

Academy Hill

5

Academy Hill

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Coles' Creek
Coles' Creek
Adobe House
Vine Dell
Vine Dell
Coles' Creek
Sam Houston
Sam Houston

Armadillo skull and teeth (personal
collection of author)
Three-Toed Box Turtle Shell
(personal collection of author)
Pipevine Swallowtail (male); mating
pair 1
Pipevine Swallowtail (female);
mating pair 1
Pipevine Swallowtail (male); mating
pair 2
Pipevine Swallowtail (female);
mating pair 2
Pipevine Swallowtail (female)
Eastern Dobsonfly (male)
Eastern Dobsonfly (male)
Tarantula
Scorpion
Carolina Mantid
Rangeland Grasshopper
Grasshoppers
Grasshoppers

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Coles' Creek
Coles' Creek
Coles' Creek
Coles' Creek
Coles' Creek
Sam Houston
Sam Houston
Sam Houston
Sam Houston
Sam Houston
Coles' Creek

Spinybacked Orbweaver
Spinybacked Orbweaver
Orchard Orbweaver
Cardinal Jumping Spider
Jumping Spider
Iridescent Green Leaf Beetle
Iridescent Green Leaf Beetle
Iridescent Green Leaf Beetle
Iridescent Green Leaf Beetle
Iridescent Green Leaf Beetle
Spider Wasp

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Coles' Creek
Adobe House
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill

Ironclad Beetle
Red Milkweed Borer
Darkling Beetles
Darkling Beetles
Darkling Beetles
Darkling Beetles
Darkling Beetles
Darkling Beetles
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant

Dasypus novemcinctus
Terrapene carolina
triunguis

29-Jul-10
10-Jul-09

Battus philenor

16-May-10

Battus philenor

16-May-10

Battus philenor

16-May-10

Battus philenor
Battus philenor
Corydalus cornutus
Corydalus cornutus
Aphonopelma sp.
Centruroides sp.
Stagmomantis carolina
Oedipodinae
Mermiria sp.
Mermiria sp.

16-May-10
16-May-10
31-Jul-10
10-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
25-Sep-10
25-Sep-10
28-Jun-09
21-Jul-10
21-Jul-10

Gasteracantha
cancriformis
Araneidae

Leucange venusta
Phidippus cardinalis
Salticidae
Chrysomelidae
Chrysomelidae
Chrysomelidae
Chrysomelidae
Chrysomelidae
Zopherus nodulosus
haldemani
Tetraopes tetraphthalmus
Tenebrionidae
Tenebrionidae
Tenebrionidae
Tenebrionidae
Tenebrionidae
Tenebrionidae
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
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Date Collected

20-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
9-Jul-10
20-Jul-10
11-Jul-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09

Field
#
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Site Name
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill
Academy Hill

Description of Specimen
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant
Harvester Ant

Scientific Name
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
Pogonomyrmex sp.
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Date Collected
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
16-Oct-09
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Table G.1. Data for Vicinity of Independence, Texas, from the Native Prairies Association of Texas.
All sites are within the Independence Quadrangle

Survey
number

24

Legal description

Address

Location description

Current use

12/20/2002

A008 Austin,
Stephen F., Tract
133. Property ID
R56349

6605 Old
Independence
Rd, Brenham,
TX

Prairie Hill area. Adjacent
(north) to Survey 23, south
of Schlottmann Roadr.
Loafing shed and horses on
property.

Horses,
possibly
hay

12/20/2002

A008 Austin,
Stephen F., Tract
47. Property ID
R10629

7955 Old
Independence
Road,
Brenham, TX

Prairie Hill area. Meadow
is 4/10ths of a mile north on
Mockingbird Road, which
is south of 7955 Old
Independence Road.
Quebe’s are cousins to the
Kruse’s (Survey 18).

Hay

12/20/2002

A0029 Clay,
Nester, Tract 37.
Property ID
R12130

7955 Old
Independence
Road,
Brenham, TX

Prairie Hill area. West side
of Old Independence
Road@Rock Hill Road.
North of Survey 18.

Hay

417

Date
surveyed

25

26

Vegetation description
Except the area around the loafing shed (1/2
ac) the remnant appears to be in good shape,
with a high degree of native potential.
Actively grazed by resident horses (2).
Composition hard to determine, but little
bluestem (80%) appears be the dominate,
with no visible exotics. Silver bluestem,
Engelmann daisy, giant blue sage are also
present.
Little bluestem (60-70%), Indiangrass,
silver bluestem, sideoats grama, big
bluestem, brownseed paspalum, knotroot
bristlegrass, bluebonnet, Engelmann daisy,
antelope horn milkweed, spiderwort, giant
blue sage, showy primrose. Jonhsongrass
(<5%) present mainly along Mockingbird
Road. An unknown grass species is also
present-apparent hydric association.
Has significant exotic encroachment and the
structure of the site is “off’”-may have been
overgrazed at one time, possibly even
mechanically disturbed? This being said,
there is still good native potential present.
Not many forbs-spiderwort, showy
primrose, bluebonnet, giant blue sage.
Little bluestem and big bluestem (50%) are
the dominant WSG. Indiangrass, silver
bluestem, sideoats grama, switchgrass (in
the small drainage) also present.
Johnsongrass (<5%), KR bluestem &
annual rye (<5%) in a few scattered
patches; what appears to be Kleingrass
(15%) scattered with a solid concentration
on the southern end.

Survey
number

27
28

Legal description

12/20/2002

A0078 Lessassier,
Luke, Tract 23.
Property ID 16818

Address
Old
Independence
Road and
Marcus Rd,
Brenham, TX

12/20/2002

A0029 Clay,
Nester, Tract 18.
Property ID
R12111

11/1/2002

A008 Austin,
Stephen F., Tract
30 and Tract 30.1.
Property ID
R10607 and
R10608
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Date
surveyed

18

Location description

Current use

Prairie Hill Area. Old
Independence Road@
Marcus Road.

Hay

Old
Independence
Road and
Marcus Rd,
Brenham, TX

Prairie Hill area. Old
Independence Road 2/10ths
north of Marcus Road, west
side.

Hay

7955 Old
Independence
Road,
Brenham, TX

Prairie Hill area. Hilltop
meadow is across the road
(east) from 7955 Old
Independence Road,
2/10ths of a mile north of
Mockingbird Road.

Hay

Vegetation description
Little bluestem (60-70%), Indiangrass, big
bluestem, goldenrod, maximillian
sunflower, calylophus, giant blue sage.
Johnsongrass (10%) on edges, in drainage,
and around the tank.
Hard to gauge exact composition as the
remnant had recently been cut. Based on an
uncut portion there seems to be a good
matrix of forbs and grasses. Meadow may
be getting cut too often, too short, or at the
wrong time. Little bluestem, Indiangrass,
brownseed paspalum, big bluestem, silver
bluestem, sideoats grama, knotroot
bristlegrass, dropseed, blue-eyed grass,
golden Alexander, Indian paintbrush, prairie
aster, Indian plantain, rosinweed, max
sunflower, showy primrose, Tx thistle,
Engelmann daisy, Carex spp. Dewberry
looks to be a problem in some of the lows
while Johnson (<5%) looks to be
concentrated along Old Independence Road.
Little bluestem (70%), eastern gamma, big
bluestem, Indiangrass, brownseed
paspalum, knotroot bristlegrass, silver
bluestem, switchgrass, giant blue sage,
maximillian sunflower, Indian plantain
Upper portion of the Hilltop meadow is
little bluestem, big bluestem, Indiangrass,
calylophus, giant blue sage. Front is silver
bluestem, KR bluestem (20%), side oats,
little bluestem, still a strip in Haygrazer.

21

22

12/20/2002

30.249530, 96.364059

12/20/2002

Tract 29 John Cole
& A-8 S.F. Austin.
Property ID
R10606

30.249494, 96.365209

12/20/2002

A008 Austin, S.F.,
Tract 74. Property
ID R10656

6605 Old
Independence
Rd, Brenham,
TX

419
23

A0032 Cole, John,
Tract 7. Property
ID R12649

Prairie Hill area. Prairie
Hill Road, south side @
FM 50

Prairie Hill area. South side
of Prairie Hill Road, near
FM 50. Adjacent (west) to
Survey 21.
Prairie Hill area. Old
Independence Road, just
north of Prairie Hill Road.
Adjacent to St. John’s
Lutheran Church, north of
the parking lot.

Hay

Hay

Hay

Nice woody fencerow. Hard to determine
exact composition as the piece had recently
been hayed. Little bluestem, Indiangrass,
sideoats grama, silver bluestem, three-awn,
prairie aster, Engelmann daisy, Texas
thistle, showy primrose, Rudbeckia,
rosinweed, green-thread, ambrosia,
bluebonnet, maximillian sunflower, wine
cup, Aster sp. Johnsongrass (<5%) present.
Dense matrix of WSG. Little bluestem
(60%), brownseed paspalum, big bluestem,
Indiangrass, dropseed, Baptisia, showy
primrose, ambrosia, goldenrod, giant blue
sage. Does not appear to be a diverse forb
component. Minimal Johnsongrass (<5%).
Tract has one lone prickly ash and yaupon
amongst the grasses.
Recently hayed, so exact composition
difficult to determine. No notable exotics.
Little bluestem, Indiangrass, brownseed
pasplaum, Engelmann daisy, Texas thistle,
giant blue sage, golden alexanders,
spiderwort, rosinweed
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